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Mathematicg education ig reviewed continually if, f .y le7e1 to keep instruction responsiee and cUrrent.
Resulting changes in rnathematics.education are based on developments in theoris of learning, findings
regarding instructional practices inthe cla.ssroorp, public opinion and most important, th evolving process
of mathematics itself.

The Georgia Department of Education appointed a committee to review and revise the mathematics
curriculum guide for the middle grades. This guide. Mathematics for Georgia Middle Grades, is the result "
of the committee's study and writing.

We appreciate the time and effort the comNttee members gave to this project and commend them
tfor

excellent publication. We believe that as educators in middle schools throughout Georgia use t in .
their curriculum planning, the mathenAtics education in those gchools will improve significantly..

Charles McDaniel
State Superjntendent of Schools
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duction
P

The purPose of this guide. Mathematics for Georgia Middle, Grades.-is to assist those who lire concerned
with improving,mathematics education in Georgia schools, Information provided here is intended to help in
planning curriculum at the local level.

The writers have prepared this guide on the basis of successful teaching practices and recommendations
° from:recognized 'educators. Information regarding consiarations unique to teaching the middle grade
legtner is given, Issues in mathematics education today such as how to teach problem solving, how to use
technology and how-..to overcome mathematics anxiety are addressed. The writers have included
suggestions for ways teachers can plan student ,activities that help middle grade learners acquire the
apprippriate "concepts and skills.

v-v

We hope that this guide Will help local planners as they review, revise or develop the mathematics
curriculum and thereby improve mathematics instruction for all students in Georgia schools. .

Lucille G. Jordan
Associate State Superintendent
Office of Instructional Services

R. Scott Bradshaw, Director
Division of Curriculum Services
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velopmg a
dd e Grades

Mathentwtics
Curticuium

A major goal of schools is to prepare students to function in modern societyboth at the present time and
in the future. In order to plan towards this goal the school system or the school should prepare a curriculum
for each subject area. Such plans should be developed by groups representing various sectors within the
school system and the community. This curriculum guide. Mathematics for Georgia Middle Grades, was
designed to assist those involved in planning a local system, local school or individual classroom
mathematics curriculum.

It is assumed that a local overall curriculum planning committee with members representing all subject
areas has been established nd has given direction and input- to the leaders developing the mathematics
curriculum. The mathemat cs curriculum committee (or individual teacher) planning or revising a
mathematics curriculum ould develop steps or tasks to follow and designate people to be responsible for
the tasks and associa time frames.

A curriculum cannot be developed quickly. Adequate time mist be given for study and discussion of
(a) trends and is in the field of mathematics, (b) wayg students learn and (c) strategies for teaching.

Suggested steps for developing a mathematics curriculum for voiP:rbgrades are presented on the following
pages. Of course these tasks may need to be adapted to accon.modate the local situation. Time frames are
nibt included since time needed for these tasks will vary from school system to school-system.

D-1



Steps or Develophig -A Middle
Grades Mathematics Curricolvim

Task

Formulate Mathematics
Curriculum 'Committee
composed of

local curriculum
director
local mathematid
supervisor or designated
leader'
representativeS from
mathematics teachers
in elementary, middle
and secondary schools
media specialist
representatives from
other curriculum areas

-,(to be called on as needs
arise)
guidance counselor (to
be involved periodically)
representatives from the
community (to be called
on periodically)

Develop goals of mathematics
learning.

_ Study general and
mathematics goals
of local and state
educational agencies
and state and national pro-
fessional mathematics
organixations_
Study (or formulate)
philosophy of the
school system regarding
general education
and mathematics
education.
Consider local student
needs, present and future_

Study materials and
provide sufficient
time to discuss.

How do students
learn mathematics?

4

Responsibilinj of

Curriculum leaders.
'general and mathematics

_Mathematics Curricular'
Committee

Subcommittee
of Mathematics
Curriculum
Committee

D-2

Res.onrces in
Mathematics for
Georgia Middle

Schools

Nature of Middle.
Grades Learner.
Modeling and
Problem Solving.
Goal Setting,
Strands and objectives.
Processes,
Personalizing Instruction,
SpecialConsideration.
Support Systems Evaluation.
Appendices. Resources

Nature of Middle Grades
Learner, Modeling and
Problem Solving, Goal Setting
Sp-ands and Objectives,
Processes, How to Begin.
Personalizing Instruction.



Task

How do students
learn Mathematics..
as a langiege? As
a science? As a-
collection of skills?'
As an art?

. What are the students'
atatudes towards
mathematics?
What changes in
attitudes and appreciations
do you wish a
modified mathematics
program -to attain? .

. Are, there specific
mathematical needs
for your community?
Are there particular
needs in careers
typically pursued by
your students?

. Does present curriculum
include sufficient oppor-
tunities for problem
solving and evaluation
of problem solving?

. What strategies of
teaching should be
employed?
Are a variety
of strategies used in
teaching?

I
What majcir topics of
mathematics should be
addressed in the curri-
culum? At which grade
levels or within which
units of study should
these be addressed?
Note: Keep notes on
readings to help in
writing the guide
especially activities
and references.
These findings should
provide a framework
within which the curb=
culum can be built.

-Responsibilltv of

Resources in
Mathematics for
Georgia Middle

Schools

Special Considerations, 16

Support Systems, Evaluation.
Appendices,. Resources



Review the Statetvide
Criterion-Referenced
Test (CRT) objectives
and high school -graduation
requirements (both.
state and Iota!).

Deverop student objectives
for mathemStics
education and indicate
those skills which
lead to the-expected-
skills of graduating
seniors whether they
enter the world of
work or postsecondary
schools.:
he- objeaives-should

be_ coded: to the state
CRT objectives and
the Basic Skills.Test
indicator clusters.

6. Review the existing
curriculum to ascertain
if the skills expected
of secondary school
students are included.
and Are at appropriate
&ade the
middle grades to ensure
opportunities for students

-to develop these
skills; indicate those
missing from curriculum
and 6lace those,
desired in the
list of- objectives.

-Revievi existing curriculum
in terms of stated

:goals, objectives and
local-student-needs; indicate_
inconsistencies and
include those objectives
desired into tie revised !1St of
objective&

Develop a format for the
curriculum guide:

Responsibility 0

Matkematics
Curricultitn
Committef

Mathematics -
Curriculum

. Committee

Members of Mathematics
Curriculum Committee

Members of Mathernatics
Curriculum Committee

Memberi of Mathematics
Curriculum Committee

Resourc in
Mathematics for
Georgia Middle

'Schools

Brands and Objectives.
Appendices

ti

Modeling and Prnblern
Solving, Goal Setting,
Strands and Objectities.
Proceises Appendices, Res°,

Appendices



Task
4

List topics to be studied
in the middle grades; Vindicate
the grade level(s) in which
they will be placed. Of
course some topics will be
included in each.grade
introduced,'developed.-
and reinforeedas needed
for the spiral approach
to learning.
These topic g may be the
same as-the strands listed
i this guider they
may be subtopics

tliestra- or a
combination'of .`

froth more-.
than one strand, e.g..
_standard geometric
shapes an4.measuring area

Sub-committees and
the whole of the _

Matheinatics Curriculum
' Committee

Resources in
Maihentafics for
Georgia Middle

'Schools

Nature of Middle GradesMiddle
Learner, Modeling and Problem
golving, Processes,
Personalizing Instriwtion,
Special Considerations,
Sample Activities. Appendices,
Resources

Detisions.on scope and
sequence of topics
should be carefully-plarthed
based on such Considerations
as (a) Mathematical
skills needed prerequisite
to the ,study of a given
topic, (b) the movement
of students from one class
or school to anothe (c)
scheduling the use
available.resources (both_
materials-and people):
Of course flexibility
must be allowed so as-to take

=- advantage of opportunities
which may present
theinselves.

O. Identify, select or write
student activities todevelop
each tilpic and to help
students attain the objectives.
Code the activities to the
topics and the objectives.
Teachers should plan co-
pperatively so that repetition
from one grade level to
another is-used for rein-
forcement rather than in
hapha2m7situations where
it is boring and useless to-.
students.

Subcommittee of Mathematics
Curriculum Committee

v-Modeling and Problem
Solving, Processes, Personalizing
Instruction, Special
Considerations, Support
Systems, Sample Activities,

_Evaluation, Appendices,e
Resources, Careers in
Mathematics.



Task

11.t Identify selectior develop
materials needed for the

-activities. Identify or ailed
other resources helpful to
students in achieving the
objective.

Responsibility of

Subcommittees and the
whole Mathematica
Curriculum Committee,

f° additional mathematics
teachers and consultants

Resources in
Mathematics for. .

Georgia .Middle
Schools .

Resources,
Careers Ire Mathematit-Sw

12: Review the offerings deve-
loped through number 10
and respond to the following
queitions:

Have appropriate offelings
been = provided for all levels
of students?
Have a sufficient quantity of
activities been planned
to offer students or to

_ offer teachers samples so as
(a) to assist them toward
a Ming minimum _

oirements for high
-School, (b),to provide
a wide variety. of activities
beyond,the minimum, (c) to
provide for a variety of
teaching and learning
styles-

Subcommittees and the
whole;.Mathematics
Curriculum Committee

Are objectives stated so
that evaluation of
student attainment can be
measured?

Are there. provisions for
a variety, of strategies
including discovery
approach;- small group or
individual activities,
obseriration, exploration,
investigation, inquiry,
organization of ideas,
organization of data,
applications to other
disciplines and reinforce-
ment?

Is the level of student
introlvement as high as
possible?

Are the activities
appropriate with respect

student needs, abilities
and interests?



Talk

Based on prese
inv&tory are
rieeded roterms on hand?
If not list missing ma_ teriW
ranked from most to least
needed_

Revise the plans based
on answers to task
11 above.

14. Identify, select or develop
procedures for evaluating
the objectives---for
evaluating both the
probram apd individual
student progress.

15. Develop a plan to field-
test-the program-- -

-Select schools and teachers
to field-test the program.

- 17 yield-test the prograrb---keep
notes regarding shanges
needed in the program:

Review/revise curriculum
use questions in previous
steps to devflop plan for
review/revision-. -

19. Plan for evaluation of.
-mathematics curriculum_

20. Formulate and implement
staff development plan.

Implement the mathematics
curricultitn plan.

22_ Evaluate the mathematics
curriculum each year.

23. Review findings of
evaluation each year and plan
revision where needed,

Rettionsibil

Mathematics
Curriculum Committee

h atici
Curriculurn Committee

Mathematics Curriculu
Committee, supervisors
and administrators

Designated teache and
supervisors

Mathematics Curriculum
Committee

athematics Curriculum
Committee

Mathematics Curriculum
Committee, -supervisors
and administrators

Mathematics teachers,
administrators -=

and supervisors

Mathematics Curriculum
Committee, tearliek
administratorsjand supervisors

1%-lathematics Curriculum
Committee, teachers-and
supervisors -

Resources in'
Mathematics for
Georgia Middle

:Scheel

Evaluation

Evaluation
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In determining goals and objectives at the state, system, building -Or classroom level, one of the first steps
must be a consideration of the philosophical bases of the program'. Belief grid perceptions Abut effective
learning will greatly influence the nati'lre of thastudents'__experiences in a p.articulw school system, school: 7
and/or classroarn. If educators- are to griSly in effectiveness, it is important that they examine their basic
philosophies about mathematics education in the middle grades: These perceptions will naturally include
some beliefs about the learners themselves, the mathematics to which the learners will be exposed and.
techniques for combining these two sets of beliefs in an effective 'program.

The first section on the nature of the middle grades learner discusses the particular characteristics of this
age student and includes some Sugdestions for- using these characleristics to enhance the experiences of
students rather than let them serve as deterrents to learning. Problem solving as the major emphasis in any

.mathematics program is the themeof the secon . urriculum decisions should not be made until
some of the issues addressed in this section are considered. A ion on goals is then included to present
additional considerations in setting goals. Once the philoSophical bases have, been determined and the
O aTg set, the canan then be formulated; A section on objectives is included which' contains an

0--explanation of th% role of state oNe'ctives and local objectives and a list of statewide objectives for the_

middle grades. The last section deals with the role of pr cesses in the _middle grades mathematics program.
As with other parts of the guide, the order of presentati

I
of the sections dues not necessarily represent the

order in whtch they should be studied. The topics in the sections are interdependent and therefore should be
studied as a whole rather than as separate topics. . t



-Wha are he . middle grades Warners?: What are they Me They are happy one minute and sad the nein.-
They an responsible one dam. and jriespOnSible the next. One minute they Want to te-11 you what do'ind
the next minute they want -y6u-to----telt-thern every move- b:make. They-also vacillate from being logical-to
irrational, endearing spera ing verbose to nonverbal or withdrawn, serious_ to naive to
sophisticated, adult-like l -c nd Their physical growth also occurs in spurts and this erratic
growth often results in aiviavar ries&-spora is energy tigue and restlessness These constantly changing-
emetional. intellectual and physical growthf s_ are confusing to theSe-,udenis ...and aus .therd toc e.

_
constantly reassess themselve& Further, middle- grade= years. when gotingster s. are approximately 10
through 14 years of ade, are critieaf-:-in:the develophient of self-concept, a very important-coniributor to

/ both personal and academic succesa. =

The -adults-who -work- with -these=StudegtS4ihve -difficulty -understancling theiej erratic -behavior&--The__
knowledge and subsequent understanding of these traits are essential for the effectiveness of any adult
Working with middle grades students. Such knowledge and tinderstanding should not however, lead merely
to an acceptance and tolerance of these _-eharaaeristic& To adopt, a tolerant and-basically a neutral,_,
position: rather than a positive one could result in misuse, or eve loss, of at least four critical years of--
in uction Students will exp ysical growth during t period of time. They'shou e_ xperienc

int lectual growth as well.-
_

ough there is some consistency in each -student author group of student& planning heniatics
'loft for a class of diverse individuals who will likely, be different each day is not an cap to ;- Eizen

planning for one unpredictable and ehangiuginiddle grades learner is difficult. Although progr call vary
grgatly, a common goal of each should be.thal the program be developed cooperatively by iridi uals h- o

grades.
w

are knowledgeable of and sensitive to the unique situation of these students' in the middle grade_

The individual characteristics of the middle grades learner have many possible ramifications for the--
. _ . . .

mathematics program_ It would not be possible in this section to deal fully with the characteristics and honi .

they individually or -collectively affect given, educational situations.- Not only nre the characteristics
numerous, btit. they are also complex since there are some characteristics which Might conflict when

Arriplemoitatian strategies are- considered. For exampleability_,w_ouping. enables 'teachers to deal -more_
effectively with the diverse academic levels present: in a middle grade rograrn. Abilfty grouping, however.
often 'causes-severe-self-concept problems at this particular age when e development :ofself-esteem is so
difficult for niileuts. Another. example of solutiona that assist in Onc area but_ create pfdbfems in
another area is the use of flexible scheduling and flexible- groupings- These, changing sc4eduleg .and--
grouping patterns are ex ellent for providing a variety of mathernatical_experiences but do not provide the.

Fzstability for those stud ts who need a very secure and structured environment. The complexity of such
learning situations, does not mean there are no solutions.--they certainly can be and should, be addressed on
an ongoing basis at the system, school and classroom level_ Obviously. compromises and tradeoffs will-..
have to be made and eontirtnous.evaluation -.will be-esential in planning these learnint situations.

Most of the solutions or decisions concerning the mathematics program for middy grades students must be
made at the local level. This. section of the guide will contain some suggestions for eliminating certain
aspects of mathematics programs that might be counterproductive to the overall growtheif these students.
Suggested, ways to capitqlize on some of the characteristics and use them to enhance the intellectual
growth of these students in mathematics will -Oho be presented.



Certainly one of the most critical needs of students who are 10 to l4 years of-age is the ueed.to feel good
about themselves_ As they reach the-age where they begin to look at themselveiand reflect on who they
are and who they would like to be they are :often disappointed in themselves. This disappbintment of
course, manifests itself in Many ways----froatthe student &becoming extremely withdrawn atcd.antisocial to
becoming obnoxiously loud and cocky to cover up ffelings of inadequacy. Almost everything that is done in
the schools during this time will affect this characteriAic either positively or negatively. In general, schools
need to provide an environment that assures students the best possible opportunitylb develop self-esteem.

-There are four areas that seem to cause -more difficulty than otbers in dev oiling self esteem in middle
grades studenthomeworls, testing, excessive competitive asp6cts of e mathematics program atid
expectations.

-t

Certainly there is great support for a retur more homework as a method of, reinforcing basic skills in_ _
mathematics= There are however, ce cautions that might be rnentionedNin connection Ivith middle

- grade learners. Since their problem with uthority often is more home-centered than school centered, and
since many parents have difficulty themselves. with mathematics- homework often creates problems-in the
home which result in setting the student baCk lather than helping him/her toy move -forward. Several

suggestions that might be.made in the area of homework-are to

assign homework as a follow-up activity, not before a student has a fairly clear understanding of the
conceptAhis -approach might require multiple homework assignments for different readiness levels in
the class. These assignments might be ctimpletely different in content or maybe in quantities of different
portions within the assignments.-Twenty sentences of one tybe might -be necessary forofie student Where
five may be sufficient for another. F

communicate with parents concerning their role in the homework proces& such as providing specific
time and place for study as opposed to giving specific help with content.
communicate with other teachers on long-range assignments and effective ways of dealing with specific
students in the area of homework. .

4 provide some choices in homework assignments.
-4 make some grouP,assignments where two or three students are res onsible for certain tasks a group.

Students will often fulfill their responsibility to each other when they will not assume it for arlitts. This
suggestion Might also encourage students to interact and discuss mathematics. This prricess should be
monitored Carefully, however, to assure that one or two students do not do all the work

Needless to-say, there are many possibilities anifrio one technique will work for:all students all of the time
-Varying the format of homework and reducing the possibility of creating problems at home should Kelp in .

lessening the negative aspects. of homew6rk fOr middle grades learners: Homework Should enhance the
school program, not destroythe gains which have been made. If ways cannot be found for homework to be
helpful,- perhaps there is justification for it bein- eliminated:



Probably the single most significant factor contributing to the hostill#y against mathematics and low
self-esteem in mathematics is te_4ing. As with horriework, testingceitaiply cannot and ,should not be
eliminated since it is needed for diagnosing and planning for each.stude4,:program planning and &aback
to parents and student& A major concern regarding testing this-age student is communication. For
example, there may be a comMunication problern involved in the following quiz.-

Add the following and simplify:your answers.

.What is the student communicating to the
don't know how to add fractions.

"I don't knotv what simplify means."
"I don'tknow how to shoplift/ ,answers

"I don't like to simplify'my answers, and I h pe you
Tin not doing to simplify my answers. That's

fail math anyway."

won't mark it wiring?'
t care if you mark it wrong. 1'11 probably

What rs the teacher_ cornmunicating to-the student by giving a gra
"You don't know how to add fractions?'
"You don't kndw how to follow directions, and you're not going to pass this

'You don't know how to simplify your answers."

hat was the tesher testing and consequently- trying to communicate the student? Was it adding
fractions, simplifying_ fractions or following directions? If all three .-arefbeing. tested, is the teacher
cornmunicafiqg to the students-that they have, to facts earned to add fractitins but not-the other two tasks7

In addition to the communications issue, the_dependence on tests with their threatening aspects, as the
only soGrce-of motivation probably, turns more middle grades students ageiinst mathematics than any other
factor_ The 'frequency of tests in mathematics is often a problem. Giving 'tests once a week means the
practice of (I) reviewing for the test on one day, (2) testing on the next day and (3) returning the tests on the
third day. This process will result in some negativism toward mathematics on at least three of the five jays
in a week.'
A thorough discussion of aswssment and its implications for the middle grades is included in the section on
-evaluation iv' this guide..

of 20% on this quiz?

course until you do."



. Excessive Competition

-Although competition is normal and certainly basic to the American way, of life, most middle grades
authorities agree that competition should be reduced draically during this developmental period. They
often recommend the-reduction or efimipatiort of-social pressures such as dances and. other formalized
boy-girl relationships. Also discouraged are competitive sports which reward the physicalist mature, do not

_

provide pokitive,experieirces for the majority of the students and can actually bedetrimental to students'
self-concepts Likewise, authorities suggest eliminating, or atr least reducing, excessive competitiveness in
the area of intellectual growth= The most obvious considerations that affect this area are those associated
with organizing for instruction. The section of the guide that deals with personalizing in_ struction addresses
this concern. Other areas that might be considered are required participation in mathematics fairs,_
contests or similar events. Beta Clubs and other secondary school reward systems might add to the already
complex problem of developing self-esteem for this age group. Authorities cite the-Incidence of suicide, the
second leading cause of death for this age, as evidence_ of the inability of these4fiidents to deal with
pressures in the areas of social, physical end intellectual development. DecisionS-in theffmathernatics

-program should be made.with staff input and be bksed upon research findings. Since these students-live in
such a competitive society, it is often difficult to convince some educators, parents and students that Middle
grades students already have an abundance, of pressure that is self-induced and that cannot' be controlled.

. Consequently, the schools should be as sensitive as possible in program planning to provide ap
environment_ that is.-supporlive. of all children in rhathematks, not just_ the_sociallyAphysically_and
intellectually mature student.

Not only are there major prograffirnatic concerns in :natheinaries which need to be considered in the area
of competition. but there are also everyday classrbom activities which are very' important. Each classroom
teacher must strive to piovide a classroom -environment where .students feel free to take chances in
mathematical problem solving, to guess and poisiblii berwrong, and to try ideas and find they might not
produce results. Since these students often ridicule each other, mathematics teachers must assume the
responsibility of eliminating as much of this overt and -.damaging behavior :as` possible. A. positive
atniosphere can often be accomPlished by having student& discussion through the use Of brainstorming
procedures that facilitate participation by all studentS. Growth ivnathematics for middle grades students'
particularily in problem solving or thinking skills,-will occur much more readily in a supportive atmosPhere-.

where students work together and not against 'one anothek Teachers should be very careful about
cbmparisons of physical appearance, e.g., height, weight or other sensitive areas when choosing relevant
examples to use with students_



Very few teachers or_ school administrators hatie not participated in ;a parent conference and a
comment like, "I don't really expect Johnny to do well in math_ He got that honestly from me. I could
never do well in math, -Teachers are keenly aware of the negative effect of the aptaos some --ectin of s
parents PrbfessiOnal educators sometimes communicate this same kind of low expectation and do: so in a
variety of ways It may-be exhibited the way teachers orgafiize for instruction (See the--section.
Fiersonalizjng Instruction). It may also be reflectgd in the assumptions some teachers.have that stridents
low in computational skills cannot successfullpparticipate in problem solving ventures. Another example is-

-the p-ra-ctice-orasking-higherlevel questions to only thetalented-students-and then probing for the answer
while accepting, "I don't know," from a student for who'll the teacher's expectations are low, Many subtle
remarks are made to middle grades students by school personnel Which reflect low affectations. Since it f
so difficult to change the self-concept of these student& it is extremely impartan'L that the teacher
communicate positive -expectation&

--These foZir areas have been given as exampled of programmatic concerns that should be addresied by
every teacher and considered in the devWopment of each mathematics program because of the possible
negative impact on middle grades students, Amore positive approach in considering the ramifications of
the characteristics of the middlegrades learner. on, programs would be to identify certain-characteristicsof
the learner and to use these characteristics to benefit the learner in mathematics, ,The following five
examples might be used by local systeArt groups in taking fhis approach.

actenstics vi

The students' need' for developing their own value systems

Since students are seeking to develop their own value systems, pursuing this topic might be an excellent
opportunity to work on positive attitudes towards mathematics, Many children have accepted the attitudes
of their parents toward mathematics and consequently may have fears and a diSlike of mathematic& There
are specific-suggestions regarding this topic in this guide in the article entitled Mathematics Anxi-

.
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The students extreme need for peer interaction and oppmua
-

e are many ways to utilize this characteristic of students' to work for, rather than against, the learning
of Mathematical concepts. One of the most obvious is' peer tutoring. Peer tutoring not only benefits the

.

student having difficulty but also the student providing ag'sistance. Verbalizing processes increases the
understanding by the student vfrho is giving the explanation. It also helps to develop in the tutor a positive
self-concept which is so difficult for students to maintain at_ this age0The student being tutored can benefit_
not only because of the additional help they are provided but also because they are often more willing to
listen to a peer tutor. Needless to say, there can be problems with anyone other than a trained professional
being used in the instructional program; therefore, the process should be closely monitored and evaluate&
Also, the teacher should be cautious about misusing peer tutoring. The bright student should not be
overused in this way and consequently not be provided more stimulating enrichment activities.

The students' -interest a3k a .vorietyof topics

Students' preoccupations with areas other than mathematics need not hinder their interest in mathemat-
ics. For exainple, a student who is extremely interested in art will likely become very interested in geometry
taught via geoboards, string art, paper folding, symmetrical_ designs, tiling or tesselations. Atheletes will
give almost all tasks in statistics their undivided attention if the data are related to sports. In addition to
capitalizing on existing interests, these youngsters are Often willing to explore new areas-of interest.



Rapid physical development manifested by rapid-growth spurts

Learning centers and other similarly structured activities in the classroom are readily accepted bystudents
who sit for many hours a day. Also, the outdoor mathematics emphasis could change this characteristic to

positiVe contributing factor to the mathematical growth of middle grades student& There are several
sections of this guide which should provide assistance in this approach. In particular, see -"Ratios,
Proportions, and the Great Outdoors in the 'Activities'-' section of the guide.

The extreme idealism-and need for heroes and adult models

There are many heroes in-the field Of mathematic& such as Pascal, Gauss, Pythagoras, Descartes and
Noether, with very- interesting biographies that should - appeal to students and stimulate their interest
in mathematic& These heroes might be presented in mini-units as enrichment as a lead-in to a specific
unit associated with the matheinatician or as 'a research effort. There are also heroes in the comment
that could be called upon to assist with the mathematics program. If the student/parent relationship is
rather positive, the use of a parent can often- create a positive attitude for a student in mathematics. Using
high school students who provide good models will fulfill this need of middle grades stuaents and greatly
enhance the program., N,

In summary, educators should, study not only the mathematics curriculum for middle grade students but
also the learners themselves,- Planning mMhematics programs in local school systems and individual
schools should utilize this- knowlecige. Certain aspects of- the program such as homework tesung,
competition and teacher expectations, tend to present substantial problems unless there is deliberate
planning in the area& Finally, many of the characteristics of middle grades youngster& can be used in a

_ _

positive way, to enhance gra-11:th mathematic rather'-than irhpede-the-- growth: The -Challenge for the--
mathematicsleacher in the middle grades is trinnendous, The remainder of-the guide will attempt to
provide assistance tb teachers in meeting this challenge of fffilitating growth of the students in these
critical year&



Learning to solve problems is probably the most important single process of anyone's education. People in
every walk of life are faced with problems to solve.-Many of these problems are routine and may actually not
be problems at all: Sometimes It is not easy to determine whether a situation is aproblem for a particular
individual. What is a Pro_ blem to one person-may be merely an exercise to another. If a task requires only'
routine application of a procedure. it is ndt really a problem.

Most problems that people encounter in their lives do not come neatly written as textbook type word
problems- They are usually encountered as problem situations 'which need-to be clarified into problein
statements, then approached and solved.
Middle grades learners should have experiencps in solving problems that are :already7forniulated- and

--should-also-have experiences in problem seeking.- probleni finding and problem formulation.- ----

Mathematical madgling and problem solving seem to go hand hand. A model is a, representation :of a
real-world -situation jukt as a Map of a city (the rrio-del) is a representation of the streets of that City (the
reality). Learning matherhatics can be enhanced by understanding the global uses of concepts as models
for phenomena in the world and problem solving makes direct use of mathematical Models. A simple
example of-mathematics:encounterectin the middle gradde; twill help illustrate this point Students-learn to
manipulate a formula such as a be into b = a/c and c 5/b. Specific examples illustrate the generality

Land adaptability of-such multi-purpose models and infact the power of such a simple statement. The same
basic mathematical model can represent the relationship between distance, rate and time (d it) or it can_
represent Ohm's Law (.I -= E/RS. Dr.-Richard Skemp-(19 71, 1979). a noted educational psychologist who
specializes in the theory of learning mathematic% makes a case for teaching for such higher levels of
abstraction. On the o hand, in order to solve problems, students need to find a mathematical Model
that fairly well fits wit1 a problem situation. ;

In An Agenda for Action: Recommendations for School Mathematics of th e-1980s (National Comicii of -
Teachers of Mathematics, 1980), the first recommendation is that "Problem -solving be the focus of school
mathematics m the 1980s. Included in the discussion of problem solving is the statement, "Problem solVing

-= involves applying mathematics to the real world, serving the theory and practice of &trent and emerging
sciences, and resolving-issues that extend the frontiers of the matherdatical sciences themselves."

Suggested actions for the recommendation include the following.

The mathematics curriculum `should be -organizegl around problem solving. _

The definition and language-of problem solving in mathematics should be developed and
expanded to inclUde a broad range of strategies processes. and modes of presentation that
encompaskthe full potential of mathematical applications.
Mathematics teachers should create classroom environments in which problem solving 'can
flourish. ;

-Appropriate curricular materials to teach problem solving should be developed for all grade
leVels.

,

Mathematics programs of the 1980s should involve students in problem solving by presenting
applications at all grade levels.

S -9.



The middle grade learners should have experiences solving routine word problems as preparation for and=
in conjunction with their experiences of formulating problems to solve more real-world problems. George
Folya, through his book How to Salve It (1957), can assist the instructor in teaching problem solving
strategies and help students become aware of the strategies and processes they are using and can draw
upon for future use. He separates the problem solving' processes into four bask steps.

1. Understanding the problem
2. Devising a plan
3. arCrying out the plan

4. Looking back and checking the results
Expanding on Folya's work to include real-world problems that are not clearly formulated, one might go
through steps such as these.

1. Formulate a problem statement
2. Analyze the problem (understand)
3. Model the problem (devise a plan)
4. Solve the problem (carry out the plan)
5. 'Evaluate the solution (looking back and cheating

.

The first step in Problem Formulation includes the ability-to ask questions-I:sr-pose problems whose
answers can shed some light on the characteristics of the problem situation not yet defined. Stadefits need
experience in deciding which aSpects of a situation, are important enough to include in a problem
statement. Often brain-storming techniques are useful in determining considerations upon which to focus.
Sometimes there are several important considerations and constraints of a problem situation. Students
must then order their considerations by, importance and be willing to make trade -offs;

Analysis of the problem includes understanding the problem Statement, It can involve- restating the
_problem in different words, identifying what is known, i.e., relevant information or data (or realizing the
need to collect such information) and identifying what- is, not known and needs to be known: Folya's
strategies are useful in analyzing problems at this stage.

You have to understand the problem. What is the unknown? What art the data? What is
the condition? Is it possible to satisfy the condition? Is the cOndition sufficient to determine the
unknown? Or is it insufficient? Or redundant? Or contradicto

Draw a figure. Introduce suitable nntation
Separate the various parts of the condition. Can you write them down?

Students can be taught strategies for understanding a problem.

Modeling the problem will-include- translating the information found in the analysis into appropriate
mathematical symbols. This step is important, for the conditions of the problem are made explicit and must
be correct- A mathematical model can take the-form of sentences in mathematical language, a graph, a
table or chart, a formula, a diagram, a geometric figure or a combination of these and other formulations.

A mathematical model must be complete enough to describe the problem fairly well and simple enough to
solve.. A perfect model for a real world. situation usually does not exist. One hopes for a rather good
model. In general, a model should

include as many of the.main characteristics of the givensituation as practical,
be designed so that these characteristics of the situation are related_ n the model as they are in the
original real situation or problem statement and

.

be'simple enough so ghat mathematical problems associated with the model can be solved.
.

The :sophistication of the model will depend in part jin the mathematical aivarenesses of the students and
the technology available, e.g., one would not want to use a model where calculus is needed to solve-the
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mathematics problems for middle grade students or to manipulate hundreds of numbers in a data pool
_ ,

without -a computer orat least calculators available.
Some of Polya's advice is sound for the search for appropriate mathematical models.

=

Find the connection between the data and the unknown. You may be obliged to consider
auxiliary-, roblems if an immediate connection cannot be found. You should obtain eventually a
plan of the solution.

_ _ __Have_you_seen it before? Or have you seen the same problem in a-slightly different form?

Do you know a related problem?
Look at the unknown! And try to think of a fa iliar problem having the same or a similar
unknown.

Here is a problem related to yours: and solved before. Could you use it?

Solving the problem is essentially carrying out the plan: Onee a mathematical model has been chosen,
solving the explicit mathematical problern(s) is next In Polya's words, "Carrying out your plan of the
solution, check each step. Can you see clearly that the step is correct? COn you prove that it is correct?

Skills students need-inorder to i-ohle the mathematical-prOblems are-those en--rphaSized in the objectives in
this guide.

Evaluating the solution includes Polya's looking back strategies.
Examine the solution obtained. Can you check the result? Can you check the argument? Can
you derive the result differently? Can you see it at a glance? Can you use the result, or the
method for some other problem?

In addition to checking that the solution to the mathematical problem fits that problem, a broader
evaluation must occur. Students should look back to the original real-world situation to see if the
solution is adequate in this less clear-context. It may be that this evaluation will lead to refommlaticni of
the problem statement since in fact the soiat'on is not adequate or that the model needs revision.

It should be emphasized at this point that th ogression through the problem solving strategies ,is not
necessarily linear and that some back and forth ovement may be necessary. For example, once a problem.
statement has been formulated, the process of analyzing and,understadding the problem may leadback to
revision of the original problem statement. Such movement from one step to another will be common and
necessary as understanding of the problem situation progresses and is refined.

An example of a problem situation that is manageable for middle grodes students will help clarify some of
the strategies and processes involved.

Problem Situation: Is it better to buy lunch at school or bring a lunch from home?
Formulate a problem statement. Questions concerning food could arise in many varied contexts
including an outgrowth of a nutrition unit or as part, of a discussion following a polling by students where_
they asked others whether they brought their lunches to school.
The initial discussion of the problem can lead students to various interpretationsof the word better in the
original problem situation: Is it better to buy lunch at school or bring a lunch from home? Several students
may consider cost, others may bring up taste and still others may want to focus on the nutrition aspect of
school versus home-made lunches. After much debate and possibly some arguing (with the teacher
keeping it friendly), students may decide that cost of the respective lunches is their,primary interest. At this
point, the teacher can encourage students to tell, which they think costs moreschool lunches or those
prepared at home. Vorious opinions will be given.



The next part of the problem situation that needs clarification is exactly what do students bring frqm home_
in their lunches. The cost of a school lunch will be fixed and obviou% The students will need to go through a
similar brainstorming process to_ define a_typical lunch brought from home. They may even conduct a
quick survey of the students in their own class who bring lunch or may consider a more extensive
information collection, such as a sample of the school population who bring lunches.

Once the students clarify the vague terms in the original problein situation, they will need to decide on a
clear _formulation o.the problem statement. They will make mistakes and may end up in the problem
analysis stage before they actually forniulate an -adequate- problern statement This is possibly the most
difficult time for the teacher whonvants to guide the students and help them do it right the first time
Allowing the students to make their own mistakes is very hard for teachers, but at the same-time very
important for students. An atmosphere that allows for risk-taking and makes it all right to be imperfect will
help students become more creative problem solvers. After all in an open-ended situation of problem
formulation, there are manstright answers and students must feel free to try to find them.
Eventually students may reach a tentative problem statement such as Is it cheaper to buy lunch at school
or bring a typical lunch from home? where typical lunch is specified precisely.

Analyze the problem. Tice analysis will lead to a more thorough understanding of the problem statement
and may evenlead students to modify their problerwstatemenC Considerations of cost may requirefurther
clarification brainstorming activities. Students may consider 'a lunch from home to be free since their
parents are providing it They may come to ecide to include their parents' costs for this analysi% Which
costs are to be included?
Questions that may arise from the students (or be asked by the teacher) include the following.

Do we include only the cost of items in the lunch itself?

Do we want to include hidden costs such as electricity for the refrigerator, lights
preparation time etc.?
How do we find out the cost of a slice of bread or a piece of sandwich meat or an apple?

Students may decide to ignore hidden costs and focus on actual cast of the parts of the lunch. Questions
about the cost of the school prepared lunch may be minimal, but a student may bring up the tact that
school lunches are often subsidized.
Decisions must be made to further clarify the problem statement even in the analysis stage. Once these are
settled, modeling the problem can begin.

Model the problem. Assume the students have decided that among the typical items in a school lunch
brought from home are two slices of bread and a piece of sandwich meat. The students may decide that
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the cost of two slices of bread is the proportion of these two slices to the total -number o slices in a
loaf times the cost of one loaf of bread_ This is the mathematical model.

_ 2 slices of bread x :aiist of loaf = cast of 2 slices.
total slices in loaf 44

Similarly for sandwich meat
.

1 slice of meat cost of package = cost of 1 slice of meat.
total slices in package

Even now in the modeling Stage a decision must be made on white bread versus whole wheat and brands of
both bread and: andwich meat. This decision is part of the problem formulation stage. The teacher must be
patient and let students realize the need for such specifics and point out to the students how they need to
fluctuate from one step to another and back again.

Similar mathematical models can-be made for the 9ther items in the well-defined typical school lunch.
At this point in the process, the teacher will realize that the effort so far has been worth it. The students are.

experiencing problem solving, in its true sense.
Solve the problem._This stage is probably the easiekt for. both the students and the teacher. The students

-have-the" mathematical 'problems set" up'-and `can proceed to -find the solutions. The-AMA cat" orthe
bought luneh is the summing Of all the parts. Comparisons of the cost'of a school bought lunch and-the
typical one brought from home can be made.'

Evaluate-the solution. Does the solution fit the initial conditions of the problem? Does it fit with the
students' early guesses and feelings? What would have been the conseqdences of making different decisions
related to the typicarlunch? Or to the clarifyin-g of the word better in the original problem situation to

dude_ nutrition or something _else? Have we answered the origin problem? During- the evaluation
ocess, the teacher can point out the processes, used in solving this problem including the cycling back

that was often necessary.

The teacher- can play an active _role in helping students feel good about themselves _during the entire
proress. For example, eliminating references to particular individual's ideas throughout the brainstorming
activities is important Collecting many ideas on the blackboard or overhead projector and reserving
judgment temporarily of any of the ideas will help students see-the array of possible decision paths and
avoid embarrassment of individual students. Later decisions need to be made regarding which ideas to
keep. With a large variety of responses on the board or overhead, individuals are not singled out to be
disregarded, rather the ideas are chosen that will lead the students down one of the possible paths of
formulating a problem statement and solving

More assistance for the teacher in teaching problem solving will be found throughoutthis guide:Sections
with specific suggestions include "Planning Instruction: Special C nsideratiopsReading for Problem
Solving" (with particular emphasis on reading mathematics sit olvirig word problems) and "Setting

itdiGoals and Objectives: Processes (helps clarify' recesses stude is and teachers use) and "Sample
ActivityPersonal Characteristics" which incl es some ill-defined problems for students to clari
Teachers with students in the upper middle aades may want to consult the section on problem
solving in the curriculum' guide Mathematics for Georgia Secondary Schools (1981) which has a
detailed discussidn of problem situations and many specific examples.

The challenge to teach problem solving has been made. Teachers will begin to meet this challenge and find
that they and their students find mathematics more meaningful through useful applications. To be able to
solve problems is after all, a major goal of all edUCation, and students and their teachers will find the
achievement of solving a real problem to be very satisfying.



In organizing for mathematics instruction at the middle grades level, the professional staff of the school
system or school must take into account the needs of the community and the particular students being
served; along with the educational -goals and the resources within the community_and the schools. Plans at
the school system, school and classroom-levels are deeded as outlined in the section Developing a Middle
Grades Curricidum. There should be much study and discussion, as suggested in this section, regatding
leatning_mathematics, attitudes towards mathematics, specific needs for mathematies in the community
and students' future careers: involving mathematics:-: The curriculum planners should then come to an

_agreement astotheirgxpeciations.They must look at the performance of their-students_to determine if the
present goals and offerings for the students are appropriate to those ex fieetatiora-Ther-Stiotild7rWieliftlie----
highschool graduation wArements of the state and local school boards in relation to those-expectation%
The curriculum planners then should accept their presentgoals or re -vise them.

-

The goals should reflect the set of processes the Planners have accepted or identified from the study of the
section on processes found in this guide. The goals should alSo reflect the concepts and skills the planners
expect of the students who complete the middle grades_ Concepts and skills may be identified through the
use of the objectives for the statewide criterion - referenced- ests and of those objectives_ in this, guide.
Of course more specific objectives may be needed at the system and school level% These decihions must be
made prior to planning the specifics of eealuating instruction,- both for the program' and iadividual
students and of course, prior to planningthe instructional activities. _

.

Immediate goals should also be identified by using school- systein and school reports of the statewide
criterion-referenced tests and other evaluation results to identify those objectives needing special attention.
Local objectives should then be identified which correlate to these criterion-referenced oblectives needing
special attention.
Teachers and other school staff members must be continuously mindful of-Applications of mathematics in
today's- world -They should also be cognizant of changes caused by rapidly advmcing technology Many of
these changes are found as new applications of mathematics as well as tools used in the application%

The statement of goals should include the expectation that students be ableto use tools such as calculators
and microprocessors in solving problems, including applications of mathematics. Instructional activities
should then include opportunities for students to use these tools in problem solving situations.

Individual teachers of'the middle grades must have copies of the goals and objectives in mathematics
the school system and the school and of the processes, concept% and skills which need specific emphasis
as indicated through assessment. The teacher should sort objectives as to those needed to know and
nice to know.
Using evaluations from previous teachers, student test reports and observations in the classroom the
teacher should identify the needs and strengths of individual student& Those students needing particular
help because of severe learning problems or advanced levels of learning should be identified_ These
students 'should be referred to appropriate staff members for help directly to the student or indirectly
through the teacher.
After goals are set both for groups (!trithin the. and fo
assessment And for instructional activities can begin.



Once goals have been established, specific objectives can be deterMined. This guide uses Strands to help
teachers of mathematics organize for instruction. As strands or fibers are twisted together to form "a rope,
the strands or central areas of study-are twisted together to form a mathematics cuiTiculum. There are six
explicitstrOOds in the guide. They are (1) Sets, Numbers and Numeration, (2) Operations;Their Properties
and Number Theory, (3) Relations and Function& (4) Geome (5) Measurement and (6) Probability and
Statistics.

There are no specific strands called ProWerieSolving or Computation. Even more than the other strands,
these are -Considered to hea part of allIriathematiES arid-are-to-be cofisideredin &cross:Strand ai3piciali:
Computation is basic to-mathematics-and is a necessary skill in each strand. Problem solving is even more
inclusive and a crucial area of concern for teachers and students. A global:goal for instruction is that
students be able to solve problems that exist today and those that will exist in thefuture. Training in how
to attack a problem situation is of the utmost importance. See the section "Modeling and Problem
Solving" for a more extensive discussion of this topic.

The ordering of the. strands in this guide does not imply the order of presentation of subject matter; that is
one strand need not be completed or mien begun before proceeding to another. Further, the organization of
topics into strands does not imply that classroom activities need to include those areas of mathematics that
appear in a single strand, In fact, many activities can and should ,cut across strands. See the "Sample
Activities" in this guide.

_

For each of the six strands there is a description of the strand and a list of objectives:During the Middle
grades, the learner should be encouraged to construct knowledge in order to master the various objectives,
Mastery, however, is not expected to occur during the first introduction of a topic or concept. The material
is to be introduced and expanded ache student proceeds through the middle grades. This spiral approach
allows for the development of knowledge to become a continuing process and an expansion of understand

as mathematical thoughts are revisited andrefined,

The collect'oris o objedives in the strands should be viewed as units. Therefore. the order of the objectives,f

does not, ecessairily imply the sequence of instruction. Further, the volume of material in the "Sample
Activities for particular strands or objectives does not imply that one topic-is more important than
another. Student activities are presented as-examples of how areas of mathematics may be introduced and
reinforced, The sample activities support the theory that learning is experiencing.

Each of the objectives that follow may be viewed as a global objective for the overall middle grades
5mathematics program. Particular system& schools or teachers may write more specific objectives to

meet individual need& School systems_ ma also wish to write specific objectives for each grade level.
Further, the placing of an objective in a art War strand, while done with a great deal of forethought, is
iq some seine arbitrary. Strands are si ply a way of organizing the various objectives. The objectives are
to be viewed as a whole. A specific e amp e of where a distinction between strands is difficult is for
the measurement a ?d geometry strands- Objectives which may be considered metric geometry are in the
measurement strand since introdurfion of various geometrical concepts such as volume of a box, area of a
rectangle or perimeter of cloSed curves are usually introduced by, measurement experimentation and

4 teaching for v'ediscory learning. For this reason, these objectives have been placed in the measurement
strand. Using a cross-strand approach to teaching eliminates potential problems associated with the
placement of objectives into strands.



Processes that students use to learnt and solve problems are considered to be an important part of the
mathemhtic&cerri Understanding the,proces,seS involved in problem solving will assist students to
become better Problem sOlvers. Teachersheed to become more aware of processes botirthey and their

-
students use and how. understanding these processes can facilitate learning A discussion of processes and -
processing follows the objectives for epch Strand.



e s Num ers an Numeration
.Introduction

The concept of dset-is-a useful tool-in the study of matheinatics, and the language of sets enables one to
_communicate mathematical ideas with clarity and precision. In the middle grades many different kinds of

sets are studied,' for instance, sets of points in geometry, sets of equivalent fractions in the developmentof
:the--tatro-darnumber-cnnt-eprand-sers-of-factors-in-number them y: Activities-should-be-Selected-iehicW-Will

_-help pupils develop understandings and skills necessary to identify;describe-and classify sets. -

Whole-numbers may be defined as properties of finite sets; more precisely, a whole number is an abstract
concept associated with a class of equivalent (finite) sets. For instance, the nuniber 5. is the common

_ -property of all sets which can be put into one-to-one corresponVence with the set-of fingers on otrie hand.
Counting is the process of assigning a whole number toe finite set. In the middle grades the concepts of
whole number and numeration-,are extended from the foundations for understfinding nurnbei-,and for
learning the system of symbols for denoting numbers, to an emphasis on the place value principle used in
writing numerals.. Some experiences should be provided for students to -work4.with numbers that are
extremely small-or extremely- large: Thenatjonal-budget and other numbers-used4n social studies;- as well
as many numbers used in science lessons provide examples to use to illustrate a need fdr- this skill. These
large numbers will also provide opportunities for discussing rounding off numbers. Studeats will be able to
see that a million dollar project does not cost-eitactlY one million dollars.ct

Ceitain applications of whole numbers lead to the important concept of ordered pairs Of numbers. For
instance, the whole numbers 2 and 5 are components of the ordered pairs symbolized in the following
examples.

a) 2/5 (read "2 for 5"), where the "Ordered pair expresses the rate of 2 balloons for 5 cents;
(b) '2/5 (read "2, 5"), where the ordeild fair expresses the date, February 5th.

(2 5) (read} -2 5") where the ordered pair is a member of the solution set for the open sentence 0 +

(d) (2,5) (read "2, 5 where the ordered pair is associated with a point in the coordinate plane'.
(e) 2/5 (read "2 to 5"), where the ordered pair represents the ratio of the number of holidays to the number

of school days in-a particular week.

All of the- above - situations involving ordered pairs of whole numbers should be- ealt with in the middle
grades. It should-be noted that the symbol for an-ordered pair has,rneaning only in terms of the context
which the ordered pair is used.

The ordered pair (2,5) is studied in still another context in middle grades mathe atics, the fraction context.
In thatcase, 5 is the count of parts into which a unit or a set of some kind has een partitioned, and 2 is the
count of those parts which have been singled out or marked for attention, ai in the following illustrations.

(2 parls out of 5 parts in a unit strip)

(2 parts out of 5 parts in a unit disc)

The symbol for the number pair used in the fraction context
or "2 fifths."
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is generally written as 2/5 and ad "2 over 5"



Use of thelerm rational number for the number pair in this caseshould be postponed until pupils reach a
level of mathematical maturity sufficient to understand that a rational number is an-equivalence class. For
instance, the infinite set of orddred pairs,

2 j1 jib
_5 10_ 15 20 25

represents one- (exactly One ) rational number.

There are several numeral fotms which the school pupil learns to use in expressing fractions (or rational
_

1) The fraction (of ratio like) form, e.g. 13/5 (read "13 Over 5" or "13 fifths).-

(2) The decimal numeral form, e.g., 2.6 read "2 and 6 tenths" or "26-tenths
The mixed numeral form, e.g., 2 3/5 (read "2 and 3 fifths"

It should be noted that what one has often called decimal numbers or mixed numbers are, in fact, fractions
`(or rational numbers) expressed in decimal numerals or in mixed npmerals. It is extremely important for
pupils to know that the symbols 13/5, 2.6, 2 3/5 all represent exactly the smile numb& and that a preference
for one of the numerals depends, generally, on the application. or use one makes of the number.

In addition to the study of the whole numbers anckrational numbers, there is another kind of number which
is on important part of the developing concept of number, thatis, the-integers. As with many of the topics in
the guide, there is no particular time Or place in the curriculum when the study of integers should be
initiated or completed. Certain informal uses of negative' numbers or readiness experiences with signed
numbers can occur as early as the primary grades. Many pupils have experiences with temperatures above
and below zero and 'with gains and losses in football yardage statistics or other game-related scores. In
working with a 'numberline some pupils_ may wonder about the numbers on, the-other side of zero. Such
experiences or ideas should be built on'and expanded throughout the grades.



Objectives
The student should be able to do the following,

1. Use the language of sets to describe-and organize information
27Make-and-interpre generalized statements using and or all some and no
3. Read and write large numbers
4. Use expanded eiponential form to demonstrate place value of the 'decimal system
5. Name the Fah of numbers associated with fractional parts of (a) units, (b) gets
6r- Discriminate between a pair of number's used-in a rate context and a pair of numbers used in a fracti

context _

7 Identify the set of equivalent fractions associated with a given-point-on-al-111mb line-
8 Use fractions .representrationaf numbers__
9. Use decimals to -represent rational numbers

Order any two or more given rational numbers ( hole numbers decimals, fractions
numbers)

and rhixeli

11. Recognize different representations of the same nurnber and determine if two nmnber representations
are equivalent. e.g., 2/5 40% 0.4 = 0.40 a 4/10; 2 4- 7 a 4 5 9 18/2 900%; 1.7 17/10

.170/100 70%; 34 3.4 x 11)71
12. Change one number representation to another representation, e g given 40%, ange to 0 4 given

2/5, gen-erate some equivalent fractions 4/10, 6/15, 12/30, 40 /100 change 1/3 to and (-2)- 2

Apply an appropriate nunnber representation to a Particular situation, e.g., the discount of a $400 item
with 25% off can benfounlisby 1/4 x 400 or 0.25 x 400

14. Determine approximations of numbers by rounding off, such as to the nearest thousand, hundred,
tenth or hundredth, e.g., 1532.17 is approximately 1500 to the nearest Ifundred and approximately
1532.2 to the nearest tenth; and a calculator print out of 4.367215 is approximately 4 to the nearest
unit or 4.4 to the nearest tenth

15.- Recognize and use directed numbers (integers) in describing everday situations
16. Construct the set of integers, i.e., the union of the set of whole bers and the set of their_oppositis
17. Order any two or more given integers



Opera on s, heir Properties and Number The

ntraduction
The purpose of this strand is two-fold. One is t build the concept of operations and their properties, and the
other is to_develop interest in number relation hips through number theo_

In building the concept of operations and t properties, it is important to distinguish between operations
and computations.- An operation is a particular association of a certain member of a set to a given
pair of numbers of the set. Cornputation is the manipulation of numerals to determine the number that
results froth combining -two numbers by_means of an operation_

Operations and their properties in the guide are studied in terms of their meanings. The student is
introduced to each Clthe four fundarnental operations of arithmetic through-some physical situation. The
initial interpretation of the operation is derived from the physical situation-

The concept of number operations evolves from two main physical sources = one is the number associated- w
with sets, of discrete objects, and the .other is the measurement of continuous quantities. Therefoilc-the
activities in this Strand ark- concerned With sets (discrete)`and the number l̀inei-continuousr-
In using the operations, the student must know which is applicable to the situation in the problem at hand.
For exaruple,-the number. pair (6, 2) can he associated with 4, with 8. with 3, or with 12. The students must
select the appropriate operation for solution of their problem situation, and they must know which number
is associated with the operation.
The four fundamental operatious_with integers or rationale cannot, always be introduced to the pupil.Using
Physical situations. Therefore, separate activities-are needed to introduce the student to an interpretation of
theseperations for these sets of numbers. As with whole-numbers, writing symbols for the operations is
more effectively understood by the student after generalizations have,,been firmly grasped_ For example, to
be able to write + -5 -2 with understanding the students rtzst have experience with interpreting a
physical situation such as: if one goes east three miles (43) and CAW' west five miles (5), ones location is
then two miles west of the place one started (-2).
After acquiring a basic understanding of operations in a number system, the pupil may use this knowledge
to explore number ideas through number theory In working with operations one begins with a pair of
numbers to which a single number is assigned by a specific operation; in studying number theory One-
encounters such experiences as looking inside a single number and studying the relationship between
numbers of a particular set_ For example, one may look closely at the single number 49 to find answers to
questions as:- Is it a prime number? Is it an odd number? Is it a square number? The student may also
investigate number patterns in_ order to recognize numerous relationships of numberS, for example,
extending patterns, skip counting classifying numbers as odd or even, prithe or composite, and many other
topics included in typical modern middle grades mathematics textbooks..
Investigating, numbers and number patterns provides more challenging and= appealing activities for a
student to use in learning mathematical concepts and basic facts than the traditional drill activities or
practiceexereises.-The study of number theory is especially interesting in that 'a solution to one problem
often becomes the basis for another problem.

-
In- some moderritextbooks number theory is treated as a separate topic_ In others the concepts are included
under topics such as multiplication of,whole numbers. It is important for the teacher to see that concepts of
number theow should be taught as a foundation for other concepts. For example, the study of least
common multiple -would be necessary before addition of certain rational numbers.

In the early grades the stude-nis should learn about properties, of operations by manipulating objects and
observing the number relatithiships on which the properties are based. It is not as important for them to
know the names of the-properties as it is-fOr them to apply them when appropriate_- In the middlegrades the

; pupil should be able to identify the propertte by name.
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Obj Octivies

The student should .belable to -fib the followin

-Select- the arithmetic operation(s) appropriate .to :.a given physical situation-o
arithmetic operation by a physical situation

2._ Identifli odd and even nu-milers
Generalize results of Operations with odd and even numbers

4 Identify prime and composite numbers
5. Determine the factors of any whole number
6. Determine the greatest common factor of a set, of numbers
7 Determine the least common multiple for a set of numbers
8.-Identify and-continne_number patterns
9. Demonstrate immediateverbal recall' of any basic facts

10. Recognize and apply properties such as commutative, associative and distributive
11. Compute efficientlyboth with and without a calculatorusing whole numbers fractions, decimals

and negative numbers _

12..Use estimation to solve a problem situation if an approximate answer is adequate to check the
reasonableness of the, results of a calculation

13. Use properties _of. (a) additive identity and additive inverses and (b
multiplicative inverses

multiplicative identity and



Introduction
. =

Relations, the idea of pairing or corresponding in a certain order.- is basic- to all mathematics. Beginning _
even at the preschool level, the pupils can learn through -experience to recognize relations, to use them in-
formulating their on ideas and to show in communicating to others that they are developing intuitively a

._ pattern of organized thinking in nonnumerical 'situations.- By using relational thought patterns in their
early, eXperiences, they establish readiness for extending these concepts in mathematical situations -asthey
encounter them in their development Therefore, the teacher should see that from the beginning _a
foundation for correct: concepts is laid so that unlearning will not be necessary later.

Pupils encounter many nonnumerical relations; many can be found in stories for children. Some of these
nonnumerical relations, such as belongs to is braiher,of and is in the same house as should be used before_
numerical relations to illustrate the meaning of relations. These relations can also be used to lead into
numerical relations- since they can be examples of correspondences of one-to-one, many7to-one, one-to-

-many or many-to.many. Such-correspondences are-basic.10-the idea -of number, to the relations equal to_
less than and 'more than and to the operations with numbers. If ihese concepts are not fully developed
prior to the middle grades, some attention should-be given to them before considering other mathematical
relations..

_
There are several special. of relations with special names.- One of these, called an equivalence
relation, is associated with the process of classification. Classification is the process of, partitioning a setof
elements into different subsets in which no element can belong to more than one subset. This too, can be
introduced through nonnumerical situations. For example,- a set of blocks can be separated into classes on
the basis of color provided the colors are distinct. Or a set of coins can be partitioned- into subsets
according to value_ Such subsets, or classes, are called equivalence classes, and the relation exemplified by
their membership, same color as or same value as is called an equivalence relation. When school children
are classified by grade in school, if no pupil can be in more than one grade, the different grades represent
equivalence classes, and the equivalence relation is is in the same grade as Equivalence relations are very-
important in mathematics. The most fainiliat is the one called is equal to but many others are encountered
as the pupil progresses throtigh mathematics.

Another special kind of relation is that known as a function, or mapping. Although the concept of a function
is one of the-unifying themes-of mathematics, it -is unwise to introduce-pupils to the concept by- giving a_
formal definition. If the pupils have sufficient practice in pairing elements of one set with elements of
-another while studying relations in general, those having the special property required of functions will not
be difficult to identify.

It is also suggested that pupils make graphs of relations. As the pupils observe many different kinds
graphs, those graphs characterizing functions will stand out in sharper focus.

Also important in mathematics are the special relations called order relations, such as more than and less
than These are used when such concepts as, heavier than longer than darker than or thinner than are
being considered. Measurement such as that of time, capacity and length consists of ordering the quality to
be measured and then assigning numbers to correspond to that ordering. Thus the numerical order relation
makes precise the intuitive one.
The activities in this strand include suggestions for introducing pupils to relations in general and to the
special relations discussed above: As with other strands, teachers will need to select-those .which are
appropriate for their class and supplement them as necessary. It should be reemphasized, however, that
familiarity with relations in general should precede formal work with special relations.:



elements, or basi units such as whole numbers, rational numbers.'..or Points- r t' ns600nrssso?-ff

Mathinatics can be viewed As an entity oisystems,euaL- thefol,

these elements, such as e400l to,. greater than or congruent to- and operations
union. therefore. recognizing and .using relations constitutes a basic activity in which the pupil mAst-
engage in order to underptand the concepts included- in that strand. -7



Relations and Functions
itw

Objectives
The student should be able to do the following.

1. Classiby elements of a set according to specified properties
2. Demonstrate cor'respondences (a) one-to-one, (b) one-to-many, (c) many-to-one and (d) many-to-many

3. Apply eqUivalence relations to elements such as to fractions, ratios, percents and measures-
geometric figures, e.g., set up a proportion

A. Find some pairs-of elements when-a relation is given, e.g. , given the relation square the number tom
pairs of elements ark (2,,4), (3, 9), (5,-25), (10, 100)

5. Find the missing element of a pair when one member of the pair and the relation are given. e.g:, given 4
and the relation multiply by 3, then the missing element is 12

-6. Find the relation when a set-of ordeyed pairs is given, e.g., given the set of pairs (3 6), (4, 7), (5, 8),
(7, 10), the relation is add 3

7. Order a set of elements according to a specified relation, e.g., greateA than, less than
8. Use the addition and multiplication properties of equality to solve one-variable open sentences, e

A = I w, then 1 Ahu or solve for x in the proportion 8/6 20/x

9. Use a graph on a number line to represent
(a) a number or numbers
(b) the solution set of an equation
(c) _the solution Set of an inequality

10. Use a graph _in a coordinate plane to represent
(-01 ordered pairs
(b) the solution set of an equation
(c) the solution set of an inequality

11. Interpret a giaph (a) on a number line and (b) in a coordinate plane
12. Determine if a given relation is a function

_

13. RepresOnt a function using a
(a) sentence
b formula -- ;

(c) !napping
(d) :table
(e))-graph



Introduction
Geometry in the early grades is often characterized as a study of the names and simple properties of
common geometric figures such as triangles, rectangles and circles. Although these .concepts are certainly
a part-of geometry for the middle grade& a more reasonable characterization would include the stuy of
relations among sets of points. Consider the difficulty many pupils have to learning to use a protractor.
Given the oftask measuring the angles in the accompanying-illustration pupils may report 12O for (a) and
Ur for (b).

(b)

They are not likely to re_ ject these answers-unless they recognize that the angles are congruent. That is
students can make use of a relationship_ if they first of all recognize it.. The activities in this guide are
providvd to give opportimities for pupils to discover relationships and to recognize the conditions which
give- rise -to those - relationships. -

Forthis reason it is helpful if the study of geometry below the high schobl level is thought of as exploration
of space.. Exploration means searching, probing or making discoveries. The activities suggested are
intended to give a pupil the sort of firsthand experience which can properly be called exploration. By

`pulling, turning; sliding or folding students learn to predict the appearance of geometric figures under
different conditions; by designing a pattern for a model students learn for themgelves what parts must be
assembled and what arrangements of these parts will and will not work and by creating larger and smaller
copies they dkcover properties which are independent,of size.

Explorers iio not set out -with a ready-made itinerary and an immutable timetable, but it is helpful if they
can consult from time to time with someone who knows the terrain and can .give them some advice. In
exploring geometry. the teacher can be this-consultant by suggesting other things to try, posing the right
sort of question and encouraging the pupil to find answers by experirrienting-with o or representations
of object&

Finally, explorers take notes as they go. but write the final report at the end f their journey. Thus, in
geometry; formal definitions and precise statements of generalizations should b= the culmination rather
than the beginning of a journey through a topic. The teacher plays a vital role re, for the young explorers
cannot disco_ veir names for what they have seen; these must be supplied by e teacher. The tupd pulls,
turns, slides and folds pieces of balloons or pieces of paper with drawings on em and sees how drawings
appear afterward. In discussing what they have found, they will find it helpful t have a sin word to use
instead of tOpeating the sequence, "Pulling. turning sliding or folding.." The tea r can i y, supply the
word transformation or motion. Students, however. do not need to know this word bef6 ey start 4it;
they can learn what the pictures look like without ever having heard the word 'Likewise iscussion it
may be helpful to have a word to use instead of all these ways the drawing might look turned the
paperr and again the teacher can supply the word equivalent for the set of drawings question. The role
of language in geometry should be to facilitate learning and communication; word study should not be an
end in itself. A note of caution, however, is in order. Some words in geometry are also used in everyday life,
but with a slightly different meaning. In these cases,, it may be wise to call the pupil's attention to the
familiar uses of the words and point out the restrictions relative to geometry. A good example is.the word
straight. "Going straight down the road" may not be straight in the geometric sense.

Since this volume of the guide is intended to span grades five through eight, some of the activities outlined
here are too-difficult for fonntingraders. Teachers' will need to select and pursue those activities they choose
to a depth appropriate for theirclass. Provision has been made in some activities for considerable depth of
development.- Supplementan) suggestions can be found in the references given in the media listing.
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Objectives
The students should be able to do the-following.

1_ Identify and name a point, line, line segment ray and angle
Identi6) and classify closed curves in a plane such as a square: rectangle, other parallelograms, Wan&
and circle

. Identify and classify hree-dimensional objects such as prism, pyramid, cone and cylinder
4 Identify shapes that are alike under stretching, shrinking or bending
5. Identify shapes that are alike under rotations (turns), reflections (flips) or translations (slides)
6. Determine relations between' point sets or between geometric figures such as inside, outside, parallel,

perpendiFular, miler, congruent
7. Use relations between and among point sets or geometric figures to deduce other relations, e.g.,

congruence of alternate interior angles, to prove that two lines are parallel

8. Determine lines of symmetry _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9. Measure angles and classify as acute, right or obtuse
10. Use formulas to solve geometric problems involving perimeter, area and volume
11. Identi f r a center, radius, diameter and other chords of g circle
1Z Apply the formulas for 'finding (a) the circumference of a circle and (b) the area of a circle
13. Softie simple geometric problems by using properties of right_triangles
14. Solve simple geometric problems by using properties of similar figures, e.g., indirect measurement
15. Solve simple problems which require the basic ruler and compass constructions
16. Associate three-dimensional objects with their two-dimensional representations



Introduction
Mgasurement is the process of relating a number to a property 'of an object or a set. Measure is a number
which' tells how many specified units have been assigned or determined. Measurement activities.should
include_activities related to time weight, capacity and volume, area and length.

Counting, the measure of haw many, yiW,ris the only exact measure. In thifstrand, counting is used to find
the number of units of measure:- ACtivittes of this type should precede those in which The pupils find
measurements from reading scales of mehsuring devices. In using a device, the unit of measure, which has
the same property of the object to be meaeured, is compared to the object. The resulting measure is never
the same as the true measure even with the most accurate instrument.

-

Measurement is a process of doing. It should be 'studied in this manner at all grade love and should
develop through a number of stages (1) making gross comparisons of objects or sets, (2) sing units of
measure devised by the students and (3) using units of measure called standard unite After these activities,
the stude6ts should have opportunities to derive geometric formulas and to use them successfully. Even
though students in the middle grades have had some experiences in stage one in the primary grades, some
itlidentsinaYrieed additional activities in the first stagein order f6i them to reallze that measurement is
comparison.

The second stage should = develop from the first stage. -Units of measure will be needed to relate
comparisons The first ones should be improvised or homemade ones. Students should be encouraged to
measure many objects with their' homemade Units. The third stage should be introduced only after the
students have had experiences in the earlier stages and have seen a_ need for standard measure. The
teacher can devisesituations where the students will see that a standard measure would be more practical
than individual students using their own.

An illustration of the various stages in teaching the concept of area might be one of these.

1 Have the students use a small circle to measure the area of an object like the top of their mathematics
books. They will quickly see that a More appropriate measure would be a square or a rectangle.

2. They could then place the squares on the object to Measure it If a drawing is used they could glue the
squares on or draw them on the object which is much easier than just holding them on as they count.
They could also refer to them later in deriving the formulas. It would be helpful if they use different size
squares or rectangles to measure so that the concept of standardness could be discussed later.

3. An acetate 'grid of centimeters or inches could then be placed over the object as an "easier way" to
count. This could be done after the Class has decided that they need to use a standard measure. They
could continue to draw if they preferred.

4._ They could discover the formula as the number of units in the length times the number of units in the
width and could see several examples of this in their previous work.

The students should have experience in measuring and performing computations in both the English and
metric systems_ The emphasis should be placed on working within each system and so much on the
conversion from one system to another. However, approximate relationships of the most often used units in
the two systems should be disctAsed.

They will need more opportunity,for actual measuring experiences with rrietric units since these are not as
familiar to them.



i types of activities for measurement, given in this strand are not all inclusive. Pupils in the middle grades
should be introduced to precision of measurement and to other measurementtopics, such-as the following.

Speed, measured in miles per hour or-feet per secon
Lightbrightness measured in footcandles- or magnitudes of stars
Heatthe intensity using. Fahrenheit and Celsius scales and the amoun
BTU and calorie --
Soundthe intensity and pitch
Pressure of both air and water
Electricitypressure measured in volts; am
measured in amperes

Hardness of rock of othe

rant: of energy measured in kilowatt-hours and rate of flow

Fubstances measured by a- seal of hardness of minerals



easuretnents

Obictives
The student should be able, to do the, following.

1, Determine a time interval between two events
2. Determine (a) final time reading or date if given the initial reading Or date and the time interval and (b)

the initial time reading or date if given the time interval and the final reading or dat
3. Determine the mass (weight) of an object using (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units
4. Make a reasonable estimate of mass (weight) of an object or substance and verify, the estimate
5 Determine capacity or volume by counting (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units
6. Use experimentation to derive the formula for the volume of a rectangular container
7. Make a reasonable estimate of capacity or .volume of a rectangular container and other three

dimensional objects and verify the estimate
8. Derive formulas for the volume of three-dimensional objects other than rectangular ones

experimentation- and by the application of formulas __

9, Determine the area of a rectangular region by counting (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units
10. Derive the formUla for the area of a reetangular region by experimentation
11. Apply the formula for the area of a rectangular region to derive forthulas for the area of other regions
12. Make }a reasonable estimate of the area of a region and verify the estimate
13. Determine a length or distance using (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units
14_ Make a reasonable estimate of a length or distance and verify the estimate
15. Derive formulas are finding perimeters simple closed curves
16. Select the appropriate type, of measurement needed for a given problem situation, e.g., length, area

volume

17. Select the appropriate formula(s) for finding the measurement for a given situation, e.g. , a
perimeterctztrcumference, volume

18. -Identify the precision appropriate for a specified measurement
19. Apply measurement to other fields such as science and social science,



!introduction
Basic to statistics are the techniques of collecting, organizing, summarizing and analyzing data Once the
data are summarized and analyzed, the firedictions that are made 13 ome the study oLyzobability.
Therefore, statistics and probability are studied together.

Because statistics is used in areas of science and social science such as insurance, marketing, astronomy
and genetic& it is necessary to acquaint pupils early with the use of statistic&in addition, one of the easiest
ways to develop problem solving techniques is through the collecting of statistical data that are real to the
pupil_ Probability and statistics are good vehicles by which the teacher causes the.pupil to make choices,
inferences and valid judgments.

The student in the middle grades, as well,as the primary grades, should have many experiences collecting,
410.recording and exhibiting data as these topics form the ba 's for the study of statistics. The pupil should then

begin to have some experiences in interpreting data th gh the study of distributions, range, central
tendency and deviation.
Making predictions "from the data colleetedneeeskitatesthe'Snicly-Of -Oroliabilky. Before-formalizing the
mathematical definition of probability, the pupil should engage in many game-like experiments in which he
studies the chances of related. outcomes. In identifying outcomes and assigning probabilities, pupils learn
the concept of sample space and some counting shortcuts. These counting techniques are particularly
helpful with experiments involving a great number of events. /



Objectives
The student should be able to dri the following.

1. Identify different techniques for collecting data
2. Sort out what are relevant and what are irrevelant data
3. Demonstrate the need to collect a large enough sample of data to-be representa
4. Distinguish between a biased and an unbiased sample of data _

3. Give an example of how sampling affects` the interpretation of the data
6. Identify various methodSthat may be Used to record raw data and be able to select an appropriate way

to represent a particuldr set of data
7 Construct and interpret graphs
8 Make predictions_based on data represented in a chart or graph

find
.

range=and.measures_of central tendency, i.e.,_mean,_mode and median,
10 Identify uses' and misuses of measures of central tendenCy

a s o _da

1L Compare a given number to the mean of a set of numbers by finding ifs devi
12. Identify the sample spacefor a simple experiment by

a. describing or tabulating outcomes
b tree diagrams
c. counting principles
Find the probabilities of o
a. certain to occur
b. certain not to occur
c. equally- likely
d. not equally likely

conies including those- ha ar

14. Use probability to decide whether or not two outcornes are equally likely'
16. Use probabilities to make predictions

.

16. Find the relative frequency of an outcome in an experiment
...

17. Compare predictions based on probability with actual results,of an experiment



Why should the teacher emphasize processes? What is meant by processing in mathematics education?
What implications for teaching can be found in a piocess-orieoted emphasis?

What Is 'Processing
Consider your own knowledge of mathematics. You knoiu a fairly extensive set of ideas, including coocepts
(e.g., fractian, length, rectangle, prime number or multiplication) generalizations (e.g., A -= r2, laws of
ex onents, or the distributive property), procedures (e.g., how to find the greatest common factor of two
counting numbers, how_ to_ construct parallel, lines or how to find the quotient of two fractions), and solutions
of problems (e.g., how many diagonals in a 20-sided pohigon?). These aspects of your mathematical
knowledge may be easily recognized.

There is, however, another dimension to your`knowledge which is often more -elusive. As you developed
your concepts, generalization% etc., you, were also developing your knowledge of how ,to construct new
ideas in mathematics for yourself. These involved many processes perhaps including abstracting, generall.
iiing, Simplifying, patterning, differentiating, guessing, conjecturing, assuming, recalling, concluding and
questioning. Without the-activation and refinement of these- mental operations your growth in mathe-
matics would surely have been hampered and limited, It is through the use of-such processes in building
knowledge that the processes become more functional more powerful and more readily available for later
use.

It May be possible to _recognize and, to a certain-extent, control the use of certain -cognitive processes. As
humans, we are able to reflect upon-the ways and means by which we come to know. Thus, by thinking
back over the steps followed, the self-questioning used the decisions made, the reasoning employed and
the results - btained. we May come to understand 'more clearly what mental.tactics we may have followed.
Through such reviews of our wpgriences we may be able to understand the essential processes. What was

_used at this time to build up a solution or understand dconcept maybe strategically helpful in a future task.

,Ilow to Emphasize Processing
How might- middle school mathematics teachers promote the child's awareness and application of such
processes? Perhaps a key to such teaching lies in the act of looking back upon a learning episode with the
learner, Some advice for doing this will appear throughout this guide. But intuitively it may seem sensible
to conduct this looking-back phase as close in time to the actual events about which you are reflecting.
Thus, many teachers,may point out processes throughout a lesson, or summarize and discuss the processes
used near the end of a lesson. Of course, sometimes you might look back over an entire series of lessons in
vrder to emphasize certain tactics tiled in processing the tasks of the mathematics learned during this
period.

Labeling the process being used may not be so important as the effort to help the child become more aware
of what or hdw he/she may be thinking at a particular step. Furihermore, the extent to which you treat
processes will certainly vary with each cjiild. Ong caution may be to avoid becoming too centered upon
identifying processes used You will need to develop a balance in your focus upon thinking about such
cognitive prdcasing- As-you become more attentive to thinking processes, you may find that many times
you will make note of how you or a child may be approaching a task, yet you may choose not to say
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anything about it. - In our struggle to individualize our instruction it may be important to make
process-oriented -observations about a child in, order to understand the child's thinking as a basis for the
instructional_decisions We might make about that child.

Why Promote Processing?
, .

In the foregoing discussion we have advocated die identificatiq,n and articulation of imporant cognitive
ocessing to be fourid in the child's or the teacher's thinking as they do mathematics. Let us express one

p pective about mathematics learning and teaching which may provide a foundation for choosing to
em aSize processes. What is mathematics? What is knowledge? These two fundamental questions can be
approached as follows. Mathematics, as a discipline, can be viewed as an extensive, ever-growing body, of
information--something out thereto be studied, learned, ignored, hated, 'etc. But it can alio be described --
as a way of thinking about, or processing, problematic situations. In these terms mathematics is a human
construction- by individual thinkeii.

One consequence of a view is that each person must be an active, responsible builder of his/her own
knowledge. It is impossible for any well person, such as -a teacher o_ r parent, to give knowledge
to the child. Through mathematical instruction, stimulation and guidance are provided the _learner as
he/she builds and rebuilds ideas and develops new ideas. So the focus should be upon showing the students
their responsibilities for constructing their own 'knowledge. Of coarse, the role of the teacher should be to
assistdn_ the_child's constructions by providing tasks, advice, and _encouragement_But -to .approach
teaching mathematics as a task of simply displaying information, such as a page in a textbook Might be
designed to -do, may not be sufficient. If a teacher always demonstrates procedures or-solutions-without
allowing students to construct their own responses, important experiences in building knowledge may be
lost for the child. Tasks must be set for learners in such a way that individuals have opportunities to
construct their Own processing responses.

Implications for Teaching
Of :Course," throughout the child's experiences the teacher will often serve as the principle source of
information. But we must be selective in how we give information when what may be needed is guidance in
using what the child alreAdy` knows. This may become clearer if we recognize that what we are trying to
teach includes not only the observable- material (e.g , definitions, written steps- problem state-
ments) but also the means (i.e., the proCesses) for dealing with this material. We must be aware that
students are learning about how-to-learn (e.g., how to solve, how-to generalize, how to apply_ , how to feel
toward mathematics) when they are learning a particular bit of content.

Thus, a teacher needs to recognize that, ultimately, each individual must construct the knowledge which
he/sht_comes to possess._We pn_help _by providing a_proper classroom atmosphereLfor_ such initiatives__
from the child. There must be a challenging but open and accepting climate. Risks can be taken and errors
can be made since students benefit from trial and mistakes in the teacher's efforts to construct his/her own
solutions, generalizations and procedures. At the same time, the tasks must be Motivating and the attitude

-of productivity must be valued, for we seek to have students enjoy and respect their own efforts and
achieveinents. If the teacher approaches- each new mathematical task as being a sensible response to a
reasonable situation, students may feel challenged yet con tent that they will build useable knowledge.

Tasks of the Middle School Mathematics Teacher
We have noted that learning is a person-centered, constructive building priocess. In order for learning to
occur, studenttg must be active builders of their own conceptions. Instruction is a context as well as a
process for stimulating and guiding these builders in terms of their own constructive processes.

Effective instruction of mathematics can. be viewed in terms, of the many varied tasks which gngage the
teacher. What are the broad instructional tasks which confront middle school mathematics teachers?
Basically, teachers must help students to construct complex constellatiqns of ideas and feelings abOut



mathematics. In addition st dents must be helped to learn methods and strategies or con
mathematical ideas. Some speets of these two overall tasks are represented .below.
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Figure S-1

Mathematics teachers must view their own instructional tasks so that the child's l' learning includes
particular items of knowledge (such as a concept, of area or a procedure for adding fractions) as well, as
generalizable processes (such as an ability to generalize, or teevaluate the reasonablen ss of an answer).
It is an important purpose of this curriculum guide to enc rage and assist teach s in developing
instruction which includes both eniphases.
Traditionally, mathematics teachers have focused their instruction n the learning of mathematics content.
In many _mathematics classrooms students do learn about the recesses: for building mathematical
knowledge, because the children obviously use the processes as fife are constructing a new-idea. Yet the
learners may be unaware of, what ltelptA them to knou; a new orithm or concept because such
process-oriented consideration's are only implicit. Other teachers give xplicit, conscious attention to the
strategies of thinking which could be used in building the idea. These teac ers often focus discussion on the
mental operations by helping students to "look back," reflecting upon wha worked well today which might
be useful with-new ideas to be constructed tomorrow.

. .

In the following sections we will identify and illustrate specific teaching ethods which incorporate
concerns for both aspects of teacher tasks: guiding, students tc constructions and to learning about
constructing..

Teachers use processes, too N

Throughout this guide we have encouraged a constructive approach to learning and`-teaching of middle
school mathematics. Additionally, we have emphasized the importance of process-oriented strategies and
outcomes of learning. There are equally generalizable teaching processes which teaChers may use to

,
complete the instructional tasks discussed in the previous section. . ,,\
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hat are some teachiriff processes for helping students with learning and learning-hoW-to -learn matheents
tics? Any attempt to identify comprehensively the processing which an effective teacher er riplo§s helps
to appreciate' how nly complex teaching is Some important aspects are- shown' below.

a-
ne.

Challenging
Questioning/Answering
Experimenting/Searching
Observing
Hypothesizing /Conjecturing
Justifying/Proving
Assuming
Guessing/Intuiting
Simplifying/Interpreting
Generalizing/Concluding

Stating/Asserting
Explaining /Clarifying

. Describing
Exemplifying/Instancing
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Demonstrating/Modeling
Defining

guiding
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Planning
Directing
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Surnrnarizing/Reviewing
Evaluating/Reacting
Adjusting/Adapting

Motivating
Valuing/Recognizing
Praising/Rewarding
Encouraging
Allowing/Risk-taking
Judging
Imposing/Expecting

guidin
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Though this list is quite comprehensive, there may be additional teaching processes which you can find in
yourown instruction. We have organized the identified teaching processes into four clusters for discussion
_purposes, but your interpretations might easily result in different groupings. In some cases Complementary
or related procesies are noted together, such as experimenting/searching-
This list of possible teaching processes is not intended to prescribe what you are to do. It is not a che klist.
Rather, ft is .intended to help you relied upon, and describe, your own teaching emphases.

.

Think abOut your own instruction as you work with -children. Consider these questions.

-Which teaching processes do you engage? Are there any which you do notemploy?

You may find that your teaching generally involves, only a few of= the processes. For example, Your
lessons may include stating, demonstrating, clarifying, answering, assigning, recognizing and evalnating.
You may find that you never use challenging; experimenting, justifying, characterizing or summarizing.

Which processes are dominant in your teaching?
Some teachers find that their lessons involve mainly questioning/Inswering based upon textbook
developments. Others, primarily use stating and modeling/demonstrating at the chalkboard. Still
another dominant pattern may employ only assigning, "describing and evaluating.

Do you predonlinately draw from a particular cluster of teaching processes?
You may realize that most,of your_lessons center' upon the telling_cluater as you make, assertions_or
give definitions, describe, give examples, point out characteristics and demonstrate or model procedures.
On the other hand, perhaps your teaching activity is focused upon giving directions, assigning,
asks, reviewing completed assignments and evaluating progress, all aspects of the managing cluster.

In what ways are different teaching processes used to _ individualize Your instruction? Are particular
processes always (or never) used with particular children?
Teachers often behave differently with different students or classes. You may find that with students
thought to be- less able you never-engage in experimenting, conjecturing err generalizing, in spite of the
fact that they may need these experiences more then other students.

How do you use different teaching processes as a student passesthrough various phases of construction
of an idea?
Perhaps one of the most sensitive ways we can provide for individuals is to recognize that each learner
may go through differing phases as he/she builds a new item of knowledge. Some teachers may place
early emphasis upon challenging, questioning/answering and conjecturing when a child is confronting an
unfamiliar situation. Others may resort to mainly explaining, modeling and prescribing in these early
stages.
How do you use these teaching processes to allow and encourage constructive-approaches to-learning?---

With a belief in constructivisrn in education this becorneS a crucial concern. It would seem that the
following considerations may he impoltant.

Students need to realize their own responsibility and contra' over the building up of their knowledg
You can help by motivating, allowing risk-taking and expecting as the climate for learning.

You may need to encourage students to formulate and share their-own interpretations or procedures.
Of course, these may be incorrect, whereupon you may guide them in modifying or rebuilding
their idea.
No Matter how an initial formulation of an idea is stimulated, it will be crucial to attempt to "get in
touch" often with how the student is thinking about the idea This will probably require personalized
questioning and observing in order to get the studeneto reveal how he/she comprehends the idea.

Throughout your own awareness of instructional processing is the associated goal of guiding students
to a deeper awareness and understanding of their processes used in constructing their own
knowledge. You would. probably help students to mature in their explicit knowledge of processes by
modeling your own thinking, using inquiry processes in the guiding cluster and reflecting back with



students upon which processes have been used in building up a particular solution, generalization,
procedure or _concept.

What relationships do you see between these teaching processes and the learner processes?
Often the processes used by the teacher are directly, related to the processes adopted by the learner: If
students can participate in the teacher's questioning, simplifying or exemplifying; they may eniage such
strategies in approaching other learning tasks_ A teacher who can approach a concept orYrocedure with
an open, questioning attitude. allowing variations in thevinterpretations or= constructions, will encourage
a flexible style. On the other hand a teacher who instructs primarilyby autocratic telling, directing and
prescribing may instill an attitude that mathematics is not something to be acted upon but is information
to be received from an authority. Be aware that sometimes students may adopt processing strategies
quite unlike those modeled or advocated by the teacher. These learner-initiated -processes should be
considered as important sources of information in your efforts to know your students. Ask your-students
to explain ho they think about a particular problem or procedure. Whereas a student's way of thinking
may not be athematically sophisticated, it is often intuitively sound and worth sharing. Knowing howa
student ocesses a/task provi a basis for guiding the refining or correcting which may be needed_

Review again'the Facets of Knowledge List in Figure S-1. Do you employ different teaching processes for
helping a child build a particular aspect of knowledge? You may be aware that certain mathematical tasks
lend themselves to as particular development or approach_ For example, you may always approach the
teathiageif -gehetaliZations- by a-St-atm:trent-Of the generallithion,claiifiiing ferins, rephrasing it
into common language, developing instances. justifying its truth and practicing its use:Creative teachers
may be able to recognize that any item of knowledge may be constructed by a variety of process options.
For example, you may try to help students to design, their own algorithm- fora- mathematical task; from
which you then guide them toward modifying and improving their invented procedure.

.

Indeed, it can be a complex and strenuous matter -to examine the details of one's own teaching_ Such
relfection must be deliberate, for it appears to be more common to teach without conscious attention to t'he
choice and conduct of Such teaching' processes. Becoming more aware of what you do 'may hold ,the
promise of-becoming a more effectiVe teacher_

Process skills as discussed in this. guide includes the- thinking skills listed and diScu4sed in a section of the
essential Skills for Georgia Schobis, a publication Of the Georgia Department of Education_ A copy of the
taxonomy and definitions stated i'ni the document is included here for your use,

In the Essential SkillS for Georgia Schools a listing of conceptstskills is given for each of the major proceSs
ills. The grade level intervals, 1(4, 5-8 or 9-12, at which each concept/skill migtfr be introduced,

developed or reinforced is indicated in the listing.



inking Skills Taxon('

In selecting the taxonomy of thinking skills for Georgia public schools, the developers of this manual have
drawn upon the current knowledge in the field as_represented bythe foregoing discussion. Definitions of the

chosen terms follow.

; Recallingrecognizing information previously encountered such as facts, concepts or specific elements
in a subject area.
Identifyingascertaining the origin, the nature or definitive characteristics of an 'item.
Observingobtaining information by noting, perceiving, noticing and describing._ Observation may
involve looking, listening, touching, feeling smelling or tasting.
gerceivingdirectly becoming aware of an item through anyone of the senses, especially to see orhear.

0 Comprehendingunderstanding information that has been communicated_

Translatingchanging information from one form to another. This is judged on the basis of accuracy,
that'll; the-extent to which the original communication is preserved although the. form has changed.
Making analiigiefriferring thatthat-if two things are blown to be alike in some respects then they maybe

alike hi other respects;
Hypothesizingassuming, making a tentative explanation:-

predict telling or declaring beforehandd.
Imaginii forming a mental image, representing or picturing s

Appiyinwputting to use
Clarifyinimaking something easier to understand.

' Testing hypothesestrying out ideas for poSSible solutions.
Defining operationallyordering ideas into a step-by-step plan.
Decision makingchoosing the best or most desirable afternah
Projecting consequencesdefining further stepS toward probable solutions or identifyin caus ect

thin- to oneself.

relationships.
Analyzingsystematically or sequentially breaking down a concept, problem pattern or whole into its
component parts so that the relationships between parts are expressed explicity.

CotiVaringletermining similarities and-differences on-the-basis of some criteria
Classifyingplacing elements (e.g., objects, ideas, events) into arbitrarily established systema---4
groupings and subgroupings on the basis of common characteristics.
Selectingchoosing an element from a set of elements (e.g., objects, ideas, events) on the basis some

criteria.
Associatingrelating elements (e.g., objects, ideas, events) either as given or as they come to mind.
inferring-4rawing a conclusion based' on facts oil evidence.
Interpretingexpressing meaning of or reaction to an experience, e.g., a
representation, 9 work of art.
Qualifyingdescribing by enumerating characteristics.

Synthesizingputting together elements anging and combining them
pattern. or product.
Summarizingexpressing a brief or concise restatement.
Generalizingformulating or deriving from specifics (to make unive
statement.
Formulating conceptoriginating or expressing ideas.
Intergratinforming into a whole, uniting.



-.Evaluatingmaking Judgments regarding quantity and/or nuality an the basis of a
ustifyingshathing adequate reasori(s) for something done.

Imposing standardsassuring equal Comparison- with established-criteria.
Judgingforming an idea or opinion about any matter.
Viewing internal consistencv,uaderstanding,thataLLthe parts of a_process fit together.
Valuingestablishing worth or esteem.
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Once goals and objectives based on a given philosophy have been determined, the planning for instruction
can begin. There are obviously many plans: that need to be developed at every level--the state, the school
system, the school building, the classroom. Suggestions have already been provided for the school system
and individual school in the part of the guide entitled Developing a Middle Grade Mathematics
Curriculum!' The suggestions in this part of the guide are written primarily to assist classroom teachers as
they plan the daily instruction for students in the middle grades. The first section gives suggestions on how
to begin to plan daily instruction -fir the middle grades learner The second Section deals with the most
basic °fall concerns in planningproviding instruction that attempts to meet the needs of each person who
is a member of that individual classroom.

Following this section are several articles that present-sorne very specific considerations. The impact of
technology on teaching techniques and the curricular-needs of students is the thrust of the first article. The
next article discusses difficulties that students encounter in reading mathematics and in solving word
problems. Many Students and teachers in the middle grades have anxiety about mathematics which:
prevents optimum learning from taking place. The third article addresses this concern. The next article
deals with students who have special difficulties that affect their progress in mathematics.- There are
discussions of areas of exceptionality and recommendations are made for modifying techniques to meet the
individual needs of these students. The last article on special considerations provides suggestions for
planning instruction for students who are gifted in mathematics.

The task of providing effective instruction for all of the individuals in a classroom in the middle grades can
become an overwhelming one for teachers unless they have an adecinate support system. The intent of the
section on support systems is not only to identify many of the sources of support but also to make
suggestions to teachers for more effective use of the various aspects of available support.,
The section on strategies includes a discussion of tasks that face teachers in their daily instruction. Several
classroom episode 'we included to illustrate-these tasks as they relate to a given classroom situation.

.

Developing approp jate activities to meet all of the needs discussed in the, other sections of this part of the
guide entitled "Planning for Instruction" is a time consuming idea. The remainder of this part of the guide

.

contains suggestions for such activities as well as some activities that have already been developed. There
are a variety of formats for the activities since some teachers might prefer many ideas from which they
could self those they wish to develop while other teachers might find the fully developed activities more
useful either as they appear in the guide or as a sample for developing additional activities. In addition.
since teachers also have individual needs and teaching styles, some formats of the activities may be useful
during one time period, while others, may be preferred at other times. If the task card activities are used as



ey, appear in the guide. there should be some_coordination among staff members as to which activities
will -be used at the various grade levels or modifications of the cards could be -male and agreed -upon for
different grade levels, e.g., deletions or extensions. Clearly this agreement is necessary so that students will
_not be given identical activities for several consec utive years.

_

Plarining for instruction is an important task for every classroom teacher. Understanding the complexity of
individuals in the middle grades, their S./lead] needs and how to, begin to meet those-needs-wiffinake-the

task more manageable.
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Planning for instruction in a broad sense includes setting goals, selecting materials, using support systems,
assessing and other activities discussed in preceding sections of the guide. This special section of the guide
has been developed to give added focus to the concerns of teachers as they attempt to plan daily instruction::
for the students assigned to their classrooms. Many groups of teachers and others may also be involved in
setting program goals in a local school system and in selecting the basic mathematics textbook series_
Class size, Schedules, assignments of individual students, etc, are often determined by administrator& All
of these decisions are extremelyjmportantin the-provision of quality Mathematics instruction-for students.
None of these, however, exceeds in importance the actual planning for instruction that is carried out by the
individual classroom teacher.

The expansion of subject area content needed for a technological society, the call for increased attention to
problem solving and other higher level skills: and the unbelieVable number of tasks asked of teachers that
take away instructional time are factors whiCh contribute to a national concern for maximizing the time
spent in ;mathematics instruction for each student.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics appointed a study committee to provide direction for the
teaching of mathematics in the 80s. The results of the study were published in An Agenda for Ach-on:
Recommendations for School Mathematics of the 1980s (National Council of Teachers of_ Mathematics,
1980). Included were eight major recommendations. The fourth recommendation concerns standards of
both effectiveness and efficiency which must be applied to the teaching of mathematics-. In stressing-the
significance of what happens during the hour of mathematics instruction the report stated that

Instructional time is a precious commodity. It must be spent wisely. Learning is a product of both
the time engaged, in a learning task and the quality of that engagement. Teachers must
employ the. most effective and efficient techniques at their command.- They must apportion

instructional time according to the impottance of the topic, recognizing that .value of a skill
or knowledge is subject to change over time.

Modern technology and educational theory and research have made accessible to today's
teacher approaches, materials, and strategies that were not previously available. Tearbers at all
levels must learn to use this enriched variety of instructional techniques, materials, and
resources to teach mathematics more effectively; (NCTM, p. 11)

The Georgia Board of Education and the Georgia Depariment of Education have demonstrated their belief
in the significance of teacher-controlled activities by the development and implementation of Performance-based
Certification for Teachers. These agencies _strongly support the concept of the significance of the
teacher-controlled activity within the classroom.

With the assistance of many professionals from various educational settings throughout the state, the
Georgia Department of Education and the State Board of Education have identified slJecific generic

-competencies which are essential for effective teaching in the Georgia classrooms.

1. Plans instruction to achieve selected objective,
2. Organizes instruction to take into account individual differences among learners.
3. Obtains and uses information about the needs and progress of individual learners.



4. Raers learners with special problems to specialists.
5_ Obtains and uses information about the effectiveness of instruction to revise it
6. Uses instructional techniques, methods and media related to the objective.
7. Communicates with learners.
8. Demonitrates a repertoire of teaching methods.
9. Reinforces and encourages, learner involvement in instruction.

10. Demonstrates an understanding of the school subject bei0g taught
11. Organizes time. space, materials and equipment for instruction.
12. Demonstrates enthusiasm for teaching and learning. and subject being aught.
13. Helps learners develop positive self concepts.
14. Manages classroom interactions.

Specific suggestions have been included in the. guide which are intended to provide assistance in each of
these competency areas to teachers' of mathematics in the middle grades in the state. For example,

1. The evaluation section should provide assistance with competencies 3 and 5.

2. The section on support systems addresses competency 4.
3. The section on the iature of the middle grades learner should assist

9, 13 and 14.
4. The section on personalizing deals very specifically with competencies 2, 3, 8, 9 and 11.

5. Suggestions for competencies 7 9, 12, 13 and 14 are included in- the five articles under the
-Special Considerations. ".

the teachers in competencies 2, 7.

b= The section of the guide which contains very specific help to the teacher in planning learner tasks and
teacher tasks should provide assistance to the teacher on almost all of the competencies_ Compethncies
1. 2, 6. 8, 9 and 11 are given special attention in this section.

Although all of the sections of the guide provide assistance to the teacher on several of the competencies,
there are three sections that deal almost totally tvith the planning that is done on a classroom by classroom
basis. The section on structures for individualizing is devoted entirely to topics such as grouping of students,
use of learning centers, learning activity packages, mathematics labs and the like. Another section provides
a multitude of ideas for given topics normally taught during the middle years (Seqthe section on "Tasks for
Learning and Teaching. Middle Grades Math.") The section on support systems should provide assistance
to the teacher in the area of planning for instruction.

In summary, the planning of daily instruction by individual classroom teachers will pmbably influence
the progress Made by students more significantly than any other, single factor. This entire guide
has been developed to assist classroom teachers as they planwith the goal of providing optimal
conditions for meeting the criteria of effectiveness and efficiency in mathematics instruction in the
middle grades_



There are several factors that complicate the process of dealing with individual differences in learning
during the middle grade years. Although students already possess different abilities, attitudes and learning
styles when they-enter school, these differenceS are magnified during the middle grades. In addition to this
expanded diversity, many students during the middle grade years may temporarily-lose their enthusiagm
for learning. The academic growth of these students therefore is Often dependent on external motivation or

revitalization of internal motivation. Unless the instructional program is designed to meet individual
needsthere is little expectation that either will. occur. If on the other hand, the day to day instruction is
planned and executed with high regard Tor each individual in the classroom academic_ growth. should
be egpected.

Personalized instruction in this section is defined in a very broad sense to indicate instruction that is
designed to meet the needs of individual students in the classroom. One of the greatest challenges in
teaching at any grade level may well be the challenge of attempting to personalize or individualize
instruction to meet these individual needs.

In recent years, the term individualized instruction has taken on a very special meaning. It has been
used by some educators to describe a program where students use a sequence of learning packets or
units and move through the material at their own pace. Passing a pre-test and/or post4est is a
prerequisite to progressing to the next unit. The curriculum itself is structured and sequenced and is

e same for each student even though each student moves through theprogram in a continuous progresS
mode.- By the late 1960s the merging of dual school systems, social promotion and the tendency of
governmental agencies to require a return to heterogeneous classrooms magnified the diversity of
academic levels in a given classroom and promoted this concept of a separate program for each
individual student. As federal programs Were funded for curriculum development and implementation of
programs, many systems for self-paced instruction were developed and marketed to schools throughout
the nation. Textbooks were revised so that they could be used in this manner. As schools purchased these
programs, many classrooms were transformed into reliance on one-particular mode of instruction. If any it
flexibility remained for teachers to use other methods of individualizing. these teachers often changed
to this format for a variety of reasons. Although many of these programs violated one of the basic
philosophies of most educators, i.e., that no one method is best fora all children and all teachers,
they continued- to gain acceptance as the answer to the challenge of meeting the individual needs of
students in individual classrooms. The cost of these programs was probably the only reason for a class-
room in the state to individualize in any other manner.

By 1976 Harold Schoen had completed research that seemed to indicate that this. type of individualiza-
tion was no more a panacea than other methods. Although the research has its limitations, there were
several findings that seem appropriate to report.

1. At the primary grade levels the findings appear to be ambiguous, but the results in grades five to eight
very definitely favor the control (nonindividualized) teaching approaches (p. 91).

2. In grades five through eight the self-paced approach has very definitely not been effective in
mathematics as measured by any criteria used by these researchers. In 'fact, it is rare that. a question in
educational research has such a clear-cut answer. The few studies supporting the individualized
approaches are far outweighed by results favoring the traditional approaches even on affective
measures (p. 94).
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The educational quality of the pupil-teacher in
consisting mostly of procedural matters (p. 93).

Schoe=n points out that teacher or principal should not feel thakhe or she is necessarily failing to allow for
individual differences if he or she decides not to implement a self-paced instructional approach.

The self-paced method of individualizing instruction primarily varies the curriculum for individual students
by manipulating the amount of time Spent on a given topic in the curriculum. There are some authorities
Who feel that the variables associated with how students learn are more significant than the variable of
tinie. A review of the literature will reveal other variables that are often coniidered to be significant. Many
of these tend to emphasize learner style as one significant variable to consider in providing for individual
differences in the classroom. Klingele (1979). in his discussion of instructional coordination, suggests
categories such as tactile, auditory, verbal and combinations of these three. He lists implications for
individualizing for each of these combinations.
In Mathematics in Science and Society several of the cognitive styles such, as field .independent or
analytical as opposed to dependent or global are discusSed. The authors illustrate that the- global style
students will have difficulty finding simple figures in complex drawings or pertinent data in a word problem,
table or graph and they give some instructional implications for this aspect of learner style. The reflective
and impulsive learner, is also,, discussed: The authors discuss the middle grade students in the extremes of
each of these characteristics such as the impulsive student who gives so many incorrect answers that his
self-concept is at stake. The authors suggest some implications for combinations such as discovery lessons
for the field independent reflective student as opposed to the field dependent. impulsive student who needs
much more directed study.
Another significant factor often discussed in the literature is group size as it relates to interaction needs of
students. Some students work extremely well when working alone. Some seem to be most productive in a
small group while others do very well in a large group:

n the self-paced etas

Schoen's,. research casts some doubt on the effectiveness of manipulating only one variable in
individualizing instruction, it becomes even more complex if other variables also need to be considered.
What then are some other instructional methods of providing for individual differences? _In 1977 the
National Council of Teachers of Mathernaties published a yearbook entitled Organizing for Mathematics
Instruction. This yearbook attempted to give classroom teachers alternative methods of individualizing.
The collection of essays submitted and accepted for the yearbook did not present all of the alternatives or a
definitive treatment of any one of the organizational alternatives possible. A review of the chapters gives an
indication of the solutions proposed.

L Organizing for Individualizatign: he IGE-Model
2. Organizing for Individualization. Department Model

3. Organizing for Individualization: a Classroom Model
4. Organizing Independent Learning Units
5. Organizing Goalbferenced Instructional Units
6. Organizing a Learning Cooperative: Suit ,a1 Groups
7 Organizing for Simulations
8. Organizing for Mastery Learning: A Group -based Approach

9. Organizing Instruction: Logical Considerations
10. Organizing for Alternative Schools: An Integrated Curriculum

11. The Teacher centered Classroom
12. Implications of Research for Instruction in Self-paced Mathematics Classrooms

3. Hand-held Calculators: Past. Present and Future



A review of the chapters -Shows that some .of the suggestions are concerned with grouping patterns,
some curriculum and some teaching -strategi9s These suggestions could be helpful to the leadership of
local school systems in systemwide planning frrmatheinatirs, as well as to individual teachers.

There are many administrative techniques that might facilitate dealing with individual differences in what
students learn and how- they leain. Some of the techniques include special classes in mathematics,
departmentalization, flexible scheduling, team teaching, homogeneous groupings and mathematics
laboratories. Many times, however, the teacher has aiecti6ri of 25 to 35 5-students that have widely varying
academic abilities and learning styles. The suggestions made in the remainder of this section are for those
teachers of heterogeneous clasSes of approximately 25 to 35 middle grade students although they could
certainly be used in -classrooms or situations resulting froth one or more of the above administrative
techniques.

Instruction for middle grade students certainly must include the concept of varying what students learir. If
an individual classroom teacher is faced with -the total responsibility for providing instruction for
approximately 30 students in a heterogeneous setting, he/she will likely be planning for stpdents whose
mathematical achievement has at -least a five year span and whose learning styleS, rates, and the like are.
equally as diverse. The planS that the teacher develops for a given unit have to be plans that are reasonable
to implement given the nature of his/her own personality, the eature of the students-and the nature of the
resources available. The extent to whicb a teacher can individualike mathematics instruction through
varying-the content for the students will be affected by all of the above. Most teachers realize it is
unreasonable to "expect the same content mastery from every individual in a class containing-atleast a five
grade span in achievement but that it is equally unreasonable to attempt to provide meaningful instruction
for 30 students with individual programs for each student. The suggestions presented for ccinsideration in
this section exist somewhere between every student assigned problems on the same textbook page and no
two students on the same specific topic. The suggestions involvea combination of total class activities and
intraclass' groupings. Although the entire class would be working on the same topic, decimals,
fractions Or geometry, the groups would be pursuing the topic at various levels of difficulty.

To illustrate the concept of different content for different groups of students within a class, consider a unit on
decimals for a seventh grade class. At the beginning of the unit when the class is looking at place value
notation of decimal fractions, the group with a poor background in mathematics would be- working with
concepts such as .34 7 34/100. Another group might be writing out the meaning of 34 hundredths in
expanded form such as (.34 = 3/10 + 4/100) or (.34 7 3 x 1/10 + 4 x 1/100). Another group might be using
negative exponents in their expanded notation (.34 3 x 10-1 + 4 x -10=2). Some advanced students
might even be working on scientific notation as an extension of. decimal notation (.34 3.4 x 10-1).
The entire class is dealing with the notion of the meaning of 34. hundredths but the level of difficulty for
each group varies considerably.

In multiplying.decimals, the groups would probably range from simple multiplication such as 42 -x .05 in a
problem context of figuring sales tax to 42 x 13 or 4.2 x 1.3 to problems such as (4.5 x 105) x
(3.6 x 104). Each group is multiplying decimals but the content is certainly different for the various groups
of students.

c?
In writing the unit plans, the-teacher might write different objectives for- each gioupni.e:

Group I
Group II

Group III

- The students will be able to write a decimal fraction as common fraction. (.34 a 34/100).
- The student will be able to write a decimal fraction in expanded notation. (.34 7- 3 x 1/10: +

4 x 1/100) or if desired (.34 3 x 10 2)
The student will be able to write a decimal fraction in scientific no at on.(.34 = 3.4 x 10-1)



The teacher ht-Prefer to write one general objeCtIve and thin have different levels of expectations for the
various groups. A general objective might be the student will be able to explain meaning of a decimM
fraction such as thirty four hundredth& The objective might-contain specific parameters such as tenths

_

through ten thousandths.
No rnatter how the-teacher chooses to organize the content for a heterogeneous c it will likely be
difficult to implement the plan successfully. The method of integrating intraclass groupings and total class
instruction, howevw, seems to be one method that has potential for enhancing the instructional, rograrn in
a.heterogeneous class. Since the total class would be working on the same unit, some total instruction
could take place. Teaching via bulletin boards; learning centers or correlated enrichment activities, would
also be possible. The group work, however, would break the content down so that there would be
reasonable expectations for each student.

How Students LearnA
Although most teachers would agree that learner style is :a variable that is equally as significant as
intellectual capability in providing for individual differences in a Classroom, it is certainly more difficult to
diagnose and prescribe appropriatc activities for a diverse class of middle grade students. Not only do the
individual students have vastly different learning styles that are difficult to diagnose, but the styles will likely

--vary from day to-clay becauseof _the nature of middle grades:learner. A particular student-may be -a=

reflective learner one day and impulsive the next depending on his or her mood. Although individual
students usually -work best in a small -group interaction mode, on given days they might not need this
ype of instructional format,
tcertainly, would seem that the teacher should be aware of these learner styles but it might-not be wise to

attempt to classify students nor prescribe activities on the_basis of a 'classification_ Rather it would seem a
reasonable approach to plan a variety of activities for the total class or intra-class groups so that at best
most of the students needs are met most of the time or that et least some of the needs are met some of the

4 time. Certainly the mode of operation in some classrooms checking homework, teacher explains new
concepts and students work a few problems in class and finish reniainder at horile--done day after day for
180 days stands little chance of individualizing learnetittyle to any -degree at all.

In providing for individual differences in learner style, there are at _least three factors that might be
considered, 1.e., materials, activities and interaction modes.

-Materials and Activitie

In providing for -individual differences in a heterogeneous classroom, the teacher could use three different
level textbooks if the system has a single textbook adoption. For example, for the seventh grade class
studying decimals, the teacher might use a sixth, seventh, and eighth grade book for the various groups in
the class. Since most textbook series provide assistance, to the teacher for enrichment and remediation,
this arrangement-would provide for approximately a five year span. Multiple assignments could then be
made for the students using: the various books. Since the teacher would not want to call attention to those
working below grade level, the assignments could be placed on the board by group name rather than by
book level. Some groups might like to suggest their own name or the teacher might simply refer to those
using the sixth grade book as Group 1, seventh grade book, Group 2 and eighth grade book as Group- 3. In
multiplying fractions a sample assignment from a current textbook series would be

Group 1 - pages 195=198
Group 2.- pages 104 -106
Group 3 = pages -92- 93



,

This parti lar series of one publishing company has accompanying ditto masters on multiplication which
the teaches could also _cross reference- and use effectively_ Most major textbook companies not only
provide addi Tonal materials but also provide informatian on correlating the materials. These niatgrials
can certainly _used as a foundation for the teacher who is planning to use a combination of total
class and intra ass groupings in attempting tb individualize mathematics instruction ina given classroom.
There are ma other materials that have been developed commercially or can be developed by a
classroom teachert to assist in individualizing via materials and activities. The choice of materials and
activities is a difficuft one but one that is very significant if one considers it a viable way to address the issue
-of varying mathematics instruction according to how students learn as well as what students learn.

ost lists of suggestions for varying the materials and activities in a classroom would include these.

Learning centers
2. Mathematical game
3. Learning activity pack
4. ontracts
5. ojects

ulletin.Boards -

upplemental activities suc as tasks and materia s that might be available for individual students or
small groups of students to cqrnplete their classwork or to substitute for their classwork. These are
usually housed in shoeboxes, file folders, plastic bags, etc. If no materials are needed, they might be
posted in the room or stored in\a card file.

The choice of materials and activities will vary greatly from school to school and classkoom to classroom.
There are many coasiderations that would seem significant in determining which of these or other
materials to use in a given-clas room to assist in individualizing mathematics instruction for that particular
set of students..For example:

1. Are the materials anal /or-activities related to the objectives for the unit of study_ ?
2. Are they appropriate for the student, Le.,

a. Do they present the material 'on the academic level for the student using them?
b. Does the student using them have the amount of independence required? Some students may be

Mature enough to handle contracts and sbrne may not be able to do so. Some students can operate
fairly independently with the ,instructions for a game and some can not Some can handle small
materials with care and others tend to thrdw them away or misuse them in some way.

c.Are they compatible with the nature of the Jearner? Man-ymiddle grades shidentS do vir) well with
the LAP's since they are short mini units- type of material is consistent with their enthusiastic
but short lived interest in a particular subject. Some do well with learning c-enters because of their
excess energy, and their need to_ move around while some cannot assume the responsibility
associated with learning centers.
Are the materials and activities relevant to the student? Many times the additional materials and
activities can be built around student interest. Some can be interdisciplinary in nature and
consequently be more relevant to students.

3: Do the activities and materials for the unit collectively provide fora variety ofijearang styles? Are there
some activities for the student whc; is a very poor reader, for the student who is very visually oriented, for
the very bright student, for the student of average academic ability but very independent and so on? It is
nice to plan some of the extra materials and activities that will be available to all students. This is
particularly true of the supplementary activities which are often not available to the slow, deliberate,
and conscientious students because they never complete their regular assignments.

4. Are the activities and materials that are-used to assist in individualizing instruction appropriate for the
teacher? This is probably the most important consideration of all. Teachers should feel comfortable
with this consideration. Teachers have varied personalities and teaching styles just as students have
varied learning styles. Some materials and activities are excellent when utilized by one teacher and,a
failure when used by another: It should be left up to the teacher to plan the materials and activities that



blend with their own personalities. One example of this would be the use of mathematics games. Some
teachers feel very uncorqjortable with groups-of children all over the room playing mathematics gamgs
but respond very well to a gall* that involves the entire, class.- There are many ways to effectively
individualize through a total class activity. Almost any of the standard games can be individualized by
color coding the activity cards given to various groups of students. For example, using a decimal
activity, if the caller calls "95 hundredthsZacard given to the-slower sludent might show .95 or 95/100,
a card given to average students might contain aStrettorit howirtg-lint-----5/100 for him to cover up,
and a card given to a more advanced student might show 9 x 10-1 + 5 x 1032 in the section to be
covered up. The usual Bingo rules could be played. If teachei-s are free to select materials and activities
that are, aPpropriate for the teaching Wr'le:-'the-y should then, assume the responsibility of selecting,
modifying or preparing materials and activities that will reflect an attempt to individualize instruction
according to learner style as well as academic ability.

Interaction Modes

In considering hoW students learn, the last variable for discussion is that Of interaction' mode. One-of the
major criticisms of some of the original_ individualized programs where students used a sequence of
learning packets or units and moved through the material at their own pace was that in most instances

udents were expected to operate in only one interaction mode. They worked on their materials alorie and
interacted only with the teacher on a one-to-one basis. For- ome students this type of interaction mode was
extremely effective. There are -some students, however, who-make greater strides in-mathemgtics when
they are stimulated by interactions with other students either in Sinail grOups or in class- discussion led by
a teacher who facilitates the interaction by asking thought provoking questions and utilizing one student's
observations to stimulate another student. The current emphasis on critical thinking and problem-solving
in mathematics almost mandates that students have a variety of intgraction modes. The social/emotional
needs of middle -grades students would tend to lend_ support. to the argument that students need at least
some experiences interacting in various group,sizes.

In addition to group size, the type of groups that are planned for students would seem to be a factor in the
overall discussion of interaction modes. Consideration should be given to typei of intraclass groupings
other-than academic ability. Many, students have experienced wrath in mathematics by participating in
intraclass groupings based on student interest, student learning style r various tasks. If students have
opportunities to, participate in groups of this description, there should be less stigma attached to the ability
groups. It should lessen the situations where students perceive themselves to always be_ in the "dumb"
group. Since learning to work together on a common task is also an important aspect of small group
interaction- these various types -of groups as well as the ability groups should provide yet further
experiences in this area.
In addition tv_ total class activities and 'various types of small- group activities, there certainly should be
some experiences:planned for students where they are working alone or independently. Even though this
might not be the most effective interaction mode for some students, almost all students need and enjoy
some activities of this nature. Ultimately, much of a student's learning must be done on an individual basis
-so it is important that opportunities be provided in this area.

The most difficult aspect of implementing a program to incorporate many of these suggestions is
developing an appropriate management system triat suits the teacher, students and curriculum. One.viable
management system would be one that includes the concept of unit planning. Within the unit, after the
Objectives for the class or groups within the class have been selected, the teacher would probably begin to
identify a large set of materials and activities to match these objectives. If there is a basic-textbook series,
the first step would probably be crossreferencing the different grade levels of the text that the teacher, has
issued in his/her class. A list of all these materials as well as ideas for activities can be stored in a unit
notebook which also contains individual lesson plans. Since the notebook would also contain copies of
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quizzes and tests; it would be easy for teachers to then evaluate their unit to determine if they have made
some progress towards individualizing instruction for the individual members of their_classroom.

,Although no one middle grades teacher can plan instruction on a daily basis to accomodate students'
varying levels of ashievement, ratisand learning styles the unit plan is one practical way of attemPting to
provide more individualizatron in how-students learn as well as what students learn. The development of an
exciting unit in mathematics for middle grade learners, in order to include these attempts at individualizing,
is a time consuming task. Many times teachers at the same grade-level share the responsibility. This May
be accomplished by Working 4. gether on one unit or sharing units that are developed individually. For
example, one teacher' may develop a unit on decimals and another teacher may develop a unit on
geometry. Even though no two classes are alike, the units usually contain a variety of activities and can be
easily adapted for several classes.

In surnmary. if individualization is interpreted in a broad sense to-include meeting all the needs of individual
students in the class, many factors must be considered 'These factors should include considerations Of how
students learn as well as what they can should learn. Since a given teacher with 3.0 students and a 60
minute block of time allocated to mathematics can only spend one to two minutes per individual student per
day, it seems important to develop some techniques for individualizing within the structure of the total class
Wasing a combination of total --CIASS iiittnietion,--VarionstYpeS of int*laiS groupings and indliiidnal
student work. These techniques will involve the use of a variety of materials and activities. One method of
organizing mathematics instruction to incorporate different academic levels and learning styles is unit
planning- The extent to which teachers can manipulate all of these variables will largely determine the
extent to which they will be able to meet the individual needs of the students in their classrooms.



Special Considerations

Ushig techoOlo4y

are growing up in a highly scientific, technological world. Nearly every facet of their
nolo. One obvious influence on these students is television. As teachers and

o dents' attention, use of technological equipment Can be advantageous. Comrnuni-,
u -iinp6rtant aspect of everyone's- education_ and advances- in technology can assist -the

mathematics instructor as well as all teachers both in coranunicating to students and in building students'
-

own communication skills.

Multi clia Periodic of grin' as familiar as'the overhead projector can enhance teaching and
learnifigexRenceS-..Slide-tape presentations as well as filmstrips, films and video tapes can help teachers
vary theirjelching strategies for their individual students with different learning styles. Materials are-
available,cornmericially and can be teacher-made or student4nade. Slides, for example, are easy: to learn
to make-and students can be encouraged to produce skch products as'slide-tape presentations for different
groups, e.g., students ht other grade levels in the school or various groups in the community.

Producingtheir own videotape on a particular lesson or unit will help students not only to understand the
material. but will help them in buildiriwtheir awarenessof communication skills which are as important to
mathematics as to any other-area 'of study. For assistance in locating support for learning how to make
slides-and videotapes, obtalQing materials and selecting materials see "Manning for InstnictionUsing
Support Systems- in this guide.

Calculators and coinputers. Obvious tools of the technological world available to students and
teachers which seem even more specific to matherilatics are calculators and computers. Why should
experience with computers and calculators be included in a mathematics curriculum? How should middle
grades mathematics teaching and learning involve such tools?

Why-use computers and calculators in mathematics instruction? Mathematics teachers' have.
_explored possible uses of calculators and computers in the learning of mathematics for over tw?kdecade%
Many interesting ideas"have developed. The reasons that teachers migfrit include one or both of these tools.-,
in the classroom are the following.

MotivatingStudents usually enjoy, indeed prefer, working on mathematical tasks by using a compu
or calculator. They are often cbrious and rexcited by the idea of getting a machine to help so
mathematical problems or complete exercises. With the vast array of electronic games and h
calculators studentS are often more comfortable than adults with such microprocessors.

2 Problem solvingWhen the focus is upon learning to solve a problem, it may be hetpful to reduce or
eliminate the computational demnds. If studeOts are encouraged to focus of analyzing the problem and
on developing a method of solution rather than on computingthe results, they may be more willing and
able to learn to solve challenging problems.- When the activity involves applications which include
numbers obtained from actual measurements, students may feel less bogged down with calculations if
they are permitted to use a calculator or computer.



3. Algorithmic learningStudents can be encouraged to build their own procedures (algorithms). Though
many teachers will still wish to emphasize attandard or conventional., procedure, it may be valua le to
ask students tc, explore their own alternative procedures on a calculator or computer. For example;
might a calculator be used to find a quotient without using the divide key? Or a student-might write,
test and refine a computer 'program for simplifying fractions. In such activities students may learn
about algorithms (i.e., algorithms are built by people who can test, revise, and improve their
creation).

4. PracticingAfter fundamental meanings have been deVeloped for a new idea, students often benefit
from practicing with specific examples. Computers and calculators can be used by students' to practite.
Computer programs which offer a practice session for a student often feature the following: (a) tasks
individually_ tailored to each child, (b) student responses required, (c) immediate evaluation of student
restronse followed by feedbatk to the child, (d) repeated trials offered when errors occur, (e) encouraging
reinforcers given and .(f) performance records stored. and reported to the student and teacher.

5. Applying and reinforcingMany teachers assign computer/calculator tasks which are chosen to
reinforce the ideas.developed in a_lesson. If a student applies his or her newly constructed knowledge,
these ideas may become more meaningful and better remembered. For example,' students may be
introduced to a definition for addition of two:fractions. To reinforce this 'definition, students might
complete a computer program to findthe sure of two fractiOns.

ou

10 INPUT "FIRST FRACTION-; A, B

.20 INPUT -SECOND FRACTION ": C. D

30 PRINT A; "I B; C; : D; -;

Program notes.
Numerator and denominator are typed sep-
arately for, each fraction -(e.g.: 2, 3 for 2/3)

The PRINT instruction typeS the addition
phrasele.g., 2/3 + 4/5 ). The blank could

40 END he completed with (A*13 + C*B), B*D

By running the4rogram and checking, the output (which involves student practicing, too), the student's
concept is further tested and reinforced.
6. Demonstrating and experimentingBecause numerous examples can be -calculated and displayed

easily anckquickly, computers4calculators can .be effective aids to demonstrating (and exploring) various
instances: example, students might find and record 1 + 2, 1 ÷.3, 1 ÷ 4, ; ., 1- 20 using a calculator.
After examining the list of decimals produced, various patterns might be noticed and described.
Conjectures about these patterns could be elicited from.the students. For example, the number of digits
in the part which repeats for decimals-of the prim0 number.denominators appears to be one less than
the prime each time Such conjectures could then be tested with new instances. A different example of
demonstrating/experimenting might involve a computer program used by die-teacher:For einmple, the .

program presents a picture of a region which can be subdivided according to values input by the claps.
For a value of 16 the computer shows a rectangular region being cut up into 16 congruent parts. Then an
input of 5 shows five parts with a different color and the fraction 5/16. The computer program can accep
many different such inputs, drawing in each 'case a correct area representation for a fraction, a
printing the fraction name on the screen. Through the use of such a program the teacher is able to
demonstrate (with an exploratory ertiphasis) models of fractions for the students.

The possible forms and extents of microprocessor technology are being exploted in many Georgia- middle
schools. Perhaps the attitude which middle school mathematics teachers need to adopt is an open,
questioning but receptive approach. Technology has great potential to enrich, extend and support effective
mathematics teaching andslearning..it will be important for each teacher to construct understandings for,
and predispositions toward. using such technology.



How to use microcomputers and calculatorl for mathematics learning
During the past 20 -years there has been a- variety of computers and calculators used in mathematics
instruction. These uses include programming; practicing, tutoring, gaming; simulating,- testing and
managing. A thorough understanding of them will go beyond the scope of the current guide, .but a brief
characterization and illustration of possible uses of these micrOprocessors in programming follow.

Mathematics students of all ages throughout the world are writing and executing their own computer
calculator programs. When a student-builds a program, the emphasis can be upon valuable. outcomes of
instruction. A lear4ecl nonciarnw+ericatculater procedure might be reinforced as the =student analyzes
the steps in order to toll the 010-line hoiv to do it The teacher may begin by demonstrating on the
chalkboard-or overhead projector the steps,of a procedure, such as finding the greatest common factor.
Several specific number pairs elm tried as the teacher models a procedure Then students might be
given an incomplete program and asked to complete and execute their program, testing the output to
check their program.

REM FINDING_ GCF OF-15 AND 24

FOR D = TO 1 STEP

30. IF 15/D = INT ( )THEN

NEXT D

. ,

IF 24/ ) THEN

Program notes
A REMark helps label a program.
15. Sets up a loop of possible divisor 15,
14;13; : 2;1: _-

1a /D. Test for even division by comparing
quotient with integer part of the quotient.
For values of D which are factors of -15.
Limps to line 50L Otherwise, nod D.

D. 24/D. 40. If D doesn't divide 24, jumps to
40. If -D is a factor of 24, goes to line 60.
Line 60 types the answer, D, thejargest
value which ditides both 15- and 24.

60 PRINT GCF OF 15 AND 24 IS'

70 END

A student would need to reason how the computer could perforrn the steps in order to find the GCF of 15
and 24. Usually students will think about the computer, actions, tracing through step-by-step the flow of
events. To -do this, the student must be aware at some level of operation how each instruction in the
computer programming language is performed during program execution. Natural computer programming
languages such as BASIC, -make it relatively easy for beginners to understand a program. Often a wide
variety of ossible programs can result from Any algorithmic task set by the teacher.This requires that the ___
teacher crept solutions which -are. different. Of course, each program can be tested for correctness by
running it on, the computer. The sioificant idea is that a student has constructed his or her own-algorithm
which incorporates the child's meanings and reasonings,

Some implications. Along with the introduction of the computer and calculator into, students' lives
should come an increased emphasis on teaching estimation skills, Formerly tedious calculations can now
be eliminated by using the hand-held calculator, but people-must know if their answer On the display is in
the ball park." Errors in entering data or operations, weak batteries and various other phenernena
sometimes cause answers on a computer or calculator to be wrong: Humans must be able to make
decisions with respect to appropriateness of answers. Middle grades students need skill in efficient, quick
calculating for estimating. Rounding off skills, placement of decimal points and simple computations-
should be stressed. ..

Processes for problem solving become more important in middle grades students' lives. There will be more
opportunities for students to set up problems and select which operations to use as they spend less time
on tedious computations.
Technology can be used effectively to help teachers and students Wain in a modern world. Flexibility and a
willingness to try new things will inevitably help create an atmosphere where both the teacher and students
can grow in an understanding of mathematics in a changing world.
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or Problem So 'yin_

Many reading factors affect stiidents abilities to Junction successfully in mathematics. These factors
naturally affect Ehe students abilities to solve word problems more than any other area of the mathematics
program, but overall performance in mathematics is kis° dependent upon these factors. There are manyr,
similarities between reading necessary in a school reading program and those necessary in
mathematics. Consequently, most stiidents who experience difficulties in their reading program are likely
to have difficulty in areas-of mathematics that are dependent on the same skills. There-are also important
differences which suggist a need for increased emphaSis on those which, are specific to mathematics. Need
for these additional skills makes it more likely that students with very few reading problems in general
might have difficulties in mathematics because_ they Eck these additional reading skills. When these
students encounter difficulties in Mathematics, consideration should be given to whether or not they do in
fact pessesslhose reading skills specific to mathematics. A few.of the factors and some possible solutions
are presented in this section to assist teachers in providing quality instruction mathematics.

..-Vocabulary --_ ,
--

, . s _

The vocabulary of mathematics, one factor which caricadse student difficulty, can be categorized into three
_cjasses; technical,- specialized and generals Technical vocabulary consists of numerals and those symbols
and words- which are specifically mathematical, e.g., 5, 67, 2000, --V--- , ....: C, millimeter and decimal.

- .--"

Technical vocabulary may be alphabetic_ or nonalphabetic. Specialized vocabulary may consist of words
found in general use outside mathematics, which take on other connotations, morespecific meanings or
extended meanings- in a mathematical context. Instances in the class of specialized vocabulary include-
product, difference._ improper,-yard, and axes.' General vocabulary is made up of all the words used in
mathematics. These words are probably in the reading vocabulary of the students but their comprehension
may be hindered by the anfamiliar context, e.g., and or, f, then and only one (Pachtman, 1978 and Earle,
1977)..



Many of the word_ s in-the technical vocabulary have no meaning for: students until they are taught. These
can be taught in the usual ways such as through the 'use of context clues, graphic dues or word structure.
The teachers and students need to be aware that there is a mathernatics vocabulary that` must be developed
in the same way that other vocabulary is developed. The other type of technical vocabulary, symbolism,
poses a problem for many students in mathematics. There may be several reasons for this difficulty. First of
all, there are no clues such as those used to build word attack skills. Another reason is that some symbols
have several meanings. For example, the symbol might be used in expressions like 8-2, 73,1- to
indicate -subtraction, the opposite of and divided by These symbols are to be taught as translations or
representations of ideas.
Words that are alret a part of the students vocabulary but which have different meanings in a
mathematical context may cause more difficulty than the technical vocabulary. When given a word
association activity in a mathematicS class, students gave the following responses: volurne--radih.
primebeef, ruler king, planefly, yard grass,- powerking. Therefore, words such a# these used in
Mathematics class could be confusing to the students if they think of the meanings cif the words as they are
used in everyday experiences rather than the mathematical context. To minimize this difficulty, the teacher
might have the students list- words that havg different meanings in mathematics than in everyday
experience and discuss them in both contexts. The students could prepare a bulletin board or Other

=-clemonstrations to illustrate bath contexts. This activity could be expanded to include words that have-the-:
same meaning as, or at least can be associated with, the root word. For example, perimeter of a polygon_
can be associated-with a perimeter highway 'which may be larnilar to students. Auktther -example, the
associative property used' such as (3 + 4) ± 5 7- 3 4- (4 ± 5), students can understandthat the numeral 4 can
choose to associate with its friend 3 or its friend 5. The students may also be familiar with commuting to
and from work which may assist them in understanding the word commutative_

Fluency
In addition to vocabulary, the
difficulty.

Students are often encouraged to increase their reading -speed and in the process, may develop the
misconception that a fast reader in mathematics- is a-good mathematician. Fluent readers may, however,
encounter difficulties in mathematics due to their reading speed. The fluent reader' does not attend to each
word in a prose context in order to comprehend. Mathematical problerhs are written in brief and condensed
language which involves special meanings for otherwise familiar words; unfamiliar words and/or symbols.
Readers of mathematics must therefore slow their pace and attend_more closely to the words and symbols.
Rereading is often necessary in-mathematics-Several suggestions for bringing students' attention to_the
fluency of reading are these.
1. Choose a selection containing compact symbolism. Tell children to translate the selection into weds.

Compare the lengths of both forms of the selection. Ask why it often takes longer to read a selection in
the language of mathematics.

2 Choose a selection containing a question to be answered. Allow children to read theselection once. Ask
them to answer the question. Can they do so? -If they can, why? If they cannot, what do they need to
reread? Help them find.the necessary information.

luency with which students attempt o ead mathematics may cause

Pair children_ with one another. Assign a selection to be readsilently at first. Next, have the children
read the selection aloud. Assign a selection of equal length from a reading book. Repeat the experiment
of reading silently and aloud. Which selection required more time to prepare and read? Why does one
selection require more time than the other?

4. Before beginning a chapter, and upon finishing the same chapter, have children write a three sentence
summary of it. The summary based on a detailed reading of the chapter should show greater
comprehension of the contents than the summary based on a preliminary skimming of the chapter.

(Kane, Byrne and Hater
-1974, pp. 41, 42)



Directional: tl
A third feattire in reading that might cause some difficulty in mathematics is directionality. Reading of
prose or poetic text is essentially a left to right, top to bottorrractivity. Frank Smith (1978) has indicated in
Understanding Reading that there are right to left regressions and bottom to top regressions in reading, but
it does remain for the most part a left to right, -top to bottom task. Mathematics, on the other hand,
contains a variety of directional modes. Within word problems, directionality does not become a factor of
major difficulty until students begins to analyvthe relationships-between the information given and the
applications of computational knowledge which must be made. The first information which must be utilized
is generally found in the last statement of the problem. The final information relayed to the student is most
likely the purpose for which all the other information is given, that is, what they are asked to discover is the
last thing they read. Depending on the problem, the students must back, up through the information
relating whatis given to the stated purpose, or they must take that purpose given in the final statement and
begin reading the problem again in the light of the purpose they, have discovered. This configuration can
cause difficulty for students who are accustomed to predicting and comprehending on the basis of only one
reading of the material.

Expressions such as $5.88 are often found in mathematics. The directionality in such expressions requires
much more_ than a left to _right_ reading._ The reading here reverses the_symbols $ and .5 and requires --

returning to the decimal point for the concept of cents. Another instance of change in directionality is
within the statement that there is a 4/5 probability fhat a blue ball will be chosen. When the students reach
the fraction they must desert th-eleftqb-right direction and adopt a top-to-bottom direction. The_n they must
resume the left-to-right mode for further information. Although the problem of directionality will be most
severe in the earlier grades, there may be some middle grade students who are -still ekperiencing this
difficulty. It might be helpful to discuss this concept with the students and let them chart the direction. This
activity will reinforce the necessity_ for reading mathematics more slowly. More specific examples of this-
skill and suggestions for developing it are found in Reading Mathematics, a publiCation of the Georgia
Department of Education.

Five Dollars an

Stilvang Word Problems
All of the aboveconsiderations of reading factors combine to make the solving of word problems a source of
frustration for most middle grade students. The students are called upon to use their skills in understanding
vocabulary, adapting to unusual eye movements and dealing with adjusting their fluency to interpret the
various pieces of information contained in a .word problem. In addition, they must picture relationships in
regard to information given in the problem. Richard Earle (1977) lists perceiving symbols, attaching
literal meaning, analyzing relationships and finding solutions as the reading steps involved in Word
problems. In analyzing relationships the students must employ the skills of critical thinking, even though
many of these relationships are unstated. Further, the students must draw logical conclusions with
.which to work and arrive at an appropriate solution (Ley, 1979). After all these processes have been
accomplished correctly, all that remains is the mathematical calculation and checking the results with
the problem to see if they indeed answer the question(s) posed.

Perception, of the relationship of application to computation is the step in reading mathematical problems
that appears to be crucial to the solution of those problems (Ley, 1979). Reading a given problem at this
point must serve several purposes. First, the purpose for reading or comprehending is to make the question
asked comprehensible to the reader. As has been noted previously, this task has been made more difficult
by positioning the question at or near the end of the problem. Second. the readers must interpret the
information given in light of the purpose they have determined. They must filter out information which is
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irrelevant to solving the problem. This process is especiall%
_
important When it . applies to information

containing numerical designation's. The readers must then establish relationships among all the pertinent
information. These relationships must be inferred by the- readers because usually they are not-stated in the
problem. Students may feel frustrated if they have not been led through successful experiences in- making.
relationships in the past. At this- point in their reading; the students must reach. further into the
comprehension experience that is required in literal comprehension of the symbol and word vocabulary.
Finally, the readers must translate the relationships the have discoverea into mathematical operations
and their symbols.
Although students approach solving a problem in various ways and this diversity should be encouraged

steps can be formulated to provide a foundation for students to use in solving Word problems. Of course
the steps become more critical as the problems become more complex and some students will not need to
use every step. Some of the steps follow.

1. Locate the question
2. Find the given information
3. Sort out the relevant and irrelevant information.
4. Find_and state one,or more relations_
5. Translate the relation(s) into mathematical symbols
6. Compute to find the solution
7. Use the solution to answer the question
8. Check to see if your answer is reasonable

Although steps 4 and 5 will likely bethe steps where most middle grades students have difficulties, many
will experience difficulties with other steps. The following four suggestions are provided to assist the
teacher in working with the-students on solving word problems.

Allow children to use varied techniques to solve problems. Have m
concrete examples of the problems 6). be solved.

rials available to help children see

2. Whenever possible, introduce a new lesson by posing a pro6lem to 6e solved. Allow children to use their
own methods. Then complete the lesson development by dealing with the concepts involved and
showing how various approaches lead to the same answer, and how this equivalence may then be
expressed using appropriate symboliam. To find the area of a 3 by 3 inch square, children can be led to
see the equivalence of the following computations and the symbols used to express them.

1 + 1 + 1 4- 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
counting squares

(addition)

3 -x
multiplication expressing area

using exponents

3. When a problem is to be solved, ask questions like the followin
What are you to find?
What information is given?
Do you need all the information?
Is needed information missing?
How could you Solve the problem?
Could you solve it another tyay?



4. Have children describe to each other the methods used to solve problems. Help them see how various
methods may lead to the same answer= Ask them to delide what they think to be the best Method of
solution from the point of view of saving time and using-the least number of symbols.-Then ask them td
decide what they think to be the best _method for' determining a solution from the point of view of
understanding the solution,

Notice that these suggestions include activities for the entire class or at least groups within a class to solve,
problems with the teacher leading the discussion. The choice of interaction mode and the amount of
teacher direction will vary as students become more independent in their-ability to solve word problem. It
is very important when working with students who are unsuccessfUl solving word problems in mathematics
for the teacher to be aware of growth in the affective domain as well as growth in the cognitive domain.
Many students have a negative attitude about solving word problems and as a consequence do not spend
enough time trying to solve them. -

The following plan of action-demonstrates one way in which the affective domain, vocabidary development
and critical thinking can be meshed into-a program to assist students to become more successful solving

Stage One. It will be essential to begin this plan with special emphasis on the attitudes and feelings of ae
students. Towards the enhancement of the positive.aspects of these feelings and attitudes, it is suggested
that work be done with small groups of students who are having similar difficulties. A one-to-one situation"
may be necessary for students-who have had many failure experiences or who have poor self-concept. By'
working in the small group it will be easier for the teacher to control attention, response and organization in
the students. Teacher interaction must be present in this stage but it should not become teacher
intervention or teacher dictation. Assistance should be the criteria for teacher action, initiative should be
the desired behavior for students. In this stage the teacher would work closely with the group by giving
everal word problems and then working with the group as-theisolve the problem together.

The students would work through a set of steps as a group identifying the problem, locating the information
needed to solve the problem. finding irrelevant information and on through the various steps.

age Two. The material used in this stage should be presented to students who are working in pairs. They
work together and come to concensus on acceptable solutions tolhe problems. The students should

they may obtain assistance of the teacher only after they have attempted to come to this
concensus but have not been able to do so. Care should be taken that none of the problems presented
contain mathematical comptitations with which the students are unsuccessful.

Stage Three. At this level the students should pursue the material on their own. Teacher intervention
should occur only when a student becomes frustrated and unable to function with the material. This final
stage should be carried on in an individual setting. This setting may be as formal as a learning center or as
casual as working alone at a desk on the materials. The students should not be put on their own until-they
have enough successful reading experiences to make this 'a comfortable experience.

One of the primary objectives of this program is to make the .students aware of the difficulties and
differences they may encounter in mathematical word problems. Reading competence does not insure
mathematical competence because of the variety of demands mathematics can make on reading
comprehension. The students can be 'led to discover adjustments they need to make in their reading to
achieve succcessful results. Another objective is to develop and enhance the critical reading and thinking
powers of the students. Since the analysis of relationships is crucial to the solution of mathematical word
problems. it is important that these critical reading skills be given attention. Assumptions about vocabulary
competence need to be explored. by "The teacher. It is not possible for students to form the proper
relationships if they are not using the vocabulary correctly in context.

Being able to solve word problems is, after all, crucial in terms of basic skills for every informed citizen.
Problems that students encounter in their present lives and in the future are seldom found already stated in
mathematieal expression. Problems are more likely to present themselves in the form of a situation which



the students must-interpret andin effect, create word problems of their own to solveBoth in the students
future courses in mathematics and in, their everyday lives they will need skills in solving word problems
successfully. The importance of these skills cannot be over-emphasized.

In summary, it is evident in the school situation that although reading and mathematics require similar
skills, there.. differences which cause difficulties.. These difficulties account for some children being
competent in reading but unsuccesful in reading mathematics. This situation is particularly true in the area
of reading and solvigg word problems. Vocabulary building is basic to any plan for improving reading in
mathematics. Attention should be -given to the technical vocabulary in mathematics including syrnbols,
specialized vocabulary, which includes words already in the everyday, experiences of students but with

-- special meanings in mathematics as well as general vocabulary used in mathematics context. Assump-
tions about vocabulary competence need to be explored by the teacher. It is impossible for students to form
proper relationships if they are not using the vocabulary correctly in the context. Directionality and fluency
are also factors that need to be considered. The-students should be guided to discover adjustments they
need too make in these areas of their reading to achieve successful results. Solving word problems provides_
mathematical experiences that require proficiency in all of these In addition to these skills, the
information must be analyzed carefully and relations formed and solved in order for the solution to the word
problems to emerge. Any procedure utilized by teachers to provide successful experiences for their students

.in reading- matheMatieS should Ciihniriale in -stridentS athieving -a-greater -degree of independence--
reading mathematics and solving word problems.

Underlying the total effort is the teacher's awareness and consideration of the aspects of the affective
domain. Many mathematics students do not do well because of negative attitudes and feelings within
themselves These attitudes can be overcome by the patience and cooperation of a sensitive teacher and
students who come to see the relevance and value of the work. Successful experiences in reading
mathematics and solving word problems are keys, to positive attitudes and self - confidence:

Mathematics Anxie

The most stressful content area of the middle grades for many students is mathematics. This stress is often
. times demonstrated in fearful feelings, sickness, hostility, anger or restlessness. Mathematics anxiety can

be the stance of discipline problems as well as academic problems. The following scenarios are provided to
assist in examining some of the Causes and possible -solutions to this anxiety

Possible Causes
Readiness. Richard is a b and creative student in the seventh grade. He is an avid reader and has
made excellent grade_ s in readi language arts and social studies. Because of his overall performance in
school, Richard has always been expected by his teachers and parents to perform in a similar manner in
mathematics even though his aptitude in mathematics is somewbat lower than his verbal aptitude. His
experiences in mathematics, therefore, ha0e always been inappropriate for his level of development or
achievement. He has always struggled to keep up in mathematics and even though he has average
ability in mathematics, his anxiety has compounded each year. -Consequently, by the seventh grade,
Richard experiences serious learning difficulties.
Language. LarrY seems to have the potential to be a good student in mathematics although he is having
many problems in reading and those areas of the curriculum that are extremely dependent on reading
skills. He is very responsive in group discussions in mathematics classes but is highly frustrated when he is
assigned work in his textbook. He refuses to even attempt any word problems. He is even more frustrated
because mathematics was his best subject in the very early grades.

Motivation. Mary is not a typical math-anxious student but she constantly says that mathematics is
dumb. She complains about working page after page in her mathematics book and is always asking why



she has to learn things like dividing fractions. Her negative attitude is partiCularly harmful as new-topics
are introduced in the mathematics eurricuinm. This attitude and lack of motivation make it difficult for her
to learn these new concepts and thus she becomes anxious an -contributes to the-anxiety of other Students -
in her class.

Horne. Harry is.a very happy student,in school until the Mathernatics lesson begibs. He becomes shy and
-withdrawn at that time His_ self-concept is Very-poor, and he becomes frustrated very easily in regard to
mathematics, A conference with his parents reveals that bah of his parents had difficulties in studying
mathematics, and they have convinced Harry that-this destiny is his also.

-

Stereotyping. Sire_ is typical of many girls in her grade who are math-anxious students - because of the .

sterotyping that is perpetuated_by parents, teachers, and other stadents. Sue is a victim of the myth that
girls do not need to know mathematics for success in their future liVes-AlsoSue mustbvercome the belief
that it is not feminine to do well in mathematics.

Testing. Tracie is a 'student who does rather well in most of her classes and even in her mathematics class .

until= it comes time to take a test. She can answer questions orally but freezeswhen givEn aPaper and pencil
s .-Although testing is a problem for her in all of her subjects, it seems to be more of a problem in
athernatics. This may be due to the frequency of tests in mathematics or the right or wrong nature of

.answers on a mathematics test: Failure in these'testing situations increases the existing anxie

Whether a student's mathematics anxiety is similar to Richard's readiness-difficulties, Larry's language
problem. Mary s motivation or lack of n'iotivation, Harry's home situation, Sue's stereotyping syndrome,
Trade's testing trials, or something entirely-different, it is nevertheless very real to a middle grade student
and a concern that needs to be considered in planning -a mathematics.prograni.

Mathematics anxiety is not confined to students of mathematics. There are many middle grades teachers
who have anxiety about' mathematics.- The uneasiness of many teachers in the area of
mathematics may be attributed to a variety of sources. Many classroom teachers confronting a
mathematics class have not been trained specifically as mathematics instructors. Some may have received
training but have not had the opportunity to update their skills to accommodate the changing mathematics
content and/or methodology. This lack of adequate preparation in the concepts and processes of
understanding mathematics is a major cause of professional anxiety among middle grade teachers,

Many teachers may have had unpleasant experiences in mathematics classrooms during their own
schooling. These bad memories can cause uncomfortable feelings toward the subject matter and this
anxiety on the part of the teacher may transfer directly to the students.

--Another-source of anxiety may be created by the amount of formal testing that is- done in mathematics--
classes. Although this testing is used to evaluate student's progress and mastery, many times teachers will
use the student test results to evaluate their own performance. This single factor evaluation may not only
be .a Misleading indicator of student achievement, but also not a conclusive nor encompassing instrument
for the measurement of the competence of a mathematics teacher in the complex atmosphere of the middle
grades. This erroneous assumption that low, scores indicate an inability of the teacher can certainly.
contribute to the anxiety level of the middle grades teachers.

An additional source of anxiety may be a confusion in the roles and priorities the teacher is to address
during the school year. Many teachers do not feel that they have the directions they need to meet the
many-faceted demands of the modern mathematics classroom.

Mathematics anxiety, whether on the part of the student or the teacher, needs immediate and continuing
attention. If it is allowed to go unchecked, it- can fester until it becomes completely unmanageable.

`s.

4 Possible Solutions
After a mathematics anxiety problem has been established, one of the first steps in the treatment process
involves an open discussion of the problem to assist in fuither diagnosing and attempting to find a soliAtion.
For the math-anxious student, this would involve an attempt to bring together the student, his or her
parents, the teacher, and any other individual who could contribute to the analysis such as a school
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counselor, another teacher, etc. Once; the problem is thoroughly diagnosed and discussed, a program
should be planned with deliberate assessment made of the progress all along the way. For the students in

_
the previous scenarios. there are additional sections of the guide that provide suggestions that might be
helpful. For example.. since Richard's problem was his own readiness at each level of the instructional-
process, the section on personalizing instruction should provide some assistance.

Larry's language problem is addressed in the section on reading m mathematics. Linguistic confusion
seems to be prevalent in many students. Reading in mathematics is a specialized skill. which receives little
attention. Words haVe. different definitions in the mathematics class. Reading is done in a variety of direc,
tions and symbols are used in a specialized way. Letters have new meanings. It is no wonder that the
language of mathematics can cause uneasiness for students. The teacher can counter this confusion by
spending some time on the particular features of the language which change within the concept being
taught.
Teachers who wish to increase the enthusiasm and motivation of students like Mary have many sources of
help. Middle grades teachers can try OW channels of learning and new teaching environtnents. Th : ay
use transparencies, films, filmstrips, slides (commercial and home-made). and other audio-visual -
demonstrate relationships and processes as well as algorithms. They can vary the seating arrangement of
their room to encourage small group Work or one to one instruction. Partners in learning canbe formed
seating students in pairs and helping them to be responsible for each other. Materials can be gathered from
many places to supplement the textbook. Many items such as cereal boxes and empty cans can bibrought
from home. Local business firms may be willing to donate a variety of items.- Involving the students in
decisions concerning the how if not the what of teaching can relieve many of the conflict areas in the
classroom. Adjusting curriculum to the students can provide succestftd experiences for students and
consequently both the students and teacher may feel more positive about mathematics and themselves.
Additional suggestions for students like Mary are included, in almost every section of this guide.

Harry's borneSituatipa4well-meaning parents who excuse poor performance or minimal effort in their
children with the explanation that they also had problems with mathematics); is a difficult problem for
classroom teachers. The building of good relationships with the parents can do much to improve the
situation. It is important to help the parents'arents to see that their attitudes can be limiting or destructive to their
child. A parents' workshop in mathematics can create a greater understanding of the mathematics content
and foster better attitudes toward the mathematics their child is learning.

Progregs is constantly being made toward alleviating the stereotyping that has created Sue's anxiety. Girls
should be given the opportunity to fulfill their potential in the mathematics classes just as they are in other
classes. An awareness on the part of middle grades teachers can contribute greatly to reducing this source

, of anxiety.

Trade's test taking anxiety may be reduced by introducing a variety of evaluation procedures rather than
relying on a single factor mode of pencil and paper tests. .Alternative evaluation methods to consider
include discussion (class or small group), observation, projects, reports, classwork and homework. The
solution to Trade's problem may .also reduce teacher anxiety related t = the use of testing situations to
evaluate a teacher's own competence. The other concern of Tracie's (right o tong nature of answers) can
be alleviated in many instances. For example, if asked the probability of a c ain event, 3/6 may be as
correct as 1/2 and this should be pointed out to students.

- 1For the teacher, the solutions are not as obvious or as attainable. The prim help for the anxious teacher
of mathematics in the middle grades must come from within. If the tea er can admit to his or her own
insecurity and anxiety and recognize their existence and prevalence am ng middle grades teachers, it will
be possible for that teacher to seek and accept -help from a variety o rces. Fellow teachers can often be
the first line of support for the teacher who feels the need of ass_ rice in mathematics. Most teachers are
pleased and eager to share their favorite activities and teachin hods for particular conceptS and skills.
The key to this type of support must be the readiness of the anxiour. i ocher to ask for help and suggestions.
It is then incumbent upon teachers who are more secure in mattwmatics to share appropriate methods and
materials and to explain and demonstrate their use thoroughly. If a teacher charged with the responsibility
of rnathemahcs education is not able to gain sufficient or appropriate support from fellow teachers, it is



possible to contact many -other individuals to assist. The-section on support systems in this guide suggests
many other sources. Many times teachers may prefer to talk with someone outside their building about

_ =

their mathematics anxiety because they are uneasy about the problem and someone they see-daily might
inhibi their progress. Onthe other hand, someone in the building ivould be available on a daily basis to
support them, so the best source of assistance would have to be the determination of the individual teacher.

,
iIn summary, anxiety concerning mathematics is a significant /actor in the lack Of achievement for many-

students. This anxiety may be student-centered anxiety or the student may have difficulties that result from
teacher anxiety in mathematics. Richard, Larry. Mary. ,Harry, Sue and. Trade represent only a few of the
facets of this complex problem. The sobitions to these problems are equally complex and require much
open discussion with the affected parties. The other sections of this guide contain many Suggestions that
should .be of assistance to the teacher once the anxiety itself and its causes have been determined.
Although anxiety has developed oven- a long period of time and consequently -Cannot be corrected
overnight, students' and teachers' feelings about mathematics can be changed and the potential foria
mathematics achievement enhanced greatly if a concerted attempt to alleviate the causes is begun.

Students w th Special Multi

Rare is the. student who has not at some point had difficulty learning mathematics. The severity and the
persistence of such a difficulty varies. Individual characteristics play a part in shaping the _breadth and
depth of one's potential for academic achievement. Whether that potential is realized depends upon
environmental factors including the school environment.

One individual characteristic is intelligence. This trait partially determines how far a student will progress
in learning mathematics. It is difficult to specify limits for any person, yet intellectual limits do exist and
may be. a factor in a learning difficulty. _Physital limitations such as perceptual or motor coordination
problems_ , chemical imbalances, language difficulties or loss of vision or hearing parr also be obstacles to

.

learning mathematics. Emotional well-being likewise affects one's desire and ability to attend-Jo instruction
and rnight well be one source of a perSon's problems with mathematics.

Rare is the teacher of mathematics who has not experienced the. frustration of helping studenks who have.:
learning difficulties. Included in this guide is infarmation about -59iine aspects ofiriath&datics instruction
which can be modified to avoid- or-minimize difficulties many students experience in learning mathematics.

Modifying Instructional Approaches to Meet Learner Needs
Learning style is a term used to refer to a manner in which an individual takes in and processes information.
Examples of characteristics of learning styles include inductive vs. deductive thinking, a visual-spatial vs. a
verbal approach to taking in information and an impulsive vs meiliodical manner in pursuing an idea or a
task Students vary with respect to learning styles, and each indiMual varies with respect to learning style-
for a given concept, depending on the material being learned and the student's level of cognitive
development. Teachers who provide for variations in learner Style increase chancesfor students to learn.
(For more information-see the section in this guide entitled, "Structures for Individualizing.")

A selection of variations in learner styles are addressed here. They are (1) the level of abstraction on which
a mathematical concept or, skill- is learned, '(2) modes of communication, (3) divergent and convergent
thinking and (4) the amount of time needed to learn a mathematical concept or skill.

Level of abstraction at which a concept or skill is understood. Learners progress from the
concrete level (manipulating physical objects which model a mathematical concept or process), 2-to the
pictorial. level and finally to the abstract level (expresSing mathematical -ideas in symbolic notation)-LL,

0Instruction on the second or third level before the learner has observed the results of manipulating
concrete materials might result in the student memorizing facts npt'bas on understanding.- The lack of
understanding could cause a learning difficulty for the -student.
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Modes of communication. Some students learn best if the primary mode of rer wing information i&
tactile, others if it is visual and others if it is auditory. Some individuals learn b. st through a given
combination of these modes- example, in demonstrating multiplication of fractions the teacher might
rut an apple into halves and subsequently rut each half into fourths, producing-eighths (1/2 1/4 1/8).
Another might prefer to use an eighth note in, music being half as long as a 'quarter note. Instruction which
is consistently provided in only one mode will be siglificantly less effective for the student whose strength
for receiving and expressing ideas is in a different mode.

Individuals also vary in, ways they pursue a solution to a problem. It is necessary at times to direct students
. .

through a logical sequence of ideas (convergent thinking); it is also necessary at times to allow' -them to
expldre ideas in their own ways (divergent thinking). For example, a scout troup-is to sell 126 tickets for a
fair. There are 9 children in their troup. How many tickets should each get if they are to recieveAe same
number. As students find how many nines are in 126, some may be ready to use the standard division
algorithm while others May use repeated subtraction. A variety of methods to solve .a particular problem
should be encouraged.
Amount of time needed to learn a mathematical concept or skill. If a student is forced to move on
to activities for learning new concepts or skills before enough time has been permitted for underitanding
the prerequisite-concepts or skills.- both prerequisites and .subsequent ideas may be partially- learned. If
this type of situation happens repeatedly in mathematics instruction, the cumulativeeffect.could cause the
student to have significant learning difficulties.
All students need a mathemats instructional program which allows for manipulation of variables such as
these (level of abstraction,- modes of communication, thinking styles and time). Students with physical or
psychOlogical disabilities may suffer more than the other students if these variables are not manipulated.-
Who are these students, and what factors determine the extent of the effect of their disabilities on learning
thathematics? Terms which are associated with disabling, conditions include specific learning disabilities
(SLD); behavior disordered (BD), educable mentally retarded (EMR), trainable mentally retarded (TMR),
speech impaired (SI), hearing impaired (HI), visually impaired (VI), physically, handidapped (PH) and-
other health impaired (OHO. The hducation for All Handicapped. Children Act of 1975 (PL 94-142)
specifies that all handicapped children are to be provided educational services.

At least two factors influence the extent of the effect of a disabling condition on learning mathematics: (1)
the attitudes, of the student, teachers and peers toward the disabling condition and (2)Lthe extent and/or
combination of disabilities. The role of attitude is crucial to academic achievement. The extent to which a
student's disability is a handicap in the pursuit of academic goals can be a function of how the student
perceives the limiting effect of the disability. This factoris particularly significant when dealing with the-
preadolescent or adolesrent%tudent. During and preceding adolescence, peer approval and beIng like
(rather than different froth) one's peers takes on great importance. Having to deal with a disabil6 which
sets the student apart from peers sets the stage for'an inner conflict. The extent to which digabled students
can confront and resolve this conflict influences how open students are to the full use of their academic
potential.

How classroom teachers of mathematics view disabled people and how they feel about the. inclusion of
these stUdents in their classrooms have an effect on the disabled student's opportunities to develop in these .
teacher's classrooms. Increased knowledge about irripairments. clarification of one's values regarding
people with impairments and clarification of responsibilities of all-involved parties in educational agencies
(both state and local) are crucial considerations for the classroom-teacher. (See Cole, 1977; Glass, 1973;
Jones, 1977; Kavanagh, 1977; Lilly, 1975; Meyer, 1976; Rouhinek, 1977; Wiederholt, 1977.)

Among the values to be considered by classroom teachers is,the desire to change instructional approaches
to meet disabled students' needs: Willingness alone is not grifficient for translating goals' into reality. Many
other factors, such.as class size and the needs of other students might well limit how Much teachers can do
for disabled students. Accepting these students and learning about their specific needs will help teachers to

'do what is possible in given situations. Just as teachers have had to confront the issue of knowledge about
impairments and attitudes toward disabled people, so they might also need to assist students to become
sensitive to these issues. (See Aiello, 1977, for information about suggested approaches to meet this need.)
It is in accepting environments that most human beings can best grow, academically or otherwise.-
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Just as short people, tall people, heavy people, and slim people come in different heights and
weights, so too disabled people come with a- multitude of differenCes. Some students diagnosed as
learning disabled have visual perception difficultiesand yet have adopted compensating behavior so that

-their impairment results in little or no disability for learning mathemptics. Other- students' learning_
disabilities are comPounded- by additional difficulties such as . memory -deficits and problems 'with -

organizing information. This combination has a greater effect on learning disability. Some mentally
retarded people have motor problems. while others do not Sortie cerebral palsied people are mentally
retarded, some are of normal intelligence and a small percentage of them are within the genius catego

. Thus being learning disabled, mentally retarded or cerebral palsied implies no guaranteed learning
difficulty. Rather, the extent of the impairment and the physical or psychological abilities affected by thae
impairment play a role in determining how handicapped each individual is in the educational arena. (For
an in -depth discussion of the-effects of, specific disabilities on learning mathematics and strategies for
teaching students with specific difficulties, see Reisman and Kaufman, 1980.)

Seeking More Specific Information
A teacher-should first gain a clarification of the responsibilites of the local sahool system personnel..
involved_ in delivering special.services to-students..lf no special services. have yet been provided for that_
student, it is the teacher's responsibility to (1) refer that student for assessment to determine whether a
need for special services existtr,(2) cooperate with school personnel in assessing needs and in designing the
Individualized Educational Plan (IEP), which includes specific services to be delivered to that student and
(3) implement and assess the effectiveness of that part of the IEP which pertains to instruction of subject
matter for which the,teacher is responsible. v
In carrying out these responsibilities the classroom teacher of mathematics will need to turn to and
cooperate with people in the local school system. Either the principal, the special ecTucator or the building.
supervisor is responsible for providing answers to questions about the teacher's role _in planning provisions
for student services, These people can be particularly helpful in the initial stages of referral, in planning and
in implementing IEPs.

To rlarifv the responsibilities of all involved school personae cher should ask questions such-as the
following.

Who is reponsible for writing IEPs?
Each special education student must have an IEP designed to meet the identified needs; The
-Education.For All Handicapped- Children Act specifies that a person who knows the student's
educational background must-be present when that IEP is written. This person is usually the --
classroom teacher.
Who is responsible for determining whether objectives listed -In the IEP have been attained?
Who will report academic progress to parents?

* If no. special educator or school nurse is in the building, wire
emergency situation?
(For more ideas about defining The roles of the special educator and the classroorn teacher in
delivering services, see Roubinek. 1977.)

To gain a better understanding of the nature' and the educational consequences of a student's impairment, a
teacher might ask questions such as. the following.

* What is the nature, -or if known, what is the cause of the disability? The information could be
important for instructional planning.

* Has the disability been present since birth? For example, if the student is blind, "the use of
visualization in thinking.(visual imagery) is absent in those born blind, and tends to disappear if
sight is lost before five to seven years of age. Individuals who lose their vision later can usually
retain a visual frame of reference; that-is, they can feel an object and compare it mentally with
their visual memory of other objects." (See Mordock, 1975, for more information,/
What are the student's most effective channels of receiving and communicating information?
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* Is there any behavior which generally characterizes individuals with this disability? In what
= kinds of situations is one more likely to see this behavior?

* What are the student's attitude and the parents' attitudes about the disability. and what are the
academic expectations.for the student?

* What is the interpretation and what are the educational implications Of information contained
In the assessment reports. e.g.. those from audiologist, ophthamologist, psychologist? For
example. a learning disabled student might need all.test questions read aloud. If the gtudent is
scheduled to spend part of the day with a special resource person, perhaps this person could
read the test to the student.. -Or the special educator could suggest alternative procedures.
What are alternative ways the classrooin teacher could assess a particular student's learning?

* Are there other resources from whom more-information could be obtained? For examplekan
occupational therapist might provide information about a student who is orthopedically'
impaired.

If.a teacher needs more information:the special-educator. the
education, consultantmay ibe able to supply a list of appropriate eget'
the local Cooperative Educational Services Agency and the Georgia

Planning and Instruction

I or_the school sytem special
er:possible sourcesinclude _ _

artment of Education.

Planning mathematics instruction for the disabled student requires that a teacher combine two areas of
knowledge firsC the. knowledge 'of the effects of a disability on -a student's learning and-second, a
knowledge of mathematics And a variety of strategies, for teaching -mathematics. The integration- of these
two areas- of kOowledge is a tornplex process: Knowing more about each of theseareas should help the
teachendentify necessary modifications in the instructional environment and effective teaching strategies
for ea:eh:disabled student.

The process of identifying 'effective teaching strategies for .a given individual will have to be one of
experimentation. Gilidelines for dealing with specific types_ of .drsabilities suggest characteristics of
activities Most likely to be appropriate for a student with thosedisabilities. Each individual within a given
categary of disability will -vary :with respect to degree of handicap as well as learning strengths and
weaknesses; therefore, the classroom teacher must try a variety of teaching strategies to determine
specifically -what kinds of apprkaches best suit each individual student,

The :disabled student differs in some -ways -from students m the normal population; likewise, -the student
shares similarities with them. Note that smite variables of instruction (level of abstraction. modes of _

communication, divergent and convergent thinking) which need to be manipulated for disabled students
are also the same variables to be manipulated for all students. No student. with a- dirty needs a
mathematics program entirely different from other students. A'sound principle of teaching mathematics is
that all students should be exposed a concept in a variety of contexts and through the used a
variety of materials and eNamples.

Spec Afternate Instructional Approaches Disabled Students
:Examples of teaching practices follow .M. order to give the teacher of mathematics ideas oriands of
instructional modifications students may need a9The teacher who wants more help is encouraged to consult

1the special educator., The specialist' ng,S suggestions may pertain to general learni needs; the_ reforeTthe
0 , iclassroom teacher may need to apply these generalizations to learning mathematics. -- _ . +a

,. ,
Some disabled students have Memory-Problems. They may forget. oral directionsivery soon after having
heard theni; they. may not differentiate between facts which peed to be cOmmitted to short;terni memory,

..--e.g.. the digits..in a given four -digit number to be copied, and long ,ter-memory, e.g., basic mathematics
=

m.
factk or a multitude of stimuli may'elutter memory centers in the brain. A meffmry problem often resulti
in theinabilityio_memotize basic Matherpatics facts. It is irnRottant to recognize that the plight of these

2.,students is not the result of laziness or poor motiveion. One should build on the learning strengths
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of these students..One learning disabled adolescent was observed determining the standard number
name for 8 8 in the following manner:-

8 x 4= 32 and32 ± 32 = 64.
:One interpretation of the mathematical properties applied in this procedure is that this student factored
8 as 2 x 4; 8 :< 8 -=- (2 x 4) x 8; used the associative property: (2 x 4) x 8 -, 2 x (4 x 8);
and interpreted multiplication as repeated addition: 2 x 32 32 +. 32. Whereas a discussion of this

. student's work takes a few minutes. the computation was completed within seven seconds. Though "-this
student was incapable of memorizing all of the basic multiplication facts, he had devised solution strategies

ich indicate sound mathematical thinking. This str ngth is his compensation for a particular weakness.
Students who do not readily adopt satisfartory: strategies benefit from instruction in which bahavior like
that of this student is explored. When computation becomes more involved. for example 0.5 x 36, the use
of the calculator might well be the best strategy. Other students wt want to compute. For example, one
student mentally calculated 1/2 of 30 = 15. 1/2 of .6 -- 3 and 15 + 3 --, 18. Not all students should have to .

apply identiCal procedures for answering a question Teachers facilitate learning when they-guide rather
than discourage students who seek alternate _solution strategies.

Teachers might consider adaptations of the 'physical activity of cutting an apple Ad displaying its
fractional parts to model the product---of-vg and 1/4-,--Suppose- a- hearing-impaired student-and a-
sight-impaired student are to take part .inf this activity. AwarenesS of educational implications of their
impairrn t should precede instructional planning.

Since th hearing-impaired student receives little or no information through auditory channels, visual and
tactile sti ulatigns are of utmost importance. This student will profit from engaging directly in the cutting
activity. he teacher need not be with the student at all times to provide instruction; a student buddy can
serve this purpose..Hearing-impaired students have trouble with words which communicate ideas about.
sequencing. To help this student: recognize the sequence of events in this activity and to develop appropriate

- language desciiptors. four pieces of construction paper, each of a different color could be used in the
following manner. (See Figure P-11) The teacher should print, "First, take.otioapple," at the top of the first

piece of paper. (Underlining the word "first" and using color stresses sequence; underlining -one" stresses
that the object is the.nnit _of which a fractional part is to be found.) The student should place an apple on.
The paper. The teacher should print. "Second, cut the apple into halves,- at the top of the'second piece
of paper. The student should cut the apple on the second paper, The teacher should print. "Third,icut the



each half into fourths." at the top of the third piece of paper. The student should make the necessary cuts
on that card. The teacher should write "Last, put a .fourth of one half here," on the fourth card.-To
strengthen' understanding of the use of Mathematical symbols in communicating what has been donee the
student should be given a 3" x 5" piece of construction paper on each of four colors used The teacher
should write "1/2". on the card matching the color of the paper on which the apple was cut in half_ The
same-4hould be done for the fourths and the eighth. The teacher should write the symbol "x" and .=." on
white cards. The student should be directed to build the equation which matches the activity. -

With `a few modifications. this activity is appropriate for the sight impaired student. Various textures of
paper (plain, velour, corregated cardboardand paper with a slightly rough surface) could be used instead of
using varied colors, of ppper. Directions might be typed in braille; the resource person in the school, or a
local 'society for the blind should be able to help. Also, the Library fcir the Blind will do this typing for
anyone in the state. Another student could work With this person and make initial cutting lines on the apple.

The hearing-impaired person can visually perceive the partwhole relationshtp of the resulting\fractional
part of the apple with the remaining parts, which together constitute the whole, but the visnally-inipaired
student does not have this advantage. After this student= has completed the activity, another apple with
apprOximatelmthe size and shape-ofthe one that has been cut into eighths should be provided. Lines Should_
be cut into this apple to indicate where cutting would occtir to partition it into eighths. Tbestudent should
be directed to feel the difference in pize between the whole apple and the - one - eighth section of air apple and
to feel the eight sections of the whole apple. This kind of experience feeling the pieces with relative sizes
of the part and the whole should be repeated. with. different size differently shaped unit -ohjects and
their fractional parts, to allow this student to generalize the part-whole relationship across a broad variety
of examples.

In activities where tally charts are used wooden blocks may be stacked to represent tallieS if students can
attend to the task rather than play with the blocks, (See Figure Pi2.) Learning disabled, mentally retarded or -

orthopedically impaired students will probably find placement of blocks easier than writing on paper.

Table With Blocks

The student'with behavioral problems Might find this procedure more interesting and mightthus be more
highly motivated. Feeling the varied heights of the coluinns, the visually impaired student has a tactile
impression of the frequency ,of each outcome. The learning-disabled student with- trouble understanding
symbols'written on paper might find this display easier to interpret.

4
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In summary. suggestions have been offered here to assist the classroom teacher of mathematics in dealing
effectively with some difficulties students encounter in the process of learning mathematics. All students are
alike in that their learning strengths and weaknesses differ regardless of their position-on the spectrum of
academic ability; a desire to teach to those differences makes teaching a_difficult challenge. Teachers who
continue to try a variety of approaches to assist individUals in learning can make a great deal of progress
toward minimizing their students difficulties in mathematics.

C

With Cm4titally Gifted Students

Orre-of the continuing concerns is appropriate education for gifted students. Mathematically gifted students
are those who exhibit exceptional mathematical potential in areas such as formulating problems, handling
and organizing data fluency of ideas,- originality of interPretation, ability to transfer ideas and ability to
geperalize. The mathematically gifted are not to be confused with students who are simply good at
computational skille.in fact, although--Many- gifted stridents- are-Aso -good at Cornputation,nianY arinot. It
is -also. important to be aware that mathematically gifted students may or may not be, inlncal school
programs for the gifted.

A pertinent question to consider is "Is themathematics curriculum for these students challenging and
appropriater Administrators and educators need to address this question and begin to provide answers in
the form of curriculum and suggestions for teaching' mathematically gifted students, Concerns for helping
all _students work toward their potential should guide in the development of mathematical Programs for
these gifted students. The classroom teacher will be involved in the development and/or implementation of
Mathematical activities for giftedyoungsters.

-,.-

Mathematics y gifted students in the middle school grades are beginning to evidence logical thinking skills
which need o be nourished and encouraged. They are asking "Why learn this?" and "What good is it?"
The tdache might use applications of mathematics to effectively answer these questions. Concept
formation an rrnalization are of particular importance at this age. Extension of the students' mathemati-
cal world is crucial: These mathematically gifted students are in a sense on the brink of life-time
preferences. Their teacher can either turn them on or off to mathematics and may influence their attitudes
toward mathematics for the rest of their lives. -

Problem Solving
As problem solving becomes the focus of school mathematics in the 80s, the gifted children can be
expected to be -the leaders in clasSroorn dialogues. They will be the most able in generalizations and
applicatiorA in mathematical Modeling and insight into problem formulations,

Mathematically gifted students should view mathematics as a relevant part of t world.
.Problems arrive on the suffering student's desk entirely divorced from all context. "Suppose you

wanted to multiply dl_, times 1.7 . . .." Nobody should want to multiply these two numbers, but
some might need to if the calculation modeled an interesting real-life situation (Hilton 8L-

. Pedersen. 1980)..

Applications -could be used to motivate and justify mathematics in the classroom. With calculators easily
accessible. more real-life situations could be investigated. Along with the use of Calculators comes the need

w nfdr students to learn estimation skills, hich could be ineorporated into early every facet of mathematics
instruction.

The newspaper or magazines are great resources for the study of mathematics. Sample problem situations
appropriate for mathematically -gifted students follow.



Sales Person. Pretend you are a used car salesperson and have sold three compact cars: two middle -size
fai-pily cars, one luxury car and one pickup truck. You are working on a straight commission and get

% for each sale Look in the- classified ads section of the newspaper to endetermie gneral prices
_

of these kinds of vehicles_ Report the prices of the cars-, your commission in dollars on each car or truck,
the total price of the sales, and your total commission. Which kind of car would you prefer to sell?
Which kind of car would you prefer to buy?
The commission can be determined either by the teacher or the students who can call a local car dealer or
someone else who has this information. Similar problems might be developed such as one concerning
real-estate, selling of land in panicular sections oetown, farm-land, apartment buildings, or different
sized nomes.- These and similar activities make use of mat erratical concepts of percentages and their
practical applications. Gathering data-and making decisions how to organize information are also skills
that are built-or reinforced.
Stock Market. 'Stock Market problems are always fun for students. Pretend you have $1000 (o
$1 - million) to invest in stocks. Choose 5 or 6 stocks and determine the number of shares you can
buy. Then watch the Stock market for two or more weeks. Report on your gains and losses.

Daily access to--a newispaper will be necessary_` Initially the students will- need some help reading the stock-
market page to know that a price of 132 -1/2 is in dollars as is-up 3/8. How do you find 3/8 of a dollar?
Converting fractions to decimals becomes a neeiterl skill. Students must realize they need to find the price
of each stock they choose, then determine how many shares of each stock they can afford. They must make
decisions on hew to organize Their` information,-`These decisions entail a good deal of mathematical
reasoning and introduce them to real-world problem solving. A look at the gold market, muncipal bonds
and the like. arealso possibilities.
Airline Meals. Problems can be generated from situations relating to planning meals for an airline, train..
or restaurant kik a day; Students, for example, carrifind out the number_of passengers on a 747 and plan
meals using food.eclv,ertising sections of thenewspailer. If I serve milk. how many-glasses are in a gallon?"
"How can-Pknow hp* many people want milk?" If I buy in large quantities, won't I get a discount?" Suck.
questions, as they arise, point out the complexity of the task at hand. Compromises will have to be made
and students will be introduced to realistic problems, and problem-solving strategies. "!

aphs and DatO. Discussing and interpreting graphs in magazine or newspaper articles make graphing
rnore meaningful. Examples of statistics andthe reporting of data are also easily found.. Either_ the teacher
cAn create problems with the students searching out the specifics or, after some experience, the
mathematically gifted students can make up their own problems with solutions to be shared with each

lother and/or the whole class. 0-

Actual data collection is'a good way to get hands -on, experience. Simple examples can maki-luse of the
_charaeteristics of the members of the class and students can-find the mean, diode, median and then graph
the data Characteristics such as height, age in months and shoe size- are t ossibilities. Thenature of the
middle school grades learnevshoold be considered when choosing such characteristics and selecting the
activities to be sure that individual s are not made toleePuncomfortable. For example, when' collecting
data on heights, students may beasked to write down their heights and pass it-to the data recorder rather
than individuall0 tellind their heights. Consideration of hair color, eye color, sex and so on will assist,
students to become- are that there are various types of data.
Polls. Construction of a questionnaire for a poll for a class, grade-level-or entire school is within the reach
of Mathematically gifted youngsters. To ensure discussion and more input, the students_might work in
groups. Together they can decide on topics for questions,= wording, open-ended versus forced-choice
questions, while the teacher gently guides and points, out how decisions can -affect the. results. Students
should be entouraged to discuss how various sampling techniques such as random, stratified and
systematic techniques try to minimize bias. The teacher can converse aboutt-why television ratings such as
A. C. Nielsen's Katings are based on only 1,200 homes in America and bow the sample is chosen. A paCket
of free materials is available from Nielsen's regional. office in Atlanta. Have students find articles dealin
with vari s polls. Discussions of inherent bias in telephone polls is relevant, e.g,, does every American.
have a phone?
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When the students are ready to construct se theotheir own questionnaires, they should be allwed.to choo
topics (within reason) for the questions. The actual questions themselves are not of great importance to the .

learning experience, but may be to the students: Also students learn from their own mistakes: They will
learn that., questions that are open-ended, e.g., "What is your favorite ?" although not a mistake'.
per se, are exceedingly difficult to analyze. Students begin to understand why most polls are composed of
multiple-choice or_true-false questions.

Weather Prediction. Weather prediction is another topic that may be appealing to mathematically gifted
students and can provide meaningful activities. Students might be asked to keep track of weather
predictions from television, radio or the newspaper and actual weather every day for one or two weeks.
They should discuss the relationship of 'probability and weather predictions and be able to, explain such
statements as 30 percent chance of rain. The students could do a comparative analysis of predictions
from the different sources. Which station has the best prediction record? The mathematically gifted
students could present their study and findings to the whole class since much of the information is
pertinentlb all students. As a follow-up activity, the teacher might invite a TV rneterologist to visit the
class or the class might plan a trip to a news room.

Most mathematically gifted students can grasp concepts more easily than other students. The teacher
should give them both breadth and depth so that they can learn to generalize from more inclusive concepts.
For example, the rules for addition and subtraction of signed numbers (integers), are not really new rules,
but simply more inclusive ones.

When learning concepts such as area of surfaces, guided discovery teaching may be most appropriate. If
the students can derive a formula, they tend to remember it better and, if they do forget, they can usually
reinvent it or rederive it. The concepts that make the rules work, not only the rules themselves, are within
the grasp' of the mathematically gifted students if only someone points them out. The organizational
structure of these students' minds and their potentially broader view of the world require that the teacher
point out these relationships between the known and the new.

In classroom discussions, the teacher should look for and encourage the mathematically gifted students to
use inductive and deductive thinking _skills. Reasoning from the particular to the, general (induction), could
be encouraged through seeking out patterns, such as in number sequences. Reasoning from the' general to
the specific (deduction), might be encouraged any time a rule or definition has been established.

Reports and Projects
Mathematically gifted studentS can become more aware of the breadth of mathematics through reports
and projects. The teacher can help these students expand their mathematical horizons. Choices of topics
for reports should be offered. Films and filmstrips could be used as well as books. Possibilities of topics
include history of particular areas of mathematics number bases, early numeration systems, computers,
the four-color problem, figurate numbers, amicable nuinbers, -Perfect numbers, prime and composite.
numbers, Pylhogorgan triples, Erastosthenes sieve, Fibonacci numbers, Pascal's triangle and the golden
section. Careers in niathernatics, biographies of mathematicians, both women and men, are alscr viable
topics. A word of caution is in order here-. If students are already doing many reports in other subjects,
(another vehicle of inquiry may be 'more appropriate. NCTM's, Thirty-first Yearbook (1969) is a good
resource for teachers on historical topics. Another resource for ideas in general is the February issue of The
Arithmetic Teacher (1981) which is devoted to the mathematically gifted student.

Projects such as string art; posters based on topics such as the metric system, numeration systems, graphs
-of collected data; science fair type 'projects; and so on can offer a challenge and a different mode of
presentation.

Extra Time
How can the overworked classroom teacher and the mathematically gifted student fit in all the extras
described above? To begin with, students are probably already grouped in some way inhe classroom or
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.
at least within the teacher's mind. Not every -student need to have the same If students
already know- a particular concept, why should they be asked to complete an- as "gmnent of 40 such
problems?-The teacher could- have them work the. last = or hardest five or seven exercises to reassure the ,
teacher and the- students' themselves that they have mastered that concept. Then the students will be able
to have the extra time to proceed with the thoSen task. Their teacher will also save time by not having
to grade 40 or so problems and can in turn devote this time to their other activities,

Reward Excellence
The teacher must try very hard not to make the add_ itional assignments appear to be a punishment for
attained succeks. Rather the mathematically gifted students' projects or activities are a reward for that
success. Sometimes bright students are unintentionally encouraged to be in slower groups so as not to have
the burden of more work. Until the students begin to realize that the extra is more interesting and in lieu of
something, they may balk at the -idea of diffetent work. It-seems to them that it is merely harder or more
trouble than doing 40 of the same type problems, In fact, it is -flakier but the rewards in understanding are
also greater.

athematically gifted students can be a real joy. Their teacher should challenge them and encourage them
to take risks. At the same time. the teacher must be willing to assume a similar risk often letting students
investigate areas of mathematics not totally familiar to him or her The teacher's efforts initially are great,
but by investigating and learning together the rewards to both the students and their teacher are equally
great.



Rapid sociological and educational changes are placing increasing demands on personnel within a scheibl
system. Accompanying these complex changes in our society, and consequently in our schools, 'are
economic considerations that promote the concept of accountability for existing resources. The scarcity of
resources and subsequent dernands for maximum use of existing resources make-it mandatory that school-
systems establish the of the various components of their_educational, program Schoolpysterris
should give serious consideration to the desired significance of the mathematics program_andellocate
funds accordingly. Once these funds have been allocated, 'every effort must be made to use all of the
existing resources to their fullest potential

The burden of meeting increased expectations from the public when funds are being de ceased at the same
time is often perceived by classroonilieachers to be a burden that ultimately rests on their own shoulders.
Although this burden cannot be completely lifted, providing an adequate support system usually lessens the
burden significantly.

The potential support system for all Slittisroom teachers is quite large regardless of the size of the school
system_ appears, however, that q complex array of factors impedes the effective use of the available
support system. The two major facAM'sseem to be (1) knowing where to Tind assistance and (2) having time
to plan for utilizing-the assistance Once it is located. The principal as the instructional leader of the school

- can be of great assistance in this area but he or she-often has so many other administrative responsibilities
that time is not allotted for such support.
This problem is-eompounded in systems That employ a large number _of new teachers. It is difficult to
orient these new staff members to all of the existing suppint available to them Some school systems
use the orientation of new teachers as a-vehicle for:tranSmitting information about the available support

a
system.

-

concernsAnother major problem concerns the available time for classroom' teachers to use -the resources that have
been identified. Parent volunteers and student aides make wonderful-contributions to the overall program
but it is very time constiming`for clasSropm teachers to coordinate thekr assistance. School systems should
continue to give consideration:to both-of the problems surrounding effective use of support services so that
the effectiveness of instruction !or each youngster will be enhanced. This section of the guide is written to
provide additional assistance to teachers in locating and using various support systems that are available,

The support services available to teachers can be classified as human resources, and material resources.
These two types of resources are found at local, state and national levels. A summary chart is provided for
easy references (see Chart A).

Human Resources
Probabl (he most significant of all the human resources available to teachers and students are they s _ _ s

professional staff members of the individual schools. The teacher must often take the initiative so that these
individuals will be aware of_414 teacher's n a particular. area One technique that is used by some
schools is to assign new teachers to veteran ra7ulty members who will assist them in utilizing the various
aspects of the existing 'support system- media .center specialists and special education
specialists provide additional Support for the classroom teacher.



One of the major areas where the teacher might feel a need for additional support is the education of
students with special needs. Questions about the classroom teacher's role in plalining for the provision of
service for students with special needs,and available assistance from these individuals can be answered by .
the'special educator or principal. For example, teachers of the gifted are sometimes available to discuss the

,special needs of the most able students. They may be able to give the classroom teacher ideas or materials
to use to help these students reach their potential. See sections on the gifted and on students having special
.difficulties in mathematics.

Professional support is also found at the system level in the form of consultants in middle grades education
and mathematics. :They may also be available in other areas such as art, music and special education. The
Cooperative Educational Services Agencies (CESA) can also provide many of these services. Other very
important sources of professional support are various professional organiiations. These organizations,
whether general or directed toward specific interests, such as the Georgia Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, are systems -of sneport consisting of people who have similar interests and goals. These
organizations often sponsor inservice programs for teachers,

Othechuman _resources ow_the local level include business leaders, service clubs,andcity .cnunti
officials. Often overlooked, both students-and parents are also sources of support for the classroom teacher.
They can both be helpful in making materials, learning centers, math games, bulletin boards, etc. An
additional benefit is that children of parents who help prepare materials are eager to use these materials in
the classroom. Often parents need help knowing-how to help, but the effort on the part of the teacher is
worth it These trained parents are valuable resources and are motivation factors for the students.

Parents are often willing to take time to come to Speak to the class about their jobs and how they.use
_ mathematics daily. Computer pebple, engineers and architects are obviously heavy users of mathematics,

but there are many other occupations to consider. A farmer, for instance, uses mathematics every day in
selecting types and amounts of fertilizers, determining production and cost per acre and totaling profits. A
panel of parents might be asked to discuss such a topic.
Parents can also reinforce concepts learned iri the classroom, They want to be a part of the education of
their children. Sample Parent Cards in the activities section of this guide may help the teacher and the
parents begin. Parental interest should have an impact on the Students' learning. The teacher should also
consider legislators on the state and national levels as sources of support:

__ Material Resources
(though human resources can greatly enhance the mathematics program of a school, there is also a need

for an adequate support system in the area of Material resources. Materials other than the textbook are
necessary for middle grades students who have grown up in a multimedia, technological society.

The most available material resources for the classroom teacher are those materials in the school -media
center. Professional books and materials for teachers as well as students are available. Audiovisual
equipment (such as overhead, movie, opaque and filmstrip projectors ; record players; or television sets) are
usually located in the school--often in the media center. If these materials are not available in the school,
they may be obtained from the school system. Videotape equipment, computers and Other technological
developments are available in many school systems, homes, local business-firms,. Cooperative,Educational _
Services Agencies and nearby colleges and universities. Bath teacher and studentuse of new technological
resources can greatly enhance student& attention, motivation and learning processes

Somewhere in each school, usually in the media center, are comitiercial catalogues of educational
material. Sometimes materials are ordered for -the individual teacher and sometimes for the school. Often
there are closets where mathematics materials, such as compasses,_ rulers, meter sticks, attribute blocks,
cloCks, protractors, models, of polygons and polyhedra are stored. The teacher may have to consult with
the principal, media center specialists or other teachers to locate tbese materials.

Some libraries haVe professional journals such as The Arithmetic Teacher or The Mathematics Teacher
(NCTM publications). These journals have many timely articles designed to assist both the new teacher and
veteran alike_



Another aid in your media center is the Resource File for the community. This file-will help the teacher
locate various types of community support such as guest speakers from the business world who are willing
to come to classes or services of clubs or other groups.

Curriculum guides such as this one can often be found in the school media center. Such guides can help the
teachr determine the system's expectation for mathematics instruction and guide the teacher in planning
for instruction. A more detailed description of material resources available can be found in the Appendix
entitled Instrugtional Resdurces to Support the Middle Sehool Mathematirs-Program.

Community resources, both human and material, are probably the most unused of all the aspects of a
support system for teachers. Many agencies have fantastic learning materials that are prepared for school
use. Banks, utility companies and governmental agencies such as the Soil Conservation Office are
examples of agencies that may have these materials. These materials not only provide additional resources
for teachers but also assist students in translating academic learning into solutions of practical problems
found in daily life.

One obvious prob erri in obtaining many of these resources is money. There are often funds that are
available_if requested. Budget questionsjoth short and longrterrn, can often be answered by_the printipal.
Money for special materials of classroom teachers can come from local school budget, local PTA budgets
and system level budgets. There is often system money earmarked for mathematics and science
materials. In addition theie are often state and federal monies set aside for mathematics instruction.
Money. or materials may te available through special education budgets for students who have special
needs, suol) as braile material or tapes for the blind, or instructional modules for students with specific
needs. Community groups-may be helpful in finding money for materials or special equipment. The Lions
Club, for instance. may obtain eye glasses for students who otherwise could not afford them.

In summary, every school system in Georgia and every classroom teacher need .and yn use additional
resources to bring about increased studs achievement. These resources, both human and material, exist
in abundance at local. state:. and natiollal levels. The extent tO which school systems and individual
teachers can work around obstacles in locating fhese resources and finding time to plan for their use will
determine the significance of support systems in the educational opportunities of students in a given school
district or glassroorn.



Local te National

Human Resources

Professional Within-School Consultants in Mathematics _ Federal Education Agencies
Educators Fellow Teachers Consultants in Middle Grades National Council of Teachers

Lead Teachers Other Area Consultants such of Mathematics (NCTM)`
Principals- as Special Education, Art National Education'
Media Center Specialist
Teacher Aides

Georgia Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (GCTM)

Association

Guidance ;Personnel
(CounSelors)

General Educati 'A ocia-
tions such as A ion of

Special Education Teachers,
Specialists

Classroom Teachers

School System
-Specialists-such as Art. = ,-

_ _
Music, Special Education

Consultants or Coordina-
tors

Universitii and C011ege
.Personnel

Cooperative Educational
Services Agency (CESA)

Professional Associations

Noneducators _ Students_ Legislators Legislators
Parents . Georgia Board of Education
Business Leaders
Service Clubs and Other
Civic Groups

Board of Education
City and County Officials
Other Individuals Listed in

Community Resource File in
School

Material
Resources Local Curriculum Guides Georgia Department of Various Educational

Libraries. - -Education Publications Journals
County of City Art Resources Essential Skills for Georgia NCTM publications
Media Center Schools . Arithmetic Teacher
Film Libraries t.._,. . Mathematics for Georgia ' Mathematics Teacher
Community Resource File Middle Grades
Found in School GCTM Publications
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Activities_.

Activity Ideas

The first three sets of activities are in the form of a cdrnpilation of ideas for activities arranged by objeCtive.
Activities are not included for every objective. The strands for which there are-activities are
Set 1 Sets. Numbers and Numeration (S/N/N)
Set 2 Operations; Their Properties and. Number Theory (0 /PIN)
Set' Geometry (G)

students in meeting several objectives_ The ideas are listed Linde hose objectives' for which they seemmost
The obvious disadvantage of listing ideas _for activities is that most -activities will assist

approptiate.

The fourth set of activities is entitled. "Personal Characteristics" and i a cross-strand activity although it
has an emphasis on probability and statistics...Another feature of this activity'is that it may be used in its
entirety or portioris of the activity may be used in another unit such as graphing.



to describe and organize information

1 Have the pupils name some sets of 6-Was in the room such as the se

2. Have the pupils name sets of groups of which they are a pdrt.
Examples

Set of pupils who attend school

Set of pupils who ride the bus.
Set of pupils who'bring their, lunch.

of desks set of pupils, etc.

Let each pupil read aloud one of his categories and have those who are members stand. Also le he
ones who are not of each set stand to represent the complement of the given set.

If a pupill does not name a set that is not well defined; the teacher may describe a set such as the set--
of pupils who are wearing new dresses" or the set of pupils who talk too loudly in the lunchroom."
The pupils will-easily see that these sets are not well definedibecause new and loudly': are not
specific.

3 To teach the descriptive method of designating a set. the pupils could be asked to describe sets such
as the following.

A i10.100, 1000...
9 t10. 20, 30.-
C ia, e. i. 6, u

When they describe the sets as
A is the set of powers of 10,
B is the set of multiples of 10 and
C is the.Set of vowels.

_they_ will_ not- only have had praaire in using the descriptive method but alSo in observing the
common property-of given sets.

4. Give the pupil opportunities to find subsets of an infinite set of numbers. For ex
of whole numbers .

have the pupils list certain subsets such as the following,
the set of even numbers
the set of multiples of 5

D the.set of fact of 12

E the sej of numbers < 3
F the set of numbers > 6
G the set of numbers _> 3 and 6

H the set of numbers 3 and 6

the set of numbers such that 2N 6

J the set of numbers such that N .6

ple, let A be the set

En tya L.,



to demonstrate place value of the decimal system

Review the place value code for writing, numerals and extend the idea that place value names are a.
convenient way of identifying the number of subsets that can be made 4_grouping objects into sub
sets of ten. Stress that the convention for writing numerals _requires that the count of tens be
recorded to the left of the count of tilt units. The relationship between places is 10 times-the one
to the right.- The place value chart is egood device to illustrate this convention and can serve- as
readiness for developing exponential notation.

The teacher will need to provide experiences with physical objects to build concepts of place value for _-
those pupils who have not acquired them by the end of the primary grades.

2 One activity that might be used with a group of students or the entire class would use teacher-
mademade that could be held against the chalkboard and be seen from any spot in the room. A five
by seven index card could be used A large decimal point is placed on the chalkboard and the cards
inoved-S6 that the decimal point appears in a different-place in the number. Students can then read
the number aloud or write it in expanded form, etc.

Examples of cards are

.4 S/N/N 5
-Name pair, of numbers associated with fractional paits of units (b) sets

1. Prepare fraction makers for pupils by cutting out strips of paper which measure about 3 inches by 8--- inches._ (a) Give each pupil a strip and direct him or her to fold along a line so that the ends of the
.stlip fit together. Then have the pupil unfold the strirrshade one 'subregion and write the fraction
name for the pair of whole numbers is escribys the experiment.

(b) GiVe each pupil a second strip and direct each to fold the strip as in the illustration below. This
activity wilt involve some trial and er teacher may demOnstrate with a strip; however, let
each student work with folding un ach has accomplished the fitting together-, of the parts of the
strip. Have the pupil unfold the strip, hade one subregion and write the fraction name which describes
the- experiment. _

3 i
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(c)` ContinueContinue having pupils fold strips and shade one of the resu g subregions until on each pupil's
desk there is a set of strips. shaded and labeled, as pictured here. -

1

4 --I 1 I I,11- t.1 I I

61 I I I I

i

.Have students discuss their obServatiens as.they fold the strips.

Out of such discussions can also arise statements such as, "If I shaded all of the pieces in each strip
then I would havi 2/2, 3/3, 4/4, 5/5.` and 616." Also, pupils may notice that two 1/5s and three 1/5s
make five 1/5s. and the like. T!-,3 '_eacher's continued encouragement to pupils to talk about -what
they see can provide. the firstintuitive recognition of relationships among ftvetions. The encourage-,
sent to use ?lumber names when talking about pieces will help to develop the language of fractions_
However. one must be careful not to insist on mastery of facts about frattions until pupils possess
the concept of fraction.

2. Repeat activity I except let the strips be of difkrent length or width than the strip which was
for the previous activity. Although one does not explicitly point out to young learners that fraction
numerals such as 2/3 represent an abstract idea, the teacher needs to provide experiences with
difkrgnt models of units and with quantifying parts of those units. Thus, the pupil abstracts the idea
of fraction without regard to any particular:model.

S/N/N 6
Name the pair of numbers associated with fractional parts of (a) units, (b) sets

Have students partition units and sets so that they-understand the concept of fractional parts in each
-context.

Partition of
Unit (Set)

umber of Pieces
or members) in

Unit Set

Number of Pieces
(or members)

Shaded
Fraction
Name

Off g
3

r3ffli flff

8

2
4

0 4 2
2
4
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Partition of
Unit (Set)

Number of Pieces
(or members) in

Unit Set

.6

20

20

Number of Pieces
(or members)

Shaded

5

6

6

ft ,

7

6
20

S/147111 7
Identify the set of equivalent fractiqns associ d with a given point on a number line

n.`

1. Working with paper strips as hack on make (See Objective 5.). have c)i.ipilt Partition the units
by folding or cutting them; then hdve the horde some of the pieces and identify the associated

. number pairs and fraction symbols as in is red in the chart

Number
Partition okUnit of Pieces in Unit.

111111111111111111110.1

2

6

10

12

Ask ''-What can you say abopt the shaded parts of the units

Number
of Pieces Shaded

4

Fraction

1

,

0

6

12



)
Record pupiL responses on the board and discuss. Among responses may be one such as "The same
amount of paper is shaded in each strip." 4f asked, Is- thelaction ithe.sarne as the fraction i ?", the
response should be -No, because the partitions are'no the same." Further discussion should lead totr
the agreement that although the units are not the sam they are equivalent (same amount ofpaper)
andalthough the partitiori's-are not the same, the shaded porti6ns of each unit are equivalent (same
amount of paper). Thus, the number plaits or fractions are said to be-equivalent, and one can say of
the following sets that the fractions are equivalent to each other.

.

2 3 4. 5 6 S
.

8' 10 12

, .

Ask, Are there other number pairs or frictions which could include in this set ?" If necessary,
continue partitioning units and shading arts u pupils decide that there is no last fraction in a

e following.set of equivalent bactions. Thus, one

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
4 8: 10 12 14 16

2.- Expand or build on activities above to provide practice in generating me
fractions. Set up work sheets as follows.

begs of set. of equivalent,

In each of the following exercises, ivrife five other fractions that belong to the same set as the given,"-
fraction.

S/N/11 10
Order any two
mixed numbers)

more given rational numbers (whole numbers, decimals, fractions and

1. A variation of a commercial game is a versatile g;ine called Ranko. It consists of adeck of cards
which may be'whole numbers, common fractions, deciinals, integers. numbers written in .scientific
-notation or any other topic in the curriculum where ordering is involved. The ranko board can be
made from wooden st s with five diagonally cut slots ig hold the cards or from upside down egg
cartons that have been Slit across the top of each egg holder.

Once t students have learned the game, hey can concentrate on the rdering.

_../Use groups of 3 to 5. Give each student a ranko board. Deal five cards to each sent and have
them place fife cards in their ranko board in the order in which they are dealt, The students then
take turns &tying one card. They can replace any of their five cards with this onethe object
being to move toward putting their cards in order.

An unusually slow group could simply see who could order theirs without drawing. If 'several
students are playing, the first one to order their cards would win. It does not, however, have to be
competitive.

S
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S/N/N)17
Order any two or more given integers,

4
f a pupil has had many experiences with the number line he or she could be asked to consider a

number line that looks like this.

I-
2 5 7

Ask him to fill in other .1;umbersJor the indicated points on the line so that he s a chance to
suggest 1, 2 and 3, The number line providils an excellent opportunity for deirel6ping the
concept of opposites. Given a number line with unit segments to the right corresp tiding to steps to
the right, and unit segments to the left corresponding to steps to the left, the to cher should ask
questions such as the following.
(a) What is the oPposite of 2 steps to the right? The opposite of 4 2 is

(b) What is the opposite of 5 steps to the left? Then the opposite of 5 is

Tell the pupil that the union of these two sets is -the set of integers 3, 2, 1, 0, -1. 2
Pupils themselves can suggest many activities involving the recording of gain and loss, such as the
number of yards rushing in football games, net profit or net loss in business-and similar exampl6.

2. Have the pupils locate places on the map that are above and below gea level. They can describe the
locations using integers.

3: An activity that will appear to older pupils is the use of a model from science in which the dr ings
represent 4n empty field, a bucks containing positive particles andia bucket containing negative
particles. As the pupils place posit've and negative charges into the field they will observe ihe results!
of combining particles' of opposit charges. This gives the teacher an opporiu to emphasize the
word opposite as it relates to th integers. The concept of neutralization adds u h tolhis activity.
The pupil may draw a circle around the neutralized particles ( ± ) and this gives insigh nto combining
or adding integers. See activities from the strand, "Operations, their Properties d Number
Theory."

4. kgarne could be played with all pupils nding on a stair landing. Each pupil-draws a .slip of paper
telling him to go up 5 steps. down 9 s _ps, a steps, down 4 steps and the like. In this activity the
teacher should ask questions to detielo idea of opposites. The pupil shouldee that since the '4
(up 4 steps) followed by 4 (down 4 steps) leaves him in his original position. that :4 and 4 are
opposites, that is, that 4 is the_opposite of 4 and 4 is the opposite of -4.

5. Have the pupils record the mai* of placing a thermometer in liquids which will cause the
thermometer to fluctuate.43e sure that it is placed in a liquid which will cause the temperature
reading to drop to below O'C. Such a liquid would be a solution of water and alcohol which has been
refrigerated and cooled below O'C. Encourage the pupils to discuss the measures of temperatures
lower than O'C.

6. Afither activity enabling pupils to hay _ experiences which involve positive and negative integers is
the postman game. Th7 game involv _ pu being homeowners and one pupil acting as postman.
-The postman delivers checks nd bills Each h eowner keeps track of income artil o9tgo by treating
the amounts on checks as pos ive mbers and amounts on bills, as negative nuTh'bers. The game

. can be expanded into the study = operations on integers as the postman becoMes confused and
livers the wrong mail to se al .people.

0-43
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Operations, Their Properties and Number Theory

0/P/N 3
Generalize results of operations with odd and even numbers

1. Prepare a worksheet or transparency using the following s-uggestibris.
a. Circle eacli,of the even numbers in set A.

A 6, 9. 10, 4, 41, 12. 15, 1 17, 201-
b. Express each of the Alen numbers in the set as e produ

,example. 6 x 3.

Pupils should work together to solve problems using concrete materials.,They should I e\euxouraged
to discuss the question -Do you th every even whole number can be expressed as 2 times'some
whole number?"

Develop a- -class discussion arou7le ,ne following suggestion"s.

of 2 and some counting number
.

A. Circle all of the odd nurtibrs in set -B.
B --= 2, 3, 5, 6:7, 9, 10, 11, 12. 14. -15

. .
b. Express each odd number in.set.B as the sum of an eiren number an 1. For sample, 3
c. Can you find. an odd number which is not one more than some even number?;...,'

3. Present questions such s the following to pupils to encourage them to generalize sresult. of
tioperaons with even nu_ ers and odd numbers.

a. Is the sum of any two even numbers even or odd?
b. Is the sum of any two odd numbers even or odd?
c Is the sum of an odd number and an even number odd or even?

d. Is the product of Ewa 'even numbers even orodd?
e. Is the product of two odd numbers even or odd?
f. Is the, product of an odd number and an even bumbqr even or odd?

kiaCut strips of lightweight cardboard -(0 manila folders are good weight.) a
where n is any natural number:

,

This strip represents the even number 22. 2 x 11. By folding cordion fashiob it car to used to
represent any even number, 2 x n. another such strip may be sited tb represent any other even
number,Z x m, wher-in is any natural number_ By joining the two strips end to end, pupils can
demonstrate that the sum of any tw(c even numbers is an even number,
b. Make representations of two odd numbers from strips of paper as' described above.

MENEMES
2 x 4) + 9
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ids to show_that 13 + 9 represents an even number. By folding accordion
be used to represent any two odd numbers less than 15 arid 11, respectively.

pils realize thaihe sum of any two odd numbers is an even number.

.?ftsite numbers

risp y of ditto copies of a hundreds square. a 10 10 grid. Begin with the number 1 and
crt ss to4the right and back -main from loft to right label the sq reS 1-100.

.ratosthenes is explained in most textbooks as a technique, for ding prime numbers
= jiver) 'whole number, usually 100. Hence a detailed account is not needed here. The

no 2ps surrimarixe the method.

-,tit 1 becatfse iris not prime by definition.
.-. out all multiples of 2 except 2:

t he next three pri numberS in order are 3. 5. 7. Cross out all multiples of 3, 5, 7. :lot 3. 5, 7.

d. drcle the remaini g numbers. They are prime numbers less than 100.

It is not necessary to in truce pupils to croEs out multiples of 4 or 6 because they were crossed out as
multiples of 2 and of 3

Discuss' why you _need not continue the steps abo've to include crossing out, all multiples of 11. the
next prime number. (Any number less than 100 which has a floor of 11 has another factor less than .
11 and hence has already been cr9ssed out.)

. . 'Make a chart of all prime numbers less than,100, and display it in the room.

3. Develop a class discussion around the following questions.

a. Circle the prime numbers in each set.

A = 1 -1. 2. 3. 4. 5.'6. 7. 8. 9, 10

B 12, 4. 6. 8, 10, 12}
C = 11, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11.'13. 15}

b. Can you find a prime number that is an even number?
4

Can you find an odd number which is not prime?
Can you firid two consecutive numbers that are prime?
Can you find three consecutive odd numbers that are prime?

c. Tell whether' each of the' following statements is true or false.

1. All even numbers are composite.

2. All odd numbers are prime numbers.
.101-3. One is a prime number.

d. How many pairs ,of twin primes can you find? (Twin primes are primes whose difference is 2.) For
example, 5=3 =_ 2. Hence 3 and 5 are twin primes.

4. Ask questions such as: Can 0ou write names for all even numbers 14 or greater as sums of o prime
numbers in more than one way?

s
Example:

14 = 7 + 7 = 3 + 11
16 3 + 13 = 11 + 5
18 = 5 + 13 = 7 + 11

etc.
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0/P/N 5
Determine the factors of any whole number

1. Have pupils find the sum of the diVisors of 6, other than 6 itself (1 + 2 + 3 6.) Find another
counting number that' is equ6I to the sum of the divisors that are less than the number itself. The
Greeks called such numbers perfect numbers.
A perfect number is one that equals the sum of its proper divisors, and the proper divisors of a
number are all those except the number itself.
The first four perfett numbers are 6, 28.496, 8128. Note that th ° 'rst perfect nu- r is a sin e digit
numeral, the second is a two digit, the third 'is athree digit, and th urth is a f r digit all in base
ten numeration. However, the fifth perfect number has eight digit 3355033

Ask. groups of pupils td confirm the fact that these five numbers are perfect nurribers.

Arrange.the numerals vertically arid study the digits. What pattern do you observe in the last digits of
the numerals? Only 23 perfect numbers have been found. The largest of these numbers reqtiires

,800 decimal digits to write the numeral.
interesting ideas concerning the perfect number may be found in books listed in the reference

on'of this guide. _

2. Ask at least five pupils to factor the same number. Choose numbers appropriate for the pupils`
abilities from the set given.

,4 54, 75, 120, 168, 225. 363. 432. 576
Compare the five factorizations of each number. Were the factorizations all the same? lf,not, how
were they. different? Discuss the fact that the order of factors makes no difference in the product,
hence the pupils should-suspect that every composite whole number can be expressed as a product of
primes in just one way (except for order.) This tact is called "The Fundamental Theorerh of
Arithmetic"

0/P/N 6
Determine the greatest common factor of a set of numbers

1. a. Ask the pupils to find the greatest common factor of 11 and 17.

Since Fri fl Fig 1. 1 is the greatest common factor. in fact, the only common
factor'

If GCF (a,b) = 1, a and b are whole numbers, then a and b are relatively prime.

'Circle the pairs of numbers that are relatively prime and tell why they are or are not relatively prime.

(3, 5). (2. 8). (3. 27), (49. 12). (3, 8). (7, 17)

b. Ask the pupils to draw Venn diagrams to show the intersection of the s
A = 11, 3, 5, 71 , Soluti

B 12. 3. 4, 5

!03



c. Ask the pupils to draw the Venn diagrams to showiihe intersection of the sets.
C is the set Of factors of 18
D is the set of factors of 24

Solution

Name the greatest ominon factors, of 18 and 24.

ciiprith
-rmjne the least courtmowmultiple for a Set of numbers

1., Ask pupils to do the-following.
a. Write the set of natural number multiples of 4. of 6. of 8 that are less than 100.

M4 = 14, 8. 12, , etc.

etc.}

Ms = 18, 16. 24, . etc.
-== 16, 12.

b. Show the common multiples of M4. M6 and Ms 1.1 ing Venn dia ams.

c. Find the least common multiple of 4. 6 and 8 that is LCM 44.6.8)

d. List the members of each of the following.
a. Ma n M6 ftt

b. M6 (1 Mg'
C. M4 n

P-47 104



0/P/111 8
Identify and continue number patterns

1 As a device for further illustfations of operations with whole numbers, the teacher may Make
mimeograph cforiles of the caleridai such as the folfoiving.

A 7s Calendar

Sun. Mon.' Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. .Sat

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11' 12 13

15 16 17 1 f 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

28 29 . 30 31

-Ask pupils to study the arrangement of the numbers looking or'paueins. Ask in particular for the
pattern for the numbers in the first column; the pattern for 'column four; the pal-fern lot= a
diagonal.-

Twenty-eight minus what number equals 22? Twenty-two minus what number equals 16?
16 -.? 10. if ? 4. Ask pupils to discover other patterns. Also make other calendars.

2. Give students tasks like the following so they can discover patterns that exist in computUtional
problems; calculators ar.fery 'appropriate to use in this activity since the objective concerns the
patterns and not the -computational skills.

Continue squaring the numbers given below until you can discover-the pattern, then predict the
answer to the next problem. Check to see if your guess is correct. Do you see why this works?

1

-- 112 J21
1k12

11112

111112.-
Complete these multiplications to find some interesting patterns-

7 x 7= 4 x 4-
67 x 67 34 x 34

667 x 667 --== 334,x 334
6667 x 6667 = 3334 x .3334

33334 x 33334

a

3. There are many number pattern activities of interest to students. The commercial names for two of
the standard ones are the Tower of Hanoi and the Eight Man Puzzle. They can be ma-de by using
materials easily available to students and teachers. For example, the Eight Man Puzzle can be made
by-placing holes in a strip of board and using golf tees for the pieces.

0 0 CD-0 0 0 0 0 0
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students will generally find a vertical pattern in the minimum number or moves needed before tfiey
find the horizontal pattern that can be abstracted.

157
249

1

2
3
4
n

1 x (1+2)
2 x (2+2)
3 x (3 +2)
4 x (4 + 2)
n (n + 2)

-= 3
'8
15

These a ivities and patterns are nisi) valuable in helping students to use variables to express
the patte abstractly n(n + 2-).

Directio s

Place a of pegs on eaclside of the board leaving the center bole open. Each set consists of 4 pegs
of the sa color The object of the game is to transfer each set of pegs to the opposite sidethus
reversing th original setup. This must be done by eitlibr %loving a peg one Bole forward or jun-Ong
a peg forward over another peg. Moving or jumping backward is not permitted.

Students can be encouraged to develop a_system for analyzing this problem. For exarAple. they may
be encouraged to use one peg on each side which takes three moves. They could then use two pegs
on each side which takes eight movfs. The technique for completing the task is more _readil r seen
when asmaller number of pegs is used. The completed chart would look like the following.

Number of pieces Minimum
on each, side number of moves'

1 3
.2 8

3 15
4 24

8 80
n(n 2)

4. A simila ivity with a more difficult pattern is the Tower of Hanoi. This game is played on a board
contain three pegs or nails.

There are a number of discs of varying colors and sizes that fit over the pegs or nails. They are to be
moved from one statiorLto another without placing a larger disc on a smaller one and they may only
be moved oneat the time. The rules are as follows.

1. Stack the five discs in the form of a pyramid (put the largest on the bottom and the smallest on
top) in space A.

P-49
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2. You may move only one disc at a time. lt,must be the top disc on any stack.
3. You may move a disc from one space to any other space, but never place a larger disc on top of

a smaller one.
4. When you have finished moving the stack of discs to another space (pay C) they should again'1 e

stacked as a pyramid.

The pattern that appears as students record their data for the minimum number of moves needed is

1

2
3
4
5

2 (3)
2 (7).
2 (15) 4

7
15
31

1 =
1 =
1 =

7
15
31

1

".:1,- 4

15 ==._
16_ 31

2
3
4

22 1=
23 1 =
24 1 ==

3
7

15

Again, a vertical pattern is usually found first_ The, vertical pattern in this one is 2 +' 1. The
horizontal pattern is 2 " -1.

-5_ Another good activity that might be done to generate a pattern of numbers for students to analyze is
an activity using the diagonals of a polygon.

Each student is given a sheet of polygons and asked to guess the total number of diagonals in eafch
one. Following the opportunity to guess, the students will draw in the diagonals from one vertex,
count as they draw, and record the number in the following chart. The students are then asked to
predict for a polygon of n sides (n-3). Following this, the students will follow the same procedure for
the total number of diagonals n(n 3)

Number of
Sides -

4
5
6

.2
Number of

Angles
Number of Diagonals

From one Vertex
Total Number of

Diagonals
4 1 2
5 2 5
6 3 9
7 4 14

10 7 35
ri HO 3,

-2

6. Catds with "people" showing arithmetic sequences can be used to give students practice in finding
rules and solving sequences.

P-50
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0/P/N 9
Demonstrate immediate verbal recall of any basic facts

1. A game of checkers may be used to reinforce number nombinations. Regular rules for checker's may
be used; however. the red and black discs_are numbered as shown on the diagram. Pupils score.this
game by adding the numerals on the checkers as jumps are made. For example, if a red 4 jumps at
black 6, the-red scares 10. A. double jump would cause the pupil to add three numbers. When a
checker reaches the King row, it doubles in value. The player with the highest total score wins,

` ---Diff gront: numerals-mar be used according the drill that -iineeded by pupils. This game may be
adapted to mtittiplication, also.

2. Use magic squares to give student practice in recall of basic.facts. The teacher may illustrate
magic square using the illustration below.

Magic square using numbers 1 through 9

4 ,

9

2 a 7 6

4

Find the sum of each row of numbers; of each column of numbers: of each diagonal line of numbers.
-Ask if the s' um was the same in every case. Make duplicate copies of squares. Ask pupils to try
rearranging the numbers and add again. What happens?

Use a magic square using numbers 2 through 10 such as the following.

9 4 5

? 6 10

What is the surit'of each ow? Each column? Each diagonal? Add in opposite directions. What
happens?

108



Illustrate by using the overhead projector or draw on the chalkboard p 4 by 4 ma§ic square using
ttnumberf 1 through 16 as follotbs.

-1 3 ,. 2 13 .

5 10- , 11 F -2

6 -7 12

14 --1 ,

s
s

Ask pupils to find the sum of the numbers ip row two, the sum of the numbers iri column three and thenumbers
=

sum of the numbers on the diagonal beginning with 16. Reverse the order of the addition. What
happens?
Ask pupils to draw other 4 by 4 squares using numbers 1 through 6._Is the figure thus formed a
magic square?

0/P/N 11
Compute efficientlyboth with and without a calculato us
decimals and negative crumb era

ng whol- num actions,

There-are many -games- that can- be used to giVe tints -practice -on -their computational skill;;---
Although they cannot take the place of instruction iri-these skills, they can be used to reinforce and are
a pleasant change for students who are reluctant to , ictice these skills when given pages and
Pages of drill sheets. -

1. One game uses a game board and three dice.
The game board is numbered from 0 to 30. The students roll 3 dice and use the numbers to produce
one of the numbers on the boards-The student with the most tokens orlithe board at the end of the
game wins.

Example
-(5 x

(5 4. .1) 18

(5 3) 7 1

2. Many of the games are good because the teacher can individualize the game by the set of cards given
to the Varioussroups of stutjents. An-example of this would be the variations of bingo, concentration,
rummy, etc.The-Idiel of-difficulty is controlled in the makeup of the board or cards.

A background for-understanding. operations involving negative numbers can be established by using
the following activities as mqdelss- f_

If one travels a number 'of miles fthiafarioint to another, he or she may travel part way east and
part way west. Using arrows, means east and-7ti-means west. The arrows may be placed over the
numerals.

Example _

Mr.-Jones gavels east 4 miles and from that-point travels west 6 miles. Where is he with respect to
.,.his starting point? Two miles west of Where he started. The point here is nothow far he has traveled,

which obviously is 10 miles, but where he is with respect to his starling sition.



7_

Many of thesame type problems may be used until the pupils discover the rule, such as the following.

(a) If he traVels 6 miles east, then.4- miles west, what is the distance' tothe Aartingfioint?
(b) If he travels 4 miles west, then 5 miles east, _what is the distance to the starting poiht?

_When the teacher thinks the pupils have the idea-, proceed with the recording. Since we
name the associated operation addition in this case, the recording for the first illustration given is
-4 + -6 -..1iead this as "Positive 4.plus negative 6 equals negative 2.

After having learned the addition processes or integers, the pupils may bed introduced to the
subtraction process as the inverse of addition. The teacher may continue using the east -_west idea-on

.

,the number line as-developed in the addition process.

Example

For the number sentence 2

-4 4 .-

Using addition, the inverse of subtraction, one would say- h
get to -positive 2r-One would obviously have to travel west one
negative 1.

Enough of these activities may allow the pupils to get a clear understanding ofthe idea.

to be added to positive three to
ace so the missing addend is

'Ekample

-3 -1_

The question is Al.hat roust.
the missing addend is -2.

Continue with many similar examples.

Probably at the level when directed numbers are introduced, some pupils will have had experience
with positive charges attracting negative charges and neutralizing each other. The teacher may wish
to show neutralization with charged particles using a science demonstration.

The teacher could-also demonstrate the idea, by using an illustrati& of two buckets, one bucket A,:
containing an indefinite number of positive and the other bucket B, an indefinite number of negative
particle& Thequestionmayhe asked, what will be the result if seven negative particles from bucket B
are placed in an empty bucket, C. and then five positive charges from bucket A are added? Each
negative particle will attract a.positive pafticle, and they will neutralize.

This neutralization can be shown by, drawing a circle, around-each pair.

be added to =1 to g -3?" Since the move is two places to the west,

When 5 positive particles were placed in bucket C and 7 negative particles were-also placed in bucket
C, 5 positive and 5 negatives were attracted to each other and 2 negative charges are left.
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The pupils may do _many other ivities'such as the following and in each case ask, !What is the end
reStift?
ADD 4 positive charges to a -bucket containing 8 negative charges
ADD 5 positive charges to a bucket containing 5- negative charges

D $ negative charges to a bucket containing 3 positive charges
When the teacher is sure that the pupils understand the idea, then piroceed recording °
the data i nurnbdr sent ces:

For examp e, he recording of the illustration given at the beginning of this actil/ty is 7 +

Th charged particles as in the addition of integers` may be applied in a model for subtracti

A bucket contains 3 positive charges.-

What would liave to be added to it -to make the bucket have a charge of iiegative

Obviously 5-negative charges are needed as it-takes 3 siegarives to_neutralize_the 3 positives an_ _a d
=

more negatives to make the bucket have a negative charge of 2.

The addition sentence them would be
therefore, *3 + -2.

The related subtraction number sentence wo Id be

P-54
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G2
Identify and class'

anis, triangle and

r closed curves in a plane such as a
circle

ngle- otter. par Hein=

I. Sttide ts can be asked to find objects in the schdol or at their home hich fiave the shape of Vadous

closed curves-like rectangles, squares, cire.leetc. They Can be a,skedto=bring pictures (snapshots,

magazinepictures, or drawings) for a -bulletin board:or to share .with_ the class in some other:Way.

2. Several variations of commercial games can be used to review the identification of closed curves. For

example, a rummy game where a card with the drawing 0 and a card with the word -pentagon"

constitute a pair, could be used. Students can_often help prepare these games on indoi cards that are

cut in half. A similar game that could be played with the same set of cards is concentration where the

cards are placed face down on a surface ond two,students try to turn over a matching pair.

Classification of quadrilaterals (simple closed curves in the plane-which bre the unio-n of four line

segments) should he introduced by having pupils ekarnine a collection of pictures and observe the

following-. - ..

=A quadrilateral moy have a 'pair of parallel sides.,-, ....
_Mete are called trapezoid.)

A trapezoid may have two pairs of parallel sides.

(These are called parallelograms.)

A parallelogram rnay hatre a pair of perpendicular sides.

(These- are called rectangles.)

A rectangle May have a pair of adjacent sides Which

(These are squares.) s,

Mai

Some questions which can be raised in natural way are as follows.

Are all parallelograms similar?

Are all rectangles similar?

Are all squares similar? .



After a class has studied classification of triangles, the follo-wing questions can be raised.t
Are all isosceles triangles Similar?
Are afif-equilaterai triangles similar?k
Can a right triangle be equilateral?
Can a right triangle be isosceles?

_

4._ Students may enjoy making a mobile or a poster to illuStra e some of these relationships:
,

5: Paper folding activities are excellent to use widthis objective. If Stuilents are given a square, they can
be asked to fold it so that it becomes a "triangle; etc.

6. Students with an interest in art will live to analyzepaintings in terms of the basic shapes used in the
drawing. They may then want to do some drawings to illustrate these ideas. _

7. Have a combination of shapes available for students to use creatively to construct pictures. These are
"particularly nice for holiday pictures- such as Christmas trees, Santa Claus, pilgrims, kites, blatk
cats. etc.

Other students could then ideertify the shapes by name_

Mangle

Isosceles

Eqviilateral

G3
Identify and classify three-dinIens-z!al objects such as prism pyramid, cone and cylinde

1. The activities suggested for objective 2 may be modified to use with this objective.

2. Students may want to make a booklet containing examples of space figures that they have cu
magazines, papers, etc. -

out of



-e redular solids'are interesting for students to study-as-an extra project,-
_

five regular solids are as illustrated.

Icosahedro

Dodecahedron Tetrahedron

_

4. An examination of the number of vertices, number of edges, and faces of space figures is an activity
that all students may participate in Euler's'formula (F + V E ÷ 2) where F is the number of faces, Ibis.
the number of vertices, and E it the number of edges is an easy one for students to understand-after
making-a chart.

Identjfyi-shape that age alike under rotations- (tug),-re
(slides)

Draiv a figure on a Piece of rubber sheet such as a'broken balloon and practice pulling the rubbef
sheet different ways to seehow the appearance ofthe Agure can be changed. Have the pupils sketch
several different configurations they can Produce froni a single drawing:as c-,.and frorocc.
Some pupils might like to = challenge one another by proposing tricky variations: After some

ekperimentations, pupils should be asked-to sketch some forms into which the brigival
cciuld not be deformed by pulling. Ultimately the pupils should learn that, for example, can be
deformed to wand 0 but not to Nj or to that is,- (D.and 0 are all-equivaleat. The geobbard is.
useful to Showdeformations of simple closed curves. Discussion shotild then bring out that simple
Ic4, surfaces such as cylinder_ cube and the like are all equivalent under deformations.

2. o ow-th0 (topological) equivalence of simple paths, direct the attention of the pupils to the way
that roads are built froth one Side of a mokntain:to the-other. Even though the roads may wind=
around, the Mountain in different ways, each _cad goes from one side to the other and does not, cross
'itself. All such roads or paths are topologically equivalent. Have the pupils use a-cone and piece of
yarn otelastic thread and experiment with some of the different paths they can make.

3. Pupils seem to gain an` understanding of similarityjrom everyday ekperiences. For example, model
cars are similar to actual size-ones, and the teacher's writing onthe boardtbillustrate the formation
of letters is reproduced similarly by pupils on theit papers. Encourage the pupils to supply other
examples of equivalent, enlarged or reduced copies.

4. Potato pripts can 'be used effectively to show translation and /or rotation. To illustrate translation,
have the pupils make a potato print and then. repeat the print. To illustrate rotation, use the same
print (or make another }_and either turn the potato or the paper each time the- print is made..



5. Mirror cards may be used to review orstrengthen the understanding of reflection (see reference list of
instructional aids). As an additional -aivit r, tlfe pupils may make ink blots-and= then---use either
crayons. or tempera paint to add to of fill in space on ea side of the blot-satthat one side is a

flection of the other. For further coKideration, suggest t he pupils that they see if they can usea
potato print to show reflection. They may be surprised t discover that they cannot Let_thein e a
mirror to check t see if their examples did show reflection. Additional activitiesrnay 1 fau d in -
books listed in the'annotated references in the media section_

etermine relations between point sets or between geometric figures such as inside,
Outside, parall pinien4lcular, similar, congruent

1. 1Wer foldiag-act ties can help students understand the concept of congruent figures, For exarnple,;
have the a tints fold ari;- isosceles triangle (a triangle with-two congruent sides), so that it forms two
congruent

2. Geoboards are excellenrfor students to be able to illustrate the concepts of p
similarity and congruence.

triangle ABC is eongruen
to triangle DEF

The geoboards are made with nails evenly spaced on a board. ilubberbands are used- on the
geoboard. A dear one m b purchased for the overhead projector., if geoboards are not availbl:
dot paper may be used

perpen

triangle ABC-is similar
to triangle' Gni



3. Students can then be given drawings and the teacher can-lead diseussionSconceruing the drawings.

Which pairs of-segments in the following figures appear to be congruent?

Figure 2 Figure

Note: There are 4 pairs of congruent segments in figure 1
4 pairs in figure 2
9 pairs in figure a

12 pairs in figure 4

Which pails of triangles in the figures appear to be congruent?r -

More mature students should be able to make some generalizations after answering the above
questions aboutfigures 1 through 4. 4

Use relations between and,ai ong point sets or geomeihic figurfes to deduce otheerelations,
.g., con nee of -alternate manor angles to prove that two lines are par

1. After both angle measure and ruler-and-Compass construction have been studied some new relatiohs
can be identified and summarized®

a. The measures of the angles in a linear pair sum to 180

b. The sum. of the measures of the angles Of a triangle 18Q. This sum man be illustrated
by tearifig up a triangular disc cut from paper.

c. If a triangle has two congruent sides, the angles opposite these sides are congruent. Familiarity
with-isosceles triangles makes-this an obvious observation.

d. If a triangle has two congruent angles, the sides opposite these angles are congruent. After
discussion of c, a question posed to the class should brig out this conclusion.

e. Two lines in the same plane will be parallel provided that, whenever they are intersected by any
third line, a pair of correspondirig angles are congruent. The illustration below shows the lines
with some cotiesponding-angles identified.

a and b are a pair of correspondingangles
c and d are a pair of corresponding angles
e and f are a pair of cOrresponding angles,
g and h are also called corresponding angles

P-59
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From these relotionshtps, simple arguments could-
expltratory exercises_

Eximple
f. When two lines intersect, either pair o

The argument is as folldws

Whatever sizeL'a is, the size ofLb must
such that the numbers sum fo 180. (See a. above) -

Whatever size Lc is the size of Lb' must be such
that the number sum to 180. (again.lVa)

;ThusL a and Lc must be the same size.

g. If both angles in a linear pair are bisecte the. bise

The measures ofL MNP andL PNQ must sum
tp 180 (see a. above).
The measure ofL- SNP is-half that olL.MNP.
The measure ofL PNT is half that ofLPNQ- .

Thus' thi measures ofL SNP andLPNT must
sum to half of 180 or 9_0_ _,f

_-h_ Have the pupils bisect a .pair of torresponding angles for a pair of parallel lines and note the s

relation between the bisectors Thin have them give argument similar to thenn-eiabove to
show that the bisectors are-parallel. ,._ -
For the pupil capable of moving ahead, some suggested probrdms are as follow

-. Let i and r be-any two lines in ersecting at point P. pn E,iav off PA, PB; on r' lay off PM -- FIB.
Draw AN NB, BM, MA. What fi es st this always happen ? TrY to give anargument to
justify.your answer_

j. What relationship appeakto be true
about La andL b if E and are parallel
lines?

lc. Give an argument to justify your answer,.
What relationship appears to be true about
Le and Lf:if Q and e' are. parallel lines?
Give an argument to justify your answer.

P-60



2_ Give students sets of regular, shaped discs, e.g., a set of triangles that are the same size and shape
and have all sideS the same length, a set of squares; a set of pentagons with all the sides the same
lenh etc. Also give the staid is a set or several sets of irregular polygons (each set contains shapes
that are the same size and shape but the lengths of the sides of each disc differ). Ask studehts to-
hypothesize whether certain shapes tile or hot. Shapes to use /night be

rianglesruilathral, isosceles and scalene)
quadrilat als -(squnres, rectangles, other parallelbgrarns, trapezoids and
figures)
pentagohs
hexagons
septagons
octagons

After students have tried using the different shapes for tiling, ask them why and how they might
predict if a disc will or will not tile. A chart might be suggested if they suggest that the shape will tile if
of each intersection the sum of the angles is 3600.

Name of Figure
triangle
quadrilateral
penfagon
hexagon
septagon
octagon

Number of.
Angles

Number
of Degrees Number

in the Sum of of Degrees-
.of the Angles in Each Angle

60
360
540 108
720 120
900 128. 4/7

1080 - 135

Ability
to 'Me

Yes
'Yes
No
Yes
No
No

The discussion of irregular polygons could follow. Some students may need to tile with irregular discs
to be convinced. The discussion could lead into one on aesthetic in-tiling with regular shapes and
lead ittLcombinations of shapes for tiling.

The Students could be asked to prove that the 'opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent ,by
using what they know about angles that are farmed when two parallel lines are cut by a transversal.

Some statements they might use to prove m Ll = ,m ,L. 4 are:

rriL 1 = rnL 8
mL 8 + naL 3 = 180'
rriL 1 + rnL3 180®

-

There, are other statements that might be used in a proof o
exploring With proofs in ninformal way.

4. The sum of the mfasure \of the angles of a polygon is also an activity that could be-used for this
objective. This activity cah be done by partitioning the polygon into triangles that are drawn by
connecting all the diagonals from a given vertex. Once the number of triangles is determined, the
students will see that the number of degrees is that number times 180.

OIL 1 F mL3 180'
rnL 4 A- mL3 180'

=,mL4

mL3 = mL6
rnL4 mL 6. = 180°
rnL4 -F.toL. 3 = 180°

his nature. Students will enjoy



G8
Determine lines of symmetry

1. ink -blot pictures are fun for students to use to make their own symmetrical pictures. These pictures
can be made by placing a small amount of ink on a piece of white paper and folding the paper. The
crease ui11 become the line of symmet

2 A collage mqde.of examples of symmetry in nature is a project that most students will enjoy.

3. Various students in the class could be asked to make a study of the alphabet to determine which -

letters have one axis of syrnmetry (letter A) two axes of symmetry (letter H ), and infinite number_
(letter 0 ), etc.

G

4. Symmetry in sports is another topic of appeal to some students- Lines of symmetry may be drawn on
baseball fields, footballs, jerseys. etc.

Leasure angles and classify as acute, right or obtuse

1. It will be easier for students to measure angles drawn separately prior to measuring angles in
drawings. These can be drawn on a ditto and should include angleS with various orientations that are
different from L A, Z._ 8. and 1_ C which have a side paiallel to the bottom of the page and the
vertex on'the left of the drawing.

ce the students have had experienees with these angles, they car! measure angles within drawings.
This will enable them to make observations about special drawings , eg.,

a) What is the total number of degrees in the three angles of a triangle?

b) What is true of two of the angles of an isosceles triangle?

) How many t degrees. are there in the angles of a rectangle? Is this true parallelograms?



Instead of using a protractor which has been purchased. pupils can make their own in order to learn
how one operates. To make a protractor, hav-e each pupil make several circles on a sheet of paper all
of which have the same point as center as shown in figure 1 below.

G14,
Solve simple geometric p
measurement

Next, using compasses, partition one of the circles into six congruent parts (figure 2), and draw a line
-joining each part of subdivision to the center. From previous activities, it should be-apparent that, for
example, L COB isL._ DOC rotated, etc., so that six congruent. angles are shown. these are

- congruent,-numbers- should be assigned so that each of these angles can have the. renumber as its__ _
measure. By cutting out the interior of one of the circles, there will be a rim lOft (shaded in figure 3) on
which the numb'ers-can be tyritten. Write 0 where the ray OA intersects the rim, and 180 where the
ray OD intersects the rim. Why rao? Because in our culture at particular assignment has been
made: it is arbitratit-as are all of our units, but it is important thAt the pupils learn the conventional
ones. With these numbers written on the protractor the point of rim corresponding to OB should be
60, the one for OC. assigned 120. Notice that this will make the measures of each of the congruent'
angles.L. AOB, LBOC and LCOD 'the same; that is 60. _

The numbering could, of course, have been started on the left instead of on the
By bisecting LA0B, B9C and L.COD points, ould be located on the rim p be labelled 30, 90
and 150. By cutting out part of the diagram the pupil has hilv or her own home-made measuring
instrument for angles.

1. Students will need experiences working with simple figures that are similar to learli to use
proportions to solve for the missing parts, e.g., in the following figure 1 Q or -6-

6 n 5 n

oblems by-us ng p operties 0 similar, figures, e. ndirect

Figure 1 Figure 2

20



a) The rectangle in figure 1 is 3 units wide and 5 units long. If the rectangle in figure 2 is simi rto that
in figure 1 and in 6 units wide, how_long is it?

Figure 3 Figure 4

fi

b) The triangle in figure 3 is 3 units tall and 4 1/2 units long. If the triangle in figure 4 is similar to the
triangle in gu e an is unitY1414 how many units lOng-is-it?

2. Next the pupils might consider people and their shadows.

n

Shadow

Child

Shadow

- At any given time-of the day..shmier people. will have shorter-shadows. Notice that the shadows are
formed by (parallel) rays-from the sun, and similairlriangles enine. Using knowledge of the ratios of

_

similar figures pupils can solve the problem The man in the figure is-6 ft. high and casfs-a shadow 4
ft: long: if the boy's shadow is 3 ft. long, hoar tall is the boy?

3.- The pupils are probably then ready for the following activity. ,

Calculate the height of a tree or a building by measuring the shadow.

The children will need rnetersticks. They are to measure the shadow of the tree or building and also
the height and length of the shadow of some,accessible °bled.

tree measure
height t pole
is?

measure shadow measure shadow

From the above measurments, calculate, using appropriate fatios. the height of the inaccessible-
_

tree.
'The members of the class should work in groups with each group using a different accessible object:

Have the complete this chart_



class
Groups

Object
.Uaed

Length of
Shadow -Haight' Ratio

Len o
Tee Shadow.:

Heigh; of
Tree

meter
stick

IiSon_groups may be expected to arrive at different answers for the height of the tree. Discussion;
of the discrepancy provides the opportunity to- review the approximate nature of measurement. Se
the stihnd, Measurement



Personal Characte i stirs
This activity_ is included as an example of a ''unit" of mathematics that includes objectives from several of
the strands. ThiS cross strand unit may be used in its entirety or several activities from the unit may be used
while teaching another unit, e.g., probability and statistics or graphing. The -activ' open-ended and
contains suggestions for appropriate uses of the calculator in mathematics.

Purpose
To integrate various statistical techniques in an activity tha
color and hair color.

Materials Needed
Masking tape or chalk marker
Rope or string
Chalkboard or overhead projector
Calculator (at least one or more)

Objectives
Sets:Numbers and Numeration Objectives 1, 8, 9, 11,- 12 1 , 1/11

Probability and Statistics; Objectives 1-8, 12, 13, 15
Operations. Their Properties and Number Theory; Object ives 1, 11
Relations and Functions; Objectives2.....13._
Geometry; Objective 9

incorporates characteristics of eye

Processes_
Estimating

Translating

Recording

Organizing

-Testing hypotheses _

Summarizing

graphing
Judging.

Applying

Formulating_

Listing

Counting

Defining Prob

Sampling

Procedures

Objectives
and Processe

To introduce this, activity, have students write two color lists.

Estimating

Eyes

Blue
Brown
Green'

Hair

Black
Brown
Red
Blonde

Then f without counting), have them make guesses as to the number
of members of the class. who have these eye and hair colors.
If students object to the color lists, for, example, "Where are hazel
esies?" you can adapt to suit their decisions. Maybe green will be-
come green and hazel.,



Organizing
and

Recording
data

N

_

Discuss possible methods for determining actual numbers of students
who have the hair and eye colori. Students may suggist having each
person answer his or her eye color then hair color with a recorder
keeping tally marks on -a record sheet (a sample is included).
Another suggestion may be for all members of the class with certain
characteristics to stand (or raise hands), e.g., all blue eyes students
stand to be counted. In addition to each student's handout (where
they are recording also), have one member of the class record results
on the board or overhead projector.

Characteristic
Eye Color

Tally Frequency
Number of Students

Relative
equency

_Decimal_
Equivalent

Percentage

MOO-

Brown

Green

8-

17

3

28_ __

Organizing
data

S/N/N
8, 9, 11-14

0/P/N
. 1, 11
R/F
3, 13
Translating`
data frorn one
form to another

The chart can be modified to reflect the amount of time you wish to
spend and your desired objectives. For example, if you would like to
reinforce fractions, decimals and percentages, the last three columns
can be completed for eye color and hair color. Any one or more may
be omitted if you wish.

Relative frequency is the ratio of the frequency (number-of students)
to the total number in the group (or class). Representations of these
fractions as decimals and then percentages completes the last two
columns. It is recommended that calculators be used to find. the

ec' pproximations, and that this number be rounded off to the
rest hundredth and then expressed as a percent_ For instance, in

this example; 8/28 = .2857142 (the possible display on a calculator)
which is rounded off to and expressed as 29%. -

In a table completed for a hypothetical class to illustrate this activ-
you will notice that the total of the relative frequencies is 28/28 or

1 and the total of the percentage column is 101%. This dismaying
fact is due to round-off error and should: be pointed out to students
and discussed. (The percentage equivalent of one should of course
be 100%.) Better estimates could be found by rounding the decimal
to the nearest thousandth and the corresponding percent to the
nearest tenth. You and your class might want to pursue this activity.

Characteristic
Eye. Color

Blue -

Brown

Green

Totals

Tally Frequency
Number of Students

8

17-

8-

28

Relative
Frequency

8/28

17/28

3/28

28/28'

Decimal
Equivalent

Percentage



ummarizing

Note: Thus far, the activity could have taken as little as one hour for
the higher middle grades or especially bright students or as much as
two to three hours for the lower grades or a slower group.- Timing
really depends on many factors. Do not, try to speed up the process.
Let the students help make various decisions along the way.

Summarize data from eye color and hair color Mbles in various for=
mats be a bar graph (histogram).'llave students decide
how to represent this data. Using the previous example, two of the
possibilities for eye color follow.

Slue

Fl/F
13
P/S
6. 7

_

Green

10 15 20

Frequency
No. of Students

You might wish to have students consider both to see that the relit-
Organizing tionships are the same (constant) whether you use frequency or rela-
Graphing tine frequency.

Another representation of this data follows.

Blue Brown' Green Blue Brawn Green



A circle graph is also a way to summarize the data with correspond-
ing slices of the circle in proportion to the percentages they repre-
sent,. After determining the appropriate 'number of degrees, e.g.,_

36O lOir, protractors should be used to draw the graph. A
drCle graph for the example data follows.

EYE COLOR

JuOging

P/S
b,7

Summarizing
- You rnr want the Students to bfeak up into groups and each use one

of the graphic methods to summarize the data, and then have the
groups present their mode of representation to the whole class.

This portion of the activity can be s brief or as extensive as you
choose. The students should at sometime be exposed to various
methods of representingstich data:- If you-want to explore this area
furthei, you could follow up with student secured clippings of news-
paper articles or magazine articles with graphs of various types: A
discussion . of the content of the articles could incorporate social
studies; science and other subject areas.

You may wish to continue this activity with the information already
collected. Consider hiir. calor and eye color. Can one tell from- the
tables or graph houimany have blue' eyes and brown hair? Since-this
information cannot be found in the existing tables, a way of gathering
this data needs to be determined. One suggestion is that the students
may physically arrange themselves into sets representing various
outcomes. The activity Zan be preplanned by you or evolve with stu-
dent suggestions. One possible prestrategy would be to have mask-
ing ta 'i already on the floor (a large area) in a patiern to represent
the f u 'hair colors.

Formulating
ideas for
collecting
and organizing
data

Blonde'

P-69
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Problem lying

Students could be involved in this decisionvarious patterns are fea-
sible. Ropes, string or-chalkcould indicate the sets for eye color. Stu-_

defitsinay experiment but need to eventually determine thatpossibil-
ities are such-that there be overlap (intersection) for each hair
iind_eye color and no overlap xvithiu hair-or eye color's. For exam-
ple, a person will he in a hair color set and an eye color set but will
not be in two hair color sets._
One possible arrarigement.might be_the following.

!lack
Hair

Blonde
,Halr

own eyes

Organizing
-for data
collection

A jumble of students will probably °emir. Students may find that it is
too difficult to count themselves using-this procedure, you-might =
raise questions such as: How can we describe this data? How many
possibilities are_there? Have students return to their seats for-a dis-
cussion of this procedure and possible method of gathering their
data.
Note: This activity ay become loud and disorganized, hut it seems
to be justified on the basis of these points.

(a) The students are presented an unclear problem and nee to=

learn to try (and- sometimes abandon) various procedures for
modeling the problem.

h) A physical reprpsentation of a problem is often a good place to
begin.
Students need to use the concept of sets, in this case a Venn
diagram, to describe and organize information.

In a discussion of alternative proc ures, students can be led to ex-
amine the possible pairs of hair an eye color.

-Hair Color
Brown
Brown

Brown
Blonde
Blonde
Blonde

P-70
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Ey Color
BILie

Brown
Green
Blue
Brown
Green



Listing Black Blue
Black Brown
Black Green
Red Blue
Red Brown

-13/S

12.

Red Green

To count the pairs, there` are four hair colorsand three eye colors or
4 X 3 12 pairs. Annther possible way to describe this set of out-
-comes is with a tree diagram.

Counting

Defining
ProblerT

Judging

12,

Brown

Bli nds ---

Black

Blue

Brown --

tree
Blue

Brown

Hair color

Green-
Blue

Brown

Green
Blue

Brown

Green
Eye color

At this point. the class willrwant to know -how many of each of the 12__
possibilities are represented in their class. Once a list of the out-
comes has been determined, the sample space, the students can
determine the "best" way to count themselves. They -maydecide to
arrange themselves again in their jumble or they may decide on a
show of hands. Let students record their data for the frequency of
each pair of characteristics. You may also want the students to figure
the relative frequencies of each pair of, characteristics. Decimal
equivalents and percentages can also be found as before (with cal-
culators).

How can we use this information or data? Can we predict how many
Prediding people in the school have blue eyes or blue eyes and brown hair?

INS You can discuss how "representative" the class is as a sample of the
8 school population. If 12% df tfie students in our class have blue eyes
Sampling and brown hair, can we say that 12% of the school has blue eyes
P/S and brown -hair? Can we somehow test our judgment on this?
3-5-



You can continue rther to test the class-prediction by taking a poll
of the students e sChool, either all of them or bylaking another.

sample. These dec ons -canbe made by your class within the con-. .

straints of your_ particular setting. These decisions should be
cussed with= the-class. If for example, there are: 300 students in the '`-
whole school, you and the class may decide to poll them all. If there:

_ -- are 1,200, you-may want to find a-sample. flow does one .choose a
sample so that it will be unbiased? How many should be polled? -You
may wish to uSe random selection. within classes or grade levels, or
across the whole school. Let the students make_ the decisions they
will learn as you point out the possibilities and problems associated
with any sampling technique, _

A simple poll can bnconstructed.Let the students deCide on the for-
,

mat. It _may be a multiple choice-poll.
1. Circle your eye color

Blue b. Brown, c. Green:
Circleyour hair color.
af-Brown -- -b.-Blonde- ---e.,13Iack-- -Red

Or they miglit orTTriarliThat poillede
problems could evolve? Let them find out

Students must decide how to pass out the polls and how to collect
them. They may have to get their material approved by the principal
and will need to recruit the cooperation of ether. teachers:

Students can work in pairs or'small groups to record data (probably
with tally marks on a sheet shinier to the handout). They will be re-
cording hair color and eye coler separately and/or the .12 outcomes
associated with both characteristics. Sornd data may be missing due-.
to circumstances such as absent students or classes unavailable due
to testing or other reasons. Students must make decisions regarding
this problem of missing data encountered in nearly all statistical sit-
uations.
When all the data is in and recorded, groups of students can calculate

/N/N relative frequencies_ and_the associated_ percentagesOnce again,
2, 13 encourage your students to use calculators for this taskdon't let_

them get bogged down in arithmetic At this point.

Now, they are ready to check the predictive power of their own class
as a sample. How close is 12% and 15%? Why is the class a good
sample or a poor nne? There are many topics for extending the dis-
cussion on the predictive power of sampling.

Continuing Evaluation

As such an extended activity progresses, you will have a pretty good
idea of who understands various concepts by the level of participa-
tion..Questions will be asked and other students can often provide
answers or suggestions. You can expect different levels of under-
standing to have occurred. You might expect that the very bright stu-
dents will be leading decision makers, e.g., how to record or sum-
rnarize the data; and what predictions are justifiable. In many situa-
tions, this will not be the case- it is heartwarming to find that

Testing
Hypothesizing
Analyzing
Predicting

15-
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the students who_seldorn otherwise "shine", will be good decision
ers and the leaders in initial problem solving settings. All students

can participate in the actual data summarization, tallying and so on
All be able to recognize the various modes of presentation such
as the bar graphs-and circle graphs. Some students, however,-
not be able to make a circlegraoh with aprotractor until they have
further experiences The slower students can be encouraged to pr-
ticipate at their level of achievernent. They may be-good at verbaliz-
ing, but not actually able to constructagraph alone;-They may be the
ones to explain or tell about it-They may be whizzes with calcula-
tor in processing the -data

Some quiet urging should occur` throughout the time span Of the
.activity. Some students will remain uninvolved unless.the teacher
intervenes to find out what he or she would like to do. This- is
a group effort and the group dynamics might have to'be encouraged,
if your students are not accustome8 to this ,manner: of learning.

At the conClusion of the activity..-a summari-i.discussion should be
held.-- Ask =questions such as: ,"What one thing did you like best?"

What did yoolike- leash "` Whaf's _one:idea_siou_learried?" "How
Would ybu change various parts of the activity to make it better?"

-Let everyone have an opportunity to answer, and takes notes -so that-
the students, realize you are learning from them. You are also learn-
ing how much they absorbed via this actiVity. By such formative` and
summative evaluation, you should haven good idea of your students'
strengths and weaknesses and what areas to pursuein later activi7
ties: Don't expect any of your students to have mastered it all. Expect
them to have had different levels of participation and understanding
and to have been exposed to mathematics at work in their world.

Further Extensions
This activity..could be extended to. include the neighborhood or larger
community. Sampling technique_s and collection of data can become
a bit more complicated at this point. The students' enthusiasm (or
lack of it) should direct you in this decision whether to proceed or
totop.
If the students have participated in, the decision-making, they will
have experienced some mistakes and have ideas on how they would
change' things next time. Another statistical adventure could be

. planned, Let student interest lead. They may want poll the class (or
school) on their opinion of the lunch room, or how students feel
about the upcoming local (or national) electioo, or how many students
own bicycles. If you desire to teach mean, mode, median and range.
(Probability and Statistics; Objectives 8, 9, 10)_, with interval data,
you ,could use age (in Months), shoe size, number of siblings in
families, or other data that gives you such numbers. The list is
endless and so are the challenges.



The activities that follow are written in a task card format. These gets of activities are designed in clusters to
-provide teachers with ideas' and student-ready materials:. Each cluster is based on a theme which cuts
- across a wide Variety of learning eiperiences. The three clusters are Chances Are -- which focuses on
objectives for the Probability and. Statistics Strapd; Learning Everyday Measurement -- with objectives

from the Measurement Strand; and - Raid°, Proportion and the Great Outdoors which draws
heavily from objectives in the Relations and Functions Strand. The clusters of activities focuson objectives
from one strand: but cross over to other objectives when appropriat& This is- the nature of the
organization of objectives into strands, See the section of this guide ''Setting Goals and Objectivet
Strands and Objectives."

The, activity sets are not to be considered inclusive either for any one objective or for any one strand.
Rather, the materials are intended as- models or samples for direct use with students and for further

--deVelopmehtTor materials: :leachers may decide to use the task cards-aS they are Modify them
particular groups or individuals including deletions, adaptations or extensions: Teadiers or systems
may write additional activities in a similar format.

The format of the three clusters of activities iricluded in this portibn of the guide= are of Student Card&
Teachet Cards and Parent Cards. Solid lines dencite Student Cards, dashed lines denote Teacher Cards and
dots indicate Parent Card& The cards are each 5" by 7" to facilitate their use They are designed to be
copied,_ and possibly attached to 5 by 7 index cards and even laminated if desired. Also, ttiZy will fit in
a shoe bo%

The Student Cards are written directly to the students and often there is space on the cards for their
responses. The activities are primarily exploratory and often students will be experimenting as they
through the activities.

The Teacher Cards Include the objectives for the particular activity, the materials needed, processes that
students may use in carrying out the activity, possible modifiEations for special student& notes to the
teacher and sometimes ideas for extensions of the activity. Processes and processing are important aspects
of the mathematics curriculum Wherever possible, teachers should point out to their students the
processes involved in their learning. See the section of this guide "Setting Goals and Objectives
Prbcesses." The nature of the middle grade learner and specific needs of individual students are also
'important considerations for planning activities. The Modifications for Special Students notes on the
Teacher Cards are to help teachers plan 'for students with special need& For- further discussion of these
considerations, see the section of this guide 'Planning for Instruction." The Notes portion of the TeacheK
Cards are general comments about content, possible management strategic% questioning techniques, and
various other remark& The teachers, as they consider their class and as they teach the particular lessons,
will wantto make notes of their own (often on the backs of the Teacher Cards) to facilitate the present
lesson and future planning.

If the task cards are used in a school building or system, the teachers involved will want to work together to_,
decide which activities or what variations of the _activities will be used for particular groups or levels of
students. They should plan so that students will not be asked to work through identical task cards year after
year

Sample Parent Cards are includedto help involve the parents in their children's-learning. Parents are
interested in their young people, but often don't know how to help them. Development or similar Parent
Cards is encourgaged Parents and others can assist, in the learning process, help' heir sons or daughters
develop positive attitudes and can also be asked to make materials etc. See the section' of this guide
-Planning Instruction -- Support Systems;



e activ es that follow can sIst the teacher iii the complex process called planning for instruction. Theo_
evious sections of this guide help the teacher understand the students' needs, the societal influences on the

schools, the nature of the matheinatic.s being taught and other factors that directly affect the teacher in the
classroom- The following clusters of activities are designed for the teacher to help him or her implement
instruction and create an atmosphere conducive to student learning_

Chances Are Probability mad Statistics
This unit introduces probability, often called the "mathematics of chance?' The Auden
cipate exploration and experimentation- actiVitieS bated On the following objectives.-

Reinarks
. -

Construct and-interpret-graphs Student Card 2

Identify the sample space for a simple Student Cards 1, 2;3 and 4
experiment by
(a) describing or tabulating outcomes
(b) --tree diagrams
(c) counting-principles

Find the probabilities of outcomes including
those thaf are
(a) certain to occur
(b) certain not to occur
(c) equally likely
(d) not equally likely

14 Use probability to decide whether or not .

two outcomes are equally likely

15 Use probabilities to nlake predictions

16 Find the relative frequency of an outcome
in an experiment

17 Compare predictions based on probahility
with actual results of an experiment

will parti-

Teacher Card 0
Student Cards 1, 2 and'4

Student a and 4

Student Cards 2 and 4

Student Card 3

Student Cardl 2 and 4

Thefollowing processes are among those used in carrying out The teacher should- make an effort
the activities to help the students become aware of

Generalizing

Applying

Predicting

Experimenting

Verifying

-Graphing'

Interpreting

Tabulating

Identifying

Comparing
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the processes they are using. De-
tailed discussions of processes and
processing are found in the -Setting
Goals and Objectives" section of this
guide.
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robability and Statisblcs

Objective Find the probabilities of outcomes including those that are
(a) certain to occur
(b) certain not to occur
(c) equally likely
(d) not equally like

A coinMaterials
Teacher.I

Teach Card Oa

d'Activitv
1; _ Walk into a class to sing a coin and announce that-you have just tossed the I,

Coin 19 times in a row and obtained 19 heads. You are about to toss the coin
.forthelwentieth time and you ask the class to predict the outcome. Some students
will argue for tails on the basis that it's time for tails to turn up. Others will I

say that it makes no difference since the probability of heads for any given I

toss is 1/2, and the probability for: tails is also 1/2. After the initial discussion, I

it may be wise to reinforce the idea that for any toss of a coin (even the twentieth
the probabiliW-of getting heads; P(11),- equals' 1/2,- and die probability of"-'I

getting tails. P(T), equals 1/2.

2. Following the discussion, have the students give examples o events that they are
certain will happen.

Example: The sun will set in the west.

obabili and Statistics

Have students give examples of events that are impossible.

Example: A dinosaur will walk into the classrocim.

4. Have them give examples of events about which there is uncertainity of occurrence.

Example: It will rain for two weeks from today.

5. Have them give exarntdes of events that are equally likely to occur.

Example: Getting a 3 or getting a 5 in the roll of a die. -

6. Encourage students to discuss the likelihood of two different events for which
the chances of occurence are not equally,likely.

Notes

Teacher Card Ob

Example: It is more likely that an adult will eat bacon rather than peanuts
for breakfast.

At this point, you may want to introduce the probabilities of sgrne of the above
events or outcomes. The probability of a certain event is one and the probability
of an impossible event is zero. The prObability of any other event or outcome is
a number between zero and one.
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and Statistics Student Card

Ibj e Identify the sample space for a-simpleexperimen

Find the probabilities of outcomes,

Use probability to decide whether or not -two outcomes ate equally likely

rials
Activi

None

1. For spinner at the right and the gsperiment:
Spin the pointer; identify the Sample Space by
listing the possible outcome

Spinner I

2. Flow many outcomes are there for this experiment?

3. On a spin- of_sthe pointer, the chunee-g-you l_sout_ of 4.
So the probability of gettingRed. P(Red), is 114. Find the probability of getting
Blue. P(Blue)

4 The outcomes (a) getting Red on he-spinner and (b) getting Blue on the spinner
are 7Equally Likely- Are the ou mes (c) getting White on the spinner and (d)
getting Green on the spinner so equally likely?

Probability and Statistics

5. For Spinner II at the right' and the Experiment:
Spin thee pointer; the probability of getting an seven
number, P(Even). is 2/5 since there are 2 even num-
bers (2 and 4) and 5 possibilities. Find the proba-
bility -of- getting an -odd number,:' P(Odd)

6. Are the events (a
equally likely?

!Student Card 1b

Spinner II

getting an even number and b). getting an odd number

P-77
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1`rahabillity.and Statistics

Objectives Identify the sample space for: a simple experiment

Find the probabilities of outcomes
-

Teacher Card la

Use probability to decide whether or not two outcomes are equally likely

Materials None

Processes Generalizing, applying -

Modifications for Special Students

.1 the IVisually impaired students may need verbal instructions nd/o trip ions o
spinners if they have problems reading the task cards.

. .
This activity introduces vocabulary and simple concepts like experiment, sample space,
outcome, event, probability and equally likely. Definitions of the terms are not given
formally. but rather the student is led to understand the vocabulary by example.
The simple examples are_given and the student will needto Apply _the language and 1_
concepts to answer the questions posed. If this is the first introduction to this vocabulary,
you may need to go through more examples with your students.

I Probability and Statistics

The age And previous experience of your students will help you decide how formal you
wish to be regarding the vocabulary. The main goal is to have students understand
the terms and to use them appropriately for this and later activities. _

Send home Parent Card either before or after this activity.



Probability and Statistics

Ofijectives Identify, the sample space for a simple experiment

Find the probabilities of outcomes -
Use plobabilities to make predictions = -

Compare redictions- based on probability with actual e ults of an experiment

Construct and interpret graphs_

Materials Three spinners

tudent Card 2a

lllllllll A Spinner B

Activity 1. Identify the pqssible outcomes for each spinner_above.

Spinner A

Spinner B

. Spinner C

Spinner C

_Probability and Statistics Student Card 2b

2. Find the probability of. getting Red for each spinner. Be careful to
the area of the disk that is Red on each spinner.

.

Consider.

Spinner A: P(Red) Spinner. F(Red)

Spinner C: P(Red)

Predict how many times Red and how =many times Blue- would occur in 12
spins of each spinner and record your 'predictions (guesses) on Student Card
2c.

4. Spin each spinner 12 tunes and tally the outcomes Q-11 Student Card 2c:.

5. CoMplete the graph on Student Card 2d to show the resultS of your experiments.
_

6 Compare your prediaions' with your actual results for each spinner,
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Probability and-Sta

PREDICTIONS AND RESULTS

Student Card 2c

Spinner A spinner B Sfiinner

My Predictions

Number Red ,

My Predictions

_
Number Red

My Predictions

Number Red

Number Blue Number Blue _ Number Blue

4---_,

6 _

Actual Results

Outcomes Tallies Outcomes Tallies Outcomes Tallies

Red Red Red

Blue Blue Blue

ability and Statistics

RESULTS OF SPINNER EXPERIMENTS

g

2

9

7
6
5
4

2

Red Blue
Outcorries

SPINNER A-.

12.

10

8.

7

tudent Card 2d

11

10
9

Red Blue
Outcomes

SPINNER SPINNER C



I

'Material

I

How to
I

Probability and Statistics

Objectives Identifyldentii=y the sample space -fora simple experiment

Find the probabilities of outcomes
.

Use probabilities to make predictions

Teacher Card 2a I

I

el.

Compare-predictions based on probability with, actual results of an experiment I
ct.

Construct and interpret graphs

Each student will need thpee spinners as pictUred in Student Card 2a. If you want
to make the spinners - (or -ha..ve your students or their parents make thern ), the
following notes may be helpful.

To Malle a Spinner
Materials Empty plastic margarine tub or similar container with lid; cardboard or tagboard;

marking pens or crayons; glue; brad

Trace a copy of a circular disk using the lid of the margarine tub as a template.
Mark tagboard as needed for the activity. Glue. tagboard to lid of margarine tub
and punch a hole in the center of this disk, With brad, attach Poiiter (rnide- Of
tagboard) to this disk.

=

You May wish to place materials for later activities in the tub for storage,- e.g.,
coins, dice and thumbtacks.

I Probability and S a Teacher Card 2b I

I--
1 Pro5esses Predicting, experimenting, verifying, graphing, interpreting, comparing

I Modifications for Special Students

I Notes

I

I

For visually impaired students, Modify disks of spinners so that parts
of the circular region. can be identified by texture rather than color (e.g., velour
paper and construction paper)

I.

For students with motor coordination problems (Iiiming disabled or orthoPedicallu
impaired or other) when using disks with spinners, place arj
tape between the underside of the disk and the table o
student doesn't have to worry about holding on '.:to
dexterity to spin the pointer is a problem, you might g
to activitate the pointer. .

I
piece of masking

k top so that the
sk; If having the
e sttuleut a ruler

Hgve the students follow,the instructions on the Student cards. Require them to
predict before any actual experimentation-. Help create an atmosphere where risk-,
taking {making their guesses or predictions) is encouraged.

,.

Help students see that the colored areas of the disks for each spinner are different. 1

For ample, on. Spinner B two-thirds of the area is Red and one third of the I

area s ue. Hence P(Red) = 2/3 and P(Blue) = 1/3. For Spinner C, P(Red) =
1/4 and P(Blue) =' 3/4. G

I
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obability and_Statistics -Teacher Card 2c

For 12 trials of the experiment spin the pointer, the students' predictions should
be near the expected value, e.g.,. for Spinner B, Red should occur about of 12 or 8
times. Depending on the age and level of your students, you may want to formally
discuss the- concept of expectation.

Help your students "look back- and compare their predictions with the actual results.
It may be that they need to become "better" guessers or it may be that for only
12 trials, their prediction is closer to the expected values than their results seem
to indicate. For example, for Spinner _A, a studenes prediction was 6 Red and 6
Blue and the results were that Red came up 8-out_of 12 tjrnes. In this instance,
the studenes guess was better than the results indicate Explain that probability
and predictions based on probability work well in the long run," -Le, over many

Encourage students to discuss their results with each' other and to compare their
findings. You may also want them _to pool their data

I

I Probability and Statisfics
I Objectives identify the sample space for a simple experiment

Find the relative frequency of an outcome fr; an experiment

I Materials Fairsof dice, paper cups, thumbtacks

Processes Identifying, experimenting, tabulating, interpreting

Modifications for. Special Students
For visually impaired students, the dice may need to be modified so that the
student can "feel" the sums. Larger dice with felt dots glued on may be used

To help students with motor coordination problems, provide a jar so that the
students can use it to "shake out" the dice rather than rolling them.

.Teacher Card 3a

Learning disabled students may not have the attention span necessary to tolerate
the number of repetitions required for these experiments. You might allow the
student to work with one or more other students so that the performance of the
task is shared.
Gifted students may be encouraged to pursue this topic further. _Extensions I

might include making predictions for 100 rolls of the dice and/or 100 tosses of the I

cup or thumbtack. Pooling data with four other students makes an easy "check"
of such predictions. Initiate a discussion of differences between predictions and
actual results.



Pro,13alhility_and S

Objectives Identify the sample space for a simple experiment

Student Card 3a

Find the relative frequency of an outcome in an experiment

Matedali Pair of dice, a paper cup and a thumbtack

Actvit f Roll a pair of dice several times and find the'sum of the two numbers on the
upper faces each time Identify all possible putcornes.

2. Roll thiE pnir of dice 36 times. Sum the numbers bn the two upper faces each;
time and tally the results on Student Card 3c.

After you've completed the 36 rolls, count up the tally marks and record this
number as the frequency for each outcome. Also record the relative frequency,
that is, the ratio of the frequency to total rolls.

4 Answer the following questions for the experiment.

Which sum(s) seem to be most likely? Why?

Which sum seem to be least likely? Why?

Student Card 3b

5. Think about tossing a thumbtack. What are the possible outcomes?

6. Actually toss a thumbtack 20 times and record your results in Chart I on Student
Card 3d.

7. Answer the following questions for the experiment.

Do the outcomes seem to be equally likely?

Which outcome seems to be most likely?

Which outcome seems to be least likely?

8. Toss a paper cup 20 times to see if it lends'with the open end up, the bottom
end up, or on its side. Record your results in Chart II of Student Card` 3d.

9. Answer the following questions for the experiment.

Do the outcomes seem to be' equally likely?

Which outcome seems to be mciit likely?

Which outcome seems to be least likely?

_ _ _



Probability.Probability_and to

6 ROLLS OF TWO DICE

-Student Card-3c

Sums Tally ,Frequen

Relative

Frequency

136

9

12

Totals 36

Probability and Statistics

'Chart 1 20 TOSSES OF A THUMBTACK

Tally ney

lot straight 4,

Relative
Frequency

Point straight down

On its side.

Totals

Chart 11 20 TOSSES OF A PAPER UP

utcornes Tally Frequency
-:.Relative

Frequency

Open end up /20

Os its side

Bottom end up

Totals

Student Card 03-

it
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Teach Card 3b I

I

You may want to consider letting students -perform these experiments in pairs.
Working together helps alleviate the possible boredom of such repetitions, allows
for some conversation and speculation as the experiment progresses and in most
cases is more fun for the students.

Discussion of impossible events could arise if 'thumbtacks: point straight down"
considered and you are not tossing tacks on carpet.

When the students total their frequencies in their Tables they should get the total
number of trials. Similarly, Mien they total their relative frequencies, they should
get one.

Extension Have the students identify the complete sample suce for rolling two dice.. A chart -- I

is a good way to describe-the possible ordered pairs of dice;
1

Considering two dice of different colors will help the students distinguish between
the dice, e.g., getting a 4 on the red die and getting a 2 on the green die (4, 2)
is different from- getting a 2 on the red die and getting a Con the green die (2, 4),
although both sums are 6. I

Have students find probabilities for each sum, e.g., P (a sum of 6)- is 5/36 since
there are 5 ways to get a sum of 6 and there are 36 -possible outcomes. See the
Chart on Teacher Card 3c. The diagonal marked is where sums of 6 are found. I

I.

Probability and St Teacher Card 3c 1

After students determine the probabilities for various sums, have them make pre-
dictions, carry out experiments and then compare their predictions with actual results.

AMPLE SPACE FOR ROLLING TWO DICE



bability and Statistics

Chart 1 20 TO SE OF ONE CO

on T
Predicted

Total
Actual
Total

Heads (ED

Tail

Chart H . 20 TOSSES OF TWO COINS

Predicted
Total

Staden Card

robability and Statis tics -Parent Card

Objectives Become aware of the part probability and statistics play in our daily lives.

Activity t. Discuss how probability and statistics are a part of our daily lives: will
probably be home by 3:00 ", "It probably won't snow tomorrow?' "The average
rainfall for July was three inches.

2. Make students aware of the ideas of probability and statistics in newspapers
magazines, or on television.

Weather reports such as 30 percent chance of rain
Polls or questionnaire results.
Graphs' in magazines and newspapers as summaries of data.
The "statistics" of sports e.g., football, baseball, etc.
Advertising claims e.g., two out three dentists recommend .

P-86
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Probability and Statistics

1_, Objectives Identify the sample space for a simple experiment.

_Materials A penny and a dime for each student_

- Processes Predicting, experimenting, interpreting. comparing.

Modifications for Special Students

Find the probabilities of outcomes.

Use probability to decide whether or not two outcomes are eqyally. likely.

-'Compare predictions based on probability with actual results of an,Experiment.

J.

Motor coordination pr'Oblems can be alleviated by, using a jar so students can I

s ake out -Th-e Coin-s-as-they- did With dice. (see Teacher Card 3a). r
Short attention- spans - also see Teacher Card 3a you may want students to I

work in pairs.

Extensions for gifted students Might include predictions for 1000 or more ,Lorris,z,
Caution: do not ask student- to check predictions by tossing 1000 coins: If -a
check is desired, further pooling of data is recommended or computer simulation
of coin tosses_ Other extensions might include sirriilAr Student Cards for toning three
or four coins. You might,liavegifted students design such cards for later presentation
to the whole class. 7

probability and Statistics

Notes

Teacher Card lb

See Teacher- Card 3b for comments on students working pairs-and later pooling
of data. Thtse earlier remarks are also.appropriate for this activity.
Encourage students to identify the sample space_for the experiments by .1 Sting the
outcomes and you may also introduce tree diagrams. For exaniple,for the experiment
toss two coins, a listing or tabulating of the outcome would be
S a HH, HT, TI-I. TT Penny Dime

A tree diagram that describes the sample space' is sho
to the right.
Encourage discussion of differences between students pre-
dicted results and actual results. Point out ,that probability
and expectation work well over many trials, i.e., "in the
long run? For example, the probability of getting 2 Heads
for the toss of 2 coins is 1/4. For up trials, one would expect that for about 1/4
of 100 or for 25 trials, both coins, would be Heads. However, actual results might
be 23 out of 100

-P-87
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1ng Everyday Measurement
. _

This unit is designed to provide concrete measurement of experiences whereby middle grade students
can dibelop an understanding of measurement using nonstandard and standard units. These concrete
measurement experiences include the measurement of time. length, - perimeter, ma s, area, volume, and
capacity. The-following objectives are intluded in this unit

Objective

Measurement
Determine a time interval between two events

Determine the mass (weight)- of an object using (a
and (b) standard -units

Make a reasonable estimate of mass
and verify the estimite

nonstandard units

weight) Of an object or -substance '

Determine capacity or volume by counting (a) nonstandard units and (b)
standard units

=

7 Make a reasonable estimate of capacity or volume- of a rectangular- con-
tainer and other three-dimensional objects-and verify the estimate

11 Apply the formula for the area of a rectangular region to derive formulas_
for the area of othr regions

Determine a length or istance using (a) nonstandard Units and (b)
standard units

14 Make a reasonable estimate of a len h or distance. and verify the-estimate

15 Derive formulas for finding perimeters of simple closed curves
z

"16 Select the appropriate type "of measurement needed for a given problem
situation, e.g., length, area, volume

17 Select the appropriate formula(s) for, finding the measurement for a given
situation, e.g.. area, perimeter, circumference, volume

Geometry
sr

0 Use formulas to solve geometric problems involving- perimeter, area and
volume

Strident Card 2 7
1--

Student Card 4

Student Cards 4, 5

Student Card 6

Student Card 7

Student
=
Card 8

S udent Cards 1, 2

Student Card 3

Student Crd:-10

Student Card 9
Teacher Card 11-

Student Card 9
-Teacher Card 11

Teacher Card 11

Probability and Statistics

9 (Partial) Find the mean of a se
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The following-processes are among those used in carrying out-the The teacher should
___

_ , . make -an,:effort to
Estimating ing help_ the students

.
becothe_ ,aware of

Measuring Problem focusing the processes they
_ = : are using -_.: -.

Computing with a calculator Detailed discus=
sioni of Procesies

Comparing Averaging , and Procasing are
found In the "Set-

Cooperating Generalizing ting Goals and [fib=

Recording

Verifying Modeling

Looking back

Interpreting

Deriving

Using Resources

Sealing

Decision making

Approximating

Problem finding

P-89 146
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MeasuieMen .Stiident Card la

Objective Determine length or distance using (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units.

aterials
A-

String, scissors and some paper clips' of the same size

Estimate how many hands long the teacher's desk is.'llecord your estimate in
the table' on Student Card 1b. Measure the desk with your hands and record
the actual measurement on the Student Card. j

2. Continue this procedure by measuring other objects such_as the chalkboard height,
width of thq room; window sizes. lengtkof the playground; etc.

For each object estimate and record your estimate. Then measure that object
and record this actual measurement Use your experience to help you become
better at estimating.
Measure s height with your hands.

(some student in the room)

Ilk your hand measurement to cut a length of string that is exactly as tall as the
student you measured. -

4. Make a paper dip chain in segmenty of 10. Estimate and there measure the same
objects you measured in number 2 using the paper dip chain. See * above.

Measurement
TABLE OF VALUES

Student Card b_

Object

1.. Teacher's Desk

Number of Hands
LiLt:-Estimate Actual

Number of Paper Cliffs _

mate Actual

10.

P-90
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=MeaSurement

Objective
I

Materials.'
Procelses

Card la

Determine length-or distance using (a) nonstandard units and (b) standard units

Several boxes of-the same size paper clips, a ball of string,scissors

Estimating, measuring, recording, comparing

Modifications for Special Students
Visually impaired students may need the opportunity to feel the obje
estimate is made.

Orthopedically impaired students may need to be paired with
student to facilitate manipulation of paper clip chains.

before an

an unimpaired

Health impaired students might need to be the Official Recorders of statistics for
either a small group or the entire class when students are involved in some'of the
more vigorous activities such as measuring the length of the playground.

Gifted studentS may not need to, measure as many objects as other students. As
their estimates become fairly close to actual measurements, direct them to other
aCtivities. A report or Poster on the history of f-Measurement Or a 06 ft kular'system
of measurement may berapprbpriate.

I Meaauremeo

Notes.--

Teacher Card lb I

% I

Have students continue measuring objects until their estimates are about the same
as their actual hand measurements..

When choosing one student for everyone to measure with their hands, the nature
you I

.
"-- of tii middle grades learner will help u make your choice Probably one near the-

average height_ would be best

After measuring, each student will cut a string based on his or lier hand measure-
ment. Hang all of the strings from a standard position;- perhaps the top of the I

chalkboard, and notice that the strings are not the same length. Discuss with I

the students the need for having something of the same size as 'a measuring unit.

When measuring with the paper clip chains, students should determine nearly the
same measurements for a particular object. A comparison of the measuring devices,
hands and paper clips, should lead the students to, conclude that 'paper clips are a
much more accurate standard measuring tool than the hands of individual students.

Rather than having students, work individually on this task, you might suggest
that pairs of students work together.

P-91
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tiremient

-Qbjettive Determine a length or distance using standard units

Determine a time interval between two events

Several yard sticks and meter sticks and a stopwatch

Sudan Card 2a

Group
Aitivity 1. You will participate in a softball throwing contest, a standing broad jump con-

test and a 100-meter dash.

2. Measure the .length of your softball-throw and the length- of your jump in yards
and feet. Also- rnfasuie each length in .meters and centimeters. Record this data
on Student Card 2b.

3. You will run the 1001ineter dash and have someone record how many minutes
and seconds it took you to run this dfstance: Record this data as-indicated on
Student Card 2b. You will also time someone else.

4 Notice any relationships between the lengths in English units and metric units.

Measinement

MY RECORDS

I.threw the softball

I can jump

_ Yds-

m

I can run 100 meters in mm sec,

ft.

cm

Student Car4 2b

length

length.

time



Measurement

Objective

I Materials

,

I

ProCessed
ModifiCation

Teacher Card 2a i

Determine a length or distance using standard units
_ -

Determine a time interval between two events

Several yard sticks, meter sticks and a,stopwatch

Measuring, recording, comparing, cooperating

for .Special. Students

i Notes

A -

Ofthopedically impaired and health impaired students may need to be Official
Recorders: if they cannot,participate in the physical activities: -

Hearing impaired students may need a visual signal from the timer when running
the 100-meter dash.

Visually impaired-students may need to feel the marks for various units.' Along
each foot mark on a yard stick and for each centimeter on a meter stick,
squirt a thin line of glue and sprinkle with sand.

_r iLL

1 2 3 ti

A parent may be called upon to help make these materials.

Conduct your own version of the Olympics by having students participate in a
softball thrciwing contest, a standi6g broad jump and a 100-meter dash.

easurenient

Iz

Extensions

Teacher Card 2b

Mark off the starting lines .for each contest. _L.et a couple of students lay out the
100-meter race track.

Have students rotate through, the events with approximately 'One-third of the
students at each event at any one -time. If you have a large number of students, I

consider two areas for each event, Le., six locations.

The students will measure the length of their throws and the lengths of their jumps in I

yards and feet, e.g., 3 yards 2 feet and in meters And centimeters, e.g., 3 meters 35 cen-
timeters!Do not have students struggle with conversions between metric and English
units. However, comparisons should be encoUraged, e.g., 3 yards is nearly 3 meters.

For the 100-meter race, in order to assure that each student has an oppdrtunity
to use the stopwatch, pairs ,of students might be asked to time each other.

If desired, you cart award prizes or ribbons to first, second and third place winners of
,each event,

An extension of this activity might include collecting group, data and finding
the average or mean for the softball throw and/or the broad jump. You m_ ight also
find the mean or average time for the 100-meter dash.

An activity olconstructing graphs is also possible. Be careful, however, not to I
students directly compare individuals with the group or other,individuals.

I



Measurement

Objective
Materials

Student Card 3a

Make a reasonable estimate of length =and verify he estimate.

Metric tape measure

Activity You will.need to work with a partner for this actiny

Both-you-and-vour-partner-estimate-your---nwn d.--size -in-centimeters._ Write_ _
your- estirnate on Student Card 3b. Thew take turns Measure- your partner's head
and have your partner measure` your head. Record the actual length to the nearest
centimeter on Student Card.3b.

1.

a

2. For each of the other body parts on Student Card 3b estimate and then measure.
Try to measure carefully: and toe each' measurement to help sharpen your esti-
mation abilities.

3. After you complete Student- Card 3b read and answer these questions.

Often people use the distance around their fist to estimate sock size. Have you
ever-gone:-shopping.-picked up a sock and wrapp . it- around- your fist to- see -if -,-
it will fit your foot? _ Do your measure ents seem to indicate that
this is a good way to estimate your sock sjze? W at other body part
seems to be approximately the same size as your foot?

Measurement

MY VITAL STATISTICS

Body Part tiniate

Head size cm

Wrist size Cral

Ring finger size cm

Fore-arm length
(from, wrist to elbow)

Fist size
(distance around fist

Foot size

cm,

CM

Student Card 3b

Actual Measure

CM

CM

ern

cm

CM -

CM

Look for hidden relationships among the actual measures. For example

My head size is about times my-wrist size.
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_ Measurement

Objective
Materials
Processes

Note%

Teacher Card

Make a reasonable estimate of length an fi verify the estimate

Metric tape measures

Estimating, measuring, comparing, cooperating with others

for Special Students
Visually impaired students may need a modified tape measure similar to the yard
stick or meter stick described in Teacher Card 2a.
Gifted students may be encouraged to measure to the nearest millimeter or tenth
of a centimeter. Later they may need to round off to ,make comparison&

Students will need to work in pairs for this activity.

Encourage students to measure carefully_

Estimates should be made before each measurement. If the students make all of
-the_ estiMates first, _then find all of The measurements, they will _not have.. any
feedback to make better estimates each time.
Measurements of the students' feet should be made with their shoes off. Later co
parisons will be better. 0

Fish size should be approximately the same as foot size. Also, the length of the
forearm is near the foot size.

Measurement Teacher Card 3b I

Encourage students to look for other relationships among sizes of body parts- For
example, head size will be about four times wrist size and three fingers is near one wrist.

Extensions You might want students to find the mean, median, mode and range for some
of this data. Wrist size is a good measure to choose since nearly all wrists will
be between 13 centimeters and 15 centimeters and comparisons among students I

should not prove to be too sensitive. Fore-arm length will probably be more I

variable and is also a measure that will be fine for comparisons. Actual foot I

size may be, a sensitive measure for some students and for this reason, avoid
size comparisons of feet.



Measurement Student Card 4a

Objective Determine the mass (weight) of an object using nonsiandardanits and (b)
standard- qnits

Make a reasonable estimate of mass (weight) of an object and verify the estimate

A balance scale, metric masses, metal or-plastic hardware washers of the same
size, and items such as: a stick of gum, a nickel, a baseball, ra chalkboard
eraser, a pencil, a mathematics book

1. Determine how many washers are equal in -mass to each item by using the
balance scale. Record your results on Student Card 4b.

2 Use the standard metric masses and the balance scale to determine each item's
metric mass and record these results on Student Card 4b,

d_. Consider the data in your chart and make an estimate of the mass of_ one
washer.
I think one, washer is about _ grams.

Activity

4. Use the metric masses and the balance scale to verify your estimate.
The actual mass of one washer is grams

Measurement
RECORD OF MASS

Student Card 4b

Iterri- Number of Waihers ric Mass

s.

6.



I Measurement

Objectives

I Materials

Processes

eacher Card 4a

Determine the mass weight).. of an object using (a) nonstandard units and (b
standard units

Make a reasonable estimate Of mass weight) of an object and verify the estimate

-Balance scale, metric masses, Metal or plastic hardware washers of the same sire;
and items such as a stick of gum, a- nickel.-- a baseball, a chalkboard eraser,
a pencil, a mathematics book

Measuring, compbring, estimating, verifying

ModificationS for Special Students

Notes

Visually impaired students may need verbal instruction with the metric masses so
they can feel them and know the particular comparisOns. They may not be able
to read the labels such as 5 grams so may need to hold the 5-gram mass and
five unit gram masses and be told that they are equivalent. Special markings
on the_ znass are not recommended_ since this would change the_standard mass_
itself.

Substitutions can be made for any of the items in the materials list except the
balance, and metric masses. If washers of the same size are hard to find,
you might use paper clips or.some other nonstandard mass such as thumb tacks.

Teacher Card 4b

Using nonstandard masses helps Convey the idea of rneasuring and helps students
see the need for some agreed upon standard mass. Discuss these ideas with the
students. These measurements could also be done with ounces and pounds another
standard measuring unit. .

Comparisons of the nonstandard mass, the washer and the standard metric
mass may simply be made by guessing 6r estimating. You could later point out
'how to use ratios and proportions to estimate. For example, if an item is found to
be 4 washers and 8 grams, then is a 1 to 2 ratio, hence the mass of 1
washer would equal 2 grams.



Objective Make a reasonable estimate of mass (weight) of an object and verify the estimate.

Materials You will need a balance scale, metric masses and various objects of your choosing.

-Activity . Pick up a one gram mass in one hand. Then pick up several objects one at
time with the other hand until you find something you think has the Mass of
one gram. Record the name of this object in Chart I on Student Card 5b.

2. Use a balance scale to measure the actual mass of the object and record its
mass in Chart I on Student Card 5b,

3. Find two more objects you estimate have a mass of one gram and record the
names of these objects in Chart I. Then: find and record their actual masses.-

4 Repeat the experiment using a kilogram mass and record this data in Chart II on
Student Card 5b.

_5. Choose two other objects. This time estimate their masses and record the ubjects'
names and your estimates of their masses in Chart HI on Student Card 513. Use
the balance scale to verify your estimates and record the actual masses in Chart

suretnent

ESTIMATING MASS

Chart I

Chart H

: Chart Hi

Objects estimated to have mass of one kilogram Actual

Other Ob'ectsOther imated Mass Actual Mass



I Pleas

Objective
I Maierials

Teacher Card

Make 'a reasonable estimate of mass (weight) of an object and verify the estimate.

A balance scale, metric masses, objects of varying masses. (Objects that may be
close to a mass of one gram are paper clip, thumb tack, pencil stub, life
aver, small Piece of chalk, round toothpick, small plastic washer. -Objects that

may be near one ,kilogram in mass include man's shoe, large cabbage- one liter
of water, large book such as a dictionary. Other objects should also be hvailable
and mixed in with those you know may be near one gram or one kilogram.)

Processes Estimating, measuring, verifying, comparing

I Modifications for Special Students
Visually impaired students may need a
metric masses. See Teacher Card 4a.

I Measu -men

eminder about the equivalences of various

I

Teacher Card -51b I

Encourage students to become the balance scale pictured on Student Card 5a.
They will begin to feel the masses one gram and one kilogram.

At the conclusion- of this activity, discuss the relationship between one gram and
one kilogram. Encourage student participation. Ask questions such as "How-many of I

these (gram) masses do you think it would take to equal one of these (kilogram) I

masses?" "How could we find out?-

Since you will probably_ not have and could not fit 1060 gram masses on the
balance scale, have students suggest how_ they can verify their guessesA:kther
masses of 5 grams, 10 grams, 100 grams, etc. could be used to balance the one kilo-
gram mass. Using-this demonstratiou will be impressive and help -students remem-
ber the relationship between gram and kilogram.



easuremen

:Objective

Materials

Activity

Student Card

Determine capacity or volume by counting (a) nonstandard units and ail standard
units.

Small box, marbles, small balls of cotton, small triangular solids, small rectangular
solids, sugar cubes and models of cubic centimeters and cubic inches

Guess the number of marblei needed to fill your box and record this estimate
on Student Card 6b.

2. Fill the box completely full of marbles.
.

3. Count the number of marbles used and record your result on Student Card 6b.

4. Repeat the procedure using the balls of cotton, the triangular solids, the rectangular
solids and finally the sugar cubes.

5. Which materials were best suited to use to find he amount of space or volume
of the box? Why?-

6. Repeat the procedure using standard units to measure volume the cubic
centimeter and the cubic inch. Be sure to estimate first. and then Count.

Measureme_

VOLUME OF A SMALL BOX ..

Student Card 6b

Measuring Unit

I. Marbles

Cotton Balls

Number needed to fill the box

.Estimate Actual_

Triangular Solids

4. Rectangular Solids

5. Sugar- Cubes

6, Cubic Centimeters

7. Cubic Inches

P-100
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1 Measuremen

Objective
.1

Materials

Determine capacity or volume by counting
units

Teacher Card 6a

a) nonstandard units. and (b) standard

Small boxes, marbleg, small halls of cotton, small triangular solids, small re angu-.

lar solids, sugar cubes and models of cubic centimeters and cubic inches
. -

Processes Estimating, comparing, looking hack. measuring

Modifications for Special Students

Notes

Visually impaired students will need to feel the boxes and the measuring units
before making estimates.

You might want students to work on this activity in pairs or small groups.

.Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the nonstandard measuring units.
For example, marbles leave spaces which are not filled and therefore have a
disadvantage as a unit for measuring volume.

An intuitive comparison of cotton balls and marbles or cubic centimeters and inches
could be cbnsidered. Do not, however, ask students to convert- from one unit to
another.

easurement

I Extension Objective: UseUse
container.

experii

_ -
Teacher" Card 6b

tation to derive the formula volume of a rectangular

Lead a discovery lesson for finding -- volume -of a-rectangular- solid.- Have -the
students useithe same box and measure the length, width and height in centi-
meters. Encourage them to look for a relationship between these three measures
and the volume in cubic centimeters the number of cubic centimeters used to
fill their box_ Groups of students with boxes of varying sizes should compare
their results. Have them generalize their findings and make conjectures (guesses)
for' volume of other rectangular solids. The formula V lwh will be the general
result.



Student Card 7a

ake a reasonable estimate of capacity of a rectangular container and other three-
-dimensional objects and uerifiy the estimate.

Cup, half-pint milk carton, masking tape, a glass jar, pint and quart containers,
empty cola or juice can, an ice-cube tray and a cone-shaped paper cup

L. Guess the capacity to the nearest.-milliliter of the cup. Record this estimate
Student Card 7b.

2. Take the half-pint milk carton and make a mark two centimeters from the bottom.
Pour water up to this mark. This capacity is about 100 millimeters.

3. Pour the 100 millimeters of water into the glass jar. Place a strip of tape on the jar to
mark this level USe the milk carton to help mark these 14vels: 220 millimeters;
300 Millimeters, 400 millimeters and 500 millimeters,

4. Use the jar to find out the approximate number of milliliters in the cup and re-
cord this capacity on Student Card 7b; - - -

5. Repeat the procedure of estimating and then measuring for the other containers
in the materials list. Be-sure to estimate first and record this guess, then measure.

Measurement
ESTIMATING CAPACITY

Container

1. Cup_

Student Card 7b

Did your estimate get better as your experience increased?
(If your answer above is NO. you need some more experience in estimating.)

P-1Qg



easuretnent

Objective

a rials

Teacher Card 7a

Make a reasonable estimate of Capacity of a rectangular container and other three-
dimensional objects and verify the estimate

half-pint milk _cartori;masking tape, a glass jar, pint and quart containers,
empty_ cola or juice can, tan ice-cube tray and-a cone shaped paper cup (Substitu-

.

thins can be made for many of these containers)

Pio:presses Estimating, measuring, yen

Modifications for Secial Studentsn

ing, looking back

Visually impaired students may need the measuring instrument modified so that
they can feel the 2 centimeter mark. See Teacher Card 2a, They may also-need a I

student partner to help calibrate their glass jar.

Orthopedically impaired students may need help calibrating and pouring the I

water,A funnelmay be used when pouring into a small mouth container.,

Gifted students may be encouraged to investigate the, relationships between capes- I

city, mass and volume in the metric system. For distilled ,(pure) water; one
liter has a mass of one gram and a volume of one cubic centimeter. A liter
of pure water would have a mass. of one kilogram and would fill a cube that is 1

10 centimeters on each side.

i

I
Notes Explain that it takes 1000 milliliters-to equal one liter. You Might like to have i

1

a prepared container with one liter of water to show the students before they 1

i

I

begin, the activity. A liter bbttle of soft drink may be a good example:

I

A common measuring cup contains approximately 250 millimeters of water
1

Do not I

expect the students to convert from one measuring system to another, but general
I comparisons are all right. For example, one liter is a little more than one fluid quart. 'I

I IIf you have access to calibrated cylinders, you might have students use these in
'1 lieu of Steps 2 and 3 on Student Card 7a. Their measurements will be more 1 1

I
accurate. I

.:-

I Variation , After students have estimated and then measured the capacities of several con- 1

I
tainers, you could continue this activity as a game.s

I

1 -. Separale the -class into two teams and have each team make an estimate of the I

I
capacity of a particular container. Then have a studeht from each team measure the I

I

capacity of the'container. The team having the better estimates most often wins the 1

igame. You should plan for students to measure an odd number of containers to
I avoid ties. I

I I

I

- i I

I

Me Teacher Card 7b I --

1

P-103
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ea ement Student Card Sa

bjectllve Apply the formula for the area of a rectangular. region to derive= formulas for the
area of other regions

erials Grid papei and scissors

Activity 1. On a sheet of grid paper draw a tectangle that is 3 squares long (its base)
and 2 squares high (its height). Draw a parallelogram that is not a rectangle that
also has a base 3 squhres long and a height of 2 squares.

2. Find the area of each region using your grid paper to he p you count square units.

3. Cut out each region. Then cut the parallelogram region as shown below to make
a rectangular region. Fit the pieces.of the parallelogram region over the rectangular
region.

place
here

Measurement Student Card Sb

4. Notice any relationships between the area of the parallelogram region and the
rectangular region.

5:Repeat this ekperiment varying the size of the regions. For example, --choose a
rectangular and parallelogram region both having a base of 5 and a height of 4.

6. Use the results of the experiment to help iyou write-a general formula for the area
of a parallelogram region: A

7 Test your formula on several other parallelogram regions. Are you convinced that
it will always work? If nett, modify your formula or make more tests.

P-104



Measurement

Objective Apply the formula for the area of a rect
area of other regions

Materials Grid paper and scissors

Processes Constructing, interpreting. comparing. derivi

Modifications for Special udents
Gifted students may be led to derive areas of
trapezoid or other nonregular quadrilateral.

Notes If students are not familiar with the area of a rectangle. precede this activity with
other - activities that will enable students to make this discoVery. See Measurement
Objective 10.

Areas of both the initial rectangular and parallelogram regions will be 6 square
units_ When the student cuts the parallelogram region, the pieces should fit over the_
rectangular region and cover it comp_ letely. Be sure the students see that the
areas are exactly the same.

With repetitions of the experiment using various -dimensions of the rectangular
region and patallelogram region. students should discover the formula A = bh for
parallelogram regions. You may need to help them make the transfer from A -= lw I

to A = bh.

eacher Card 8a

angular region to derive formulas. for the

ther regions such as that o

Measurement

Related Activity

Variation

Teacher'Card 81) I

Prepare similar task cards or activity for discovering the area of triangular regions.
Once students know the formula for area of a parallelogram region. A = bh,
discovery of the formula of a triangular region is one step away.

Given any triangular region, its area will be half of the corresponding parallelogra
region.

Students should investigate enough, examples to be convinced that. A = 1/2 till is
the formula for the area of any triangular region. You may consider the cases
shown above right triangle, acute triangle and obtuse triangle.

This activity could be modified for use with geoboards instead of grid pa



Measurement Student Card 9a

Objectives Select the appropriate type of measurement deeded for a given: physical situation,
.g, length area volume

4
Select the appropriate formula(s) for finding the measurement fors given situation,
e.g., area perimeter, circumference, volume

Materials Measuring stick.

Activity -Study the Chart below. There is a sample prohlem and information needed to
solve the problem.

2. Make up three more, problems one where you need to find length or perimeter,
one where you need to find area and another where you need to find volume or
capacity. Write the problems in the chart on Student Card 9b and then complete
the chart for each one.

3. Choose one of the proble_ nd solve it by measuring and using the apprgpriate
formula-

MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS

Problem I will need
to find

Number of
Dimensions

Possible
Labvls

Length Width Thickness
or Height

_To cover my
desk with contact:
paper, how much-
do I need?

Area 2cm-
or
. in.

not
used

easurenient

MEASUREMENT PROBLEMS

Student Card 9b

Problem I will need Number of Possible Length Width Thickness
to find Dimensions Labels or Height
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Measurement iretititer Card 9a_
Objectives Select the appropriate type of measurement needed for a given physical situation.

e.g., length, area. volume

.Select the appropriate formula(s) for finding the measurement for a gittii situation.
e.g. length. area, perimeter, circumference, volume *

s
Materials Mdasuring stick

Processes Problem finding, problem focusing, measuring, in repreting

Notes This activity may be one of the more difficult for students to complde, Finding
problems and then -deciding on appropriate interpretation entails good deal of
reasoning.

llossible problem statements include the following.

For length or perimeter --- Find the length of molding needed to RC all the way
around the classroom (periTeter). .

What is the distance from (my classroom door to the principal's office?

For area If we were to carpet this classroom: glow many square yeas of carpet
would we need?
What is the size of the chalkboard? (ThiS could be area or perimeter Fending on

interpretation)

For volume or capacity -- How much water do I need-to fill the sink (in the class-
room. or restroom)?
How many balloons would it take to fill this. classroom?

Some students will create a variety of problems. Others may need bi-!? to think I

of even one problem situation= You May Want to have students work together on
this task or later share roblems with each other.

It is important that stu nts experience the unfamiliar (to many of tiled situation .
of finding problems and then finding methods for solving them. This actiyityalso helps
.sh* the need for thoughtful interpretation and decisions on what to 'solve for
before any solving can begin. . .

Students may find that some of their problems are not stated _clearly enough to
begin to solve. They may need to reformulate their problem or question. Others
may find that their problem is too difficult to solve. Since each student can choose
from three problems, there should be a do-able one in the set. You may Fait° guide I

students who are having trouble deciding what to do.



Measurement Student Card 10a

Objectives f Derive formulas for finding perimeter of simple closed curves

Find the mean of a set of numbers

Materials -Five tin cans of various diameter% a metric measuring tape and a calcula or

Activity 1. Measure the circumference (distance. around) and the diameter (distance ..across
the top) of filie fin cans. Measure=to the nearest tenth of a centimeter or milli-
meter) and record this data in the Chart on Student Card 10b.

2. Use the calculator to .divide the circumference by the, diameter for each tin can
and record this quotient in the chart. Expresx your quotient with =four decimal
places:

3. Use the calculator to find the mean (average) of the quotients you have calculated.
Express this answer with four decimal places.

A. What relationship _did you discover _between the circumference and the diameter.,
of yoUi tin cans?

5 C k to see, a friend's findings.

Measurement Student Card 10b
FINDING CIRCVMFEREiVCE

in 'Can Circumference Diameter

4

6. If yoU4tnow the diameter o
measuring)?

7. The top of the tin can is a circle
in terms .of its diameter,

ould you find its circumference (Without

Write a forrnula for the circumference of a circle
C



Measurement

I = Objectives

Materials

. Processes

.Teacher Card 10a

'Derive formulas- for finding perimeter qpf simple closed -curves

Find the mean of a set of numbers

Tin cans of various diameters, metric measuring tapes, calculators and metric
_ rulers (optional)

Measuring, computing with a calculator; comparing looking back, averagin
deriving, generalizing

Modifications for Special Students

Notes

a
Visually impaired students will need their modified tape measure. _See Teacher
Card 2a. They may also need a- partner to help read the calculator display.

-Ask parents to help save old- tin cans for this activity. With about two weeks
notice, you will have plenty of cans.

C seder having pairs of students work . together. Holding the tape
m asure around. and across the torli of the can is with taro. You'
might also want to provide- rulers oing across top of thefr measur c s the
can since a ruler is less likely to bend into the can and- is easier to
manage.

Measurement

II

Teacher Card 10b .

For C d, students should get answers near the value of IT -or approximately I

3.1416. While the individual answers for C m d will not be this accurate, the I

average should be dose to 3.1416.
Lead students to- realize that given the diameter of a can, they can find the I

circumference by multiplying the 'diameter by 3.1416 (w), i.e.,

C ,1416.d or C d

Some students may also need help realizing that their measuring circumference
and diameter of a tin can is essentially the same as measuring the circumference
and diameter .of a physical -representation of a circle. Holding the can up and
looking at its top will probably be enough for many students. You might prepare
ahead Of time a can with the bottom and top cut out for those students who
are harder to convince.



Measurement

Objectives

I-.

Teacher Card lla

Select the appropriate type of measurement needed for a given problem situation,
e.g., length, area volume
Select the appropriate formula(s) for finding the measurement for a given situation,
e.g., area, perimeter, circumference. volume

Us -rmulas to solve geometric problems involving perimeter, area and volitme

Materials Grid 0,aper, catalogues, newspapers and magazines

Processes Mo&ling, interpreting, scaling, decision making, approximating, using resources

Teacher-initiated ActivityDesigv a Room
Have the students decide what they would like their dream room to be like.
They should draw out their rooms on grid paper and label the dimensions of the
room and items in the room. Use catalogues to help plan the use of wallpaper. paint,
curtains, carpeting. etc
Have students make lists. of those materials that they would need to fix np their
rooms.. Have th-em list sizes and quantities needed and how much these materials
would cost. Have them submit a cost estimate to decorate the room from floor
to ceiling.

Measurement

tea

Teacher Card llb

Using an activity on decorating the students' rooms as a motivator, your students
will be involved in a realistic problem solving situation. They will begin to under- I
stand as you point out the physical situation their room and the matherna- I

flea! model their design on grid paper.

They will need to take measurements at home before beginning to reduce the
dimensions to grid paper. The idea of scale will become important, e.g., one centi-
meter will represent one decimeter, (or meter or foot).

Estimation of cost may become a factor, particularly for the thrifty students.
You may let students pretend that money is not a factor or you may limit them
to a specified sum. Constraints such as limited funds give the problem a different
character.
Students will need to select appropriate types of measurements needed and then
select the appropriate formulas and apply them. They will view the mathematics
they are learning as useful for solving problems that become meanin I to them.

Follow-up-Activity

Have an interior designer come to speak to the class. You may have a parent I

help locate such -a person.,



Ratios, Propprtions and the Great Outdoors
Relations and F coons

This unit focus on -ratio and -proportion. For the most part, students will participate in exploration
activities outside the classroom. Many of the activities, although begun outside, can be finished inside.
The teacher may wish to plan access to a chalkboard which can be taken outside. While the majority
of objectives in theSe activities are from the Relations and Functions Strand, others are included. The
objectives are listed below.

Objective

Relations and Functions

Class' elements of a set according to specified properties

(Partial) Demonstrate correspondences (al one-to-one, (b) e-to -many, Student Card 1
(c) many-to-one and (d) many-to-many

(Partial)..Apply equivalence. relations, to elements such as to fractions.
ratios, percents and measures of geometric figures, e.g., set up a proportion

Find some pairs of elements- when a relation is given, e.g., given the re-
lation square the number -some pairs off elements are (2. 4), (3, 9),
(5,25), (10,100)

Find the missing elentent of a pair when one mernUr of the pair and the
relation are given, e.g., given 4 and the relation multiply by 3, then thL
missing element is 12. _-

Use the addition and multiplication properties of equality o solve one-
variable open sentence's, e.g., if A m l-w; then 1 = A/tv or solve for x
inthe -protiortion $16 = 20/x.

10 (Partial) Use a graph in coordinate plane to represent
(a) ordered pairs
bl_the solution set ot an equation

(c) the solution set of an inequality

Student Cards 2 3
arid 4
Teacher Card 6
Parent Card 1

Teacher Card 5

Teacher Card 5

(Partial) Interpret a graph
(a) on a number line and
(b). in a coordinate plane

Measurement
(Partial) Determine a length or distance
(b) standard units

Sets, Numbers and Numera ion

12 Change-one' number representation to another representation, e.g., given
40%, change to 0.4; given 2/5 generate some equivalent fractions 4/10;
6/15, 12/30, 40/100; 'Change 1/3 to. 0.3; and (-2) =

Apply an appropriate number representation to a particular situation, e-9-,
the discount of a $400 item with 25% off can be found by 1/4 x 400
or 0.25 x 400

Student Card 4,
Teacher Card 6

Student Card 3
Teacher Card 5

Teacher Card 5

using (a) nonstandard units and

Student .Card 2

Student Card 2



Geometry

14 Solve simple geometric problems. using, properties of similar figures, e. Student ard 4
indirect measurement

The following processes are among those used in carrying out the activities,

Observing

Describing

Classifying

Experimenting

Recording

Estimating

Looking back_

Relating_

Comparing

Prediding

Measuring

Cooperating with others

Computing

Applying

Generalizing

Interpreting
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Student Card la-

Classify elements of a. set according to specific properties

Demonstrate coirespondences one to -one and many-to-one

Patch of ground, a meter stick, paper and pencil

Mark off a squa re meter section of ground with anything available (roeks or
sticks make good boundaries). Observe the patch` and make a list of all the items
you find there. Try to find as many as possible.

2. Using your list, answer these questions.

Do some of the items have common properties?
properties.

How are the. items or groups of items different from one another?

3 Fill in the chart on Student Card lb to show the relationship between items with
like properties by using the rule is a-type of An example is done for you.'

Read the chart this way. -Grasshopper is a type of animal?'

o what 'are the items and the

Relations and F actions

CLASSIFYING

L grasshopper

animal

Student Card lb

grass

vegetable

1. rock

ineral

4; Try to separate your list of items by using your own rule.
What is your rule? .

5. Make a chart like the one above using your own rule. Give the chart
to a friend and see if he or she can guess what rule you used



I Objective Classify elements of a set according to specified properties

Demonstrate correspondences one-to-one and many-to-one

PatchesNof ground, meter sticks, portable chalkboard (optional)

Observing, describing, classifying

I Materials
ProcesseS

Teacher and la

, Modifications for Special Students

Notes

Visually impaired students may need help
Pair this student with a sighted student_

Ask students to make a list of objects found in their patches of ground. They should
classify these objects according to specified properties.

seeing objects in a patch of ground,

Point- out that the lists down in- Student Card lb show many-to-one correspondence.
Draw a diagram like the following to show many-to-one correspondence. This may
be done outside with a portable-chalkboard or the-activity may -be continued in
the classroom.

a type

Relations and Functions

Give an example using numbers.

Teacher Card lb

Ask students to make a diagram showing many-to-o
items' on their lists..

Ask students if anyone had a category with only one item in it Point out that
this is a one-to-one correspondence. If no one had any one-to-one correspondence,

the

point out some like noses to faces.

Show a one-to-one correspondence by diagram using numbers,

Have students suggest other examples loth numerical and nonnumerical.
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Relations and

Objective Determine a length or distance using standard units

Apply an appropriate number representation to a particular situation

Change one number representation to another representation

Apply equivalence relations to.elements such as fractions and'ratios

Student Card 2a

Materials A few balls of different sizes and tyPes, a meter stick:a tape measure abou
2 meters long. tape and a calculator -

Activity For this activity you will need a partner. -Tape the, -meter tape measure to the
wall so that zero is at the floor and the other end gois toward the ceiling.
Drop one of the balls from a height of 50 centimeters. Have your partner observe
the-ball to see' how, high it bounces. This may take some practice. Exchange. jobs
with your partner and try this again.

2. Continue to drop the ball from different heights and fill in the chart on Student Card
b. You may want to take more than one reading el-ltimefor accuracy.

Relations and Functions

RECORD OF BOUNCII4G BALLS

Student Card 2b

Height of Bounce

Height of Drop 5 cm 100cm . 150cm 200 cm

If you were careful the ratios you wrote should be equivalent. Predict the height
of a bounce if you dropped the ball from 250 centimeters. Try it and see how'close you
were. Write it in the chart!

4. Use .a calculator to divide the height of the bounce by the height of the drop
for each of the trials from the chart. This will giv.e decimal numerals which
are the decimal representations of the ratios in the chart.

5. What do you notice about these decimal numerals?

6. What would the height of the bounce be if you could drop the ball from one centi-
meter.

7. Repeat the experiment using balls of different sizes and types.
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Relations and Fasten° Teacher Card 2a

Ohjeitives Determine-a length or distance using standard units

`= APply an-appropriate ntimber representation to a particular situation

Change One number representation to another representation

Apply' equivalence relations to elements such as fractions and ratios

Materials Belli of different sizes and types, meter sticks, tape measures about two meters
IIlong, tape and a calculator for each pair of students

If you don't have' a tape measure, the students can make them. Use a standard
,meter stick _and adding machine tape. Have the students mark off. centimeters

on it.

Processes Experimenting, measuring
dicting

Modification for Special Students

recording; .estimating; looking back, cornparing,

Visually impaired students may not be able to observe how high the ball bounces.
These students may be the ones to always drop the ball_

Relations

Notes

and Functions Teacher Card 2b

Have students work in pairs for this activity each of the partners
to take turns dropping the ball and observing.

For a particular ball, the ratio of height of bounce to height of drop will be
cT3nstanti.e., theratios will be equal: A certain amount of error is introduced
in reading the height of the bounce- this with your students as the ratios'
they find may be exactly the same.

Use of the calculator Will help students become aware of the relationship between
fractions .and decimals, It will also be more obvious that the ratios are close to
each other. For example, if a student found

Encourage

49 76 100

100 150 200

and the decimal equivalents ounded to hundredths

.48 .49 , .51 .50

the fact that these numbers are nearly equal becomes more evident. If the students
are still unsure, have them round to the nearest tenth and all the ratios will be the
same, i.e., .5 -



Relations and Fiknction

Objectives Determine a length or distance using andard units,

Apply equivalenc0 relations to elements such as ratios

Use _a graph in a coordinate plane to represent ordered pairs

'Went C d 3a

aterials A metric tape measure or meter stick and graph paper

This activity must be done on a sunny day_

Acti 1. You and your partner will measure the heights and shadows of each other_
Take the sha,dow measurements at nearly the same time Record them in the chart
below: Collect data from two other pairs of students so that you have-information
for a total of -six students.

RECORD OF SHADOW MEASUREMENTS

Student Height Length of Shadow

Relations and Functions

2. Look at the example and using the chart, ake a
graph on your graph paper. 0,

a _a

Your graph will contain six points.

Student Card lb

Height
Why is it important to take shadow measurements at the same time of day?

4. How would the graph be different if the shadows were measured at different times?

5. Predict the length of the shadow of a six-foot tall person for the same time of day
you took your readings.

P417 .
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Relations and Functions Teacher Card

Objectives Determine a length, of distanCes using standard units

Apply equivalence relations to elements such as ratios

Use a graph in a coordinate plane to represent ordered pairs
Mateirials eiric tape measures or meter sticks; graph paper and chalk (optional)

Processes - Measuring, recording. graphing. -comparing, cooperating with others; predicting

ModiReations for Special Students
Visually impaired students may need adaptation of the meter stick. You can make
marks they can feel, for centimeter units Along each centimeter mark,. squirt
a thin line of glue and sprinkle with sand.

A parent may be called upon to help make such materials.
I

Orthopedically impaired students maya need extra assistance standing for tYus I

activity or height while sitting may be used.
I

Relations and Functions
This activity must be done on a sunny day.

Notes Students will need to work in pairs. Have them stand outside, on a hard, flat
surf e. Have them mesure their heights and lengths of their shadows. You may
wean° give them chalk to mark their shadows.

Teacher Card -3b

f'Ask if all the shadows are the same length. Ask students if they can find any
I

relationships between the heights and the shadow lenhs. If they cannot, you May
need to askquestions such as, "Are all the shadows longer than their corresponding .

person? Shoner?"

Points on students graphs_ of heights an lengft s of shadows should lie on, a
straight 'line. Small en-ors id measuring ancrt tine factcfri could alter this slightly.
Point out these types of errors to the students. D cuss relationships between equal
ratios and points on the students graphs, i.e.. the graph of an equivalence jelation
s a straight litre.

Send home Parent Card 1.

Write each ratio as a fraction: heigh of shadow. Simplify and have students
compare their ratio with those of udents. Calculators can be used to find
decimal equivalents.

Measurement of other objects coul,! Je suggested. Measuring at different times of
the day might be pursued possibly as a weekend project, e.g., heights of members
of a family and corresponding shadow lengths.

Extensions
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. Relations arid FunctiOns

-Objectives

Student Card 4a

Determine a lenh or distance using standard units.
Solve simple geometric problems by using properties
direct measurement
Apply equivalence relations to elements such as measures of geometric figures

Use the addition and multiplication properties of equality solve for one.-variable
open sentences, e.g., solve a proportion

atedals Measuring tape, a meter stick, a sunny day and a tall tree

Activity 1 Measure the shadow of a tall tree. Hold the meter stick so
to the tree trunk and measure its shadow.

ilar figures, e.g., in-

Similar triangles are formed by the objects, their shadows and the rays of he sun
as shown above.

Bela ons and Functions Student Card 4b

2. Is the shadow of the meter stick longer or shorter than the stick?

Is the shadow of the tree longer or shorter titan the treer
Write a ratio comparing the height of the meter stick to the length of its shadoW.

stick height
stick shadow

Write the ratio comparing
of the tree.

tree height
tree shadow

the height oa the tree (an unknown) to the shadow

Since two similar triangles are formed as shown in the diagram, these two.
ratios are equal. Write the two ratios in the form of a proportion.

tree height stick height

tree shadow stick shadow

4. Solve the proportion to find the tree heighi



Relations and Functions

Objectives Determine a length Or distance using andard units

Materials
Processes

Teacher Card 4a

Solve- simple egeometric problems by using properties of similar
direct measurements

gure e.g in- I

I
s IApply equivalence relations to elements such measure of geom: lc figures

. I
Use the addition and multiplication properties o quality to solve for one variable
open sentences, e.g., solve a proporlion

A sunny day, metric measuring tapes,meter sticks, II tree

Measuring, recording, comparing, computing

Modifications for Special Students
Visually impaired students may need the adapted meter ic
Card 3a,

You may want students to work in pairs so that one can hold the
other mark or meakure its shadow.

Students may need some help to solve the proportion they, get

Notes

described in Teacher I

student may have
treeAeight 100 cm

524

Relations` and Functions

65 cm

eter stick and the

or example, a I

Teacher Card-lb

One method of olving the proportion is to see that the proportion can be written

(tree height) x (65 cm) (524 cm) x (100 cm)

I Extensions

fI

Or

65 x tree height = 52,400 cm

You can then lead the students to a solution method by asking "What number
times 65 equals 52,400 ?" This is essentially a divisibn problem.

52,400 ÷ 65
For this example, the height of he tree would be approximately 806 centimeters or
just over 8 meters.

Possible extensions - include measuring other tall trees using this method. in-.direct measurement.
Flag poles, the students themselVes, and so on -can all be measured indirectly in
such a manner.



elations_ and Functions Teacher .0 and -5a

I Objectives Find some pairs of elemen when a relation is given, e.g., giVen the relations
sonare the number some pairS of elements are (2, 4), (3, 9). (5, 25), (10. 100).

Find the missing element of a pair when one member of the pair and the relation
are given, e.g., given 4 and the relation multiply by 3, then the missing element
isle

:
:Use-a graphin7a Coordinate plane to repreSent. (a) ordered: pairs

I

Interpret graph ima.cocirdiriate plane
I

I Materials : Graph Paper

Processes Relating, generalizing, .applyind graphing,- interpreting

Teacher-led ACtivitir

7

1: Ask students what would be, sortie of, the _possible ratios of heights to. shadow
the shadow at a certain time of day is'twice as long-as the object.

2. Ask students to list Mhos that- would occur if the shadow is half, as long as the
object.

Relations and Functions

74-

Teacher Card 5b

3. Ask the student to list ratios that would occur if a o-foot tall object had a five-foot
tall shadow.

- 4. Have-students-fill in the chart of height to lengths of_shadows._Use the following
information A six-foot tall man has a four-foot tall shadow.

Object

man
Post
pole
tree

Height Shadow (Missing Elements

6

12

5. Have student's use the information
of the ielation..

-6; Lead a discussion' on how to inte
predictions.

10-

3

5

in above chart to graph the ordered pairs

graph and possibly use
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Relations and Functions Teacher Card 6a

Objectives Apply equivalence relations to elements such as fractions and ratios, e.g., set up
a' proportion.
-
Use addition and multiplication properties of equality to solve °he-variable open
sentences, e.g., solve for =x In the proportion 8/6 = 20/2.

Materials A five- or ten-speed. bicycle, masking tape

Processel Observing, comparing, relating, predicting

Teacher-led Activ
.

1. Turn the bicycle upside down. Have the students observe the, lacement of The
chain. Have them count the number of teeth in each offthe gears which- are
surrounded by the chain. Write numbers on The chalkboard as the ratio of
the number-of front -gear teeth to th= er ff back gear teeth.

- _ _ _ _ _=

number of he:int gear

number of back gear -teeth

Relations and Functions . Teacher Card 6b

2_ Mark the back wheel with a piece of masking tape so that the number of times
it turns- can be determined. Have a student turn the pedals the same number of
tidies as the number of teeth in the front gear. Have the other students count how
many tirnes the back wheel goes around. This should be the same as the number
of back teeth-4rite the ratio of the number of times the pedal' went around to
the number -4 times the wheel went around. Poi it out that the ratios are equal
and form a proportibn..

3, Ask the students what would haPpen if the pedal were turned twice as many times
or' half as many times? Have them verify their estimate by trying it.

4. Dothls again -with othergearcompinations. Count the teeth, set up proportions and
- _check the ,gear 'ratio by .turning tbe pedals acid observing the number .of times'

the back Wheel goes' arirktind.

r



Relations and Functions.

Objective

Activity

Apply relations (or pairin
figures

of numbers) such fractions

'Parent Card 1

ratios and geometric

When shopping point out relations- o_ r number-pairs thpt are used. For example,
1 pencil cost 10 cents, 2 pencils cost 20 cents and 3 pencils cost 30 cents=

2. At the gas station, the numbers on-the pump. If you pump your own gas,
stop the pump at 1, 2 and 3 gallon readings so that your child can make a chart
showing the relationship between the amount of gas you buy and the cost.

COSTS OF GASOLINE

gallons cost
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Evaluating
.

mathemopcs,Leatoh*

.

In several other sections of this guide there are suggeStions for evaluating mathematics learning. This
section will provide a point of view on evaluation, develop a framework for dis-tusairig evaluation and relate
this material to other sections of the- guide. A basic assumption is that evaluating mathematics learhing
requires a certain experiise in mathematics teaching. This is not a task that can be left to the outside
specialist, The evaluation of mathematiCs learning must follOw from the -objettives and strategies for,
mathethatics instruction._ The process must not be allowed to reverse itself, letting the principles of
evaluation dictate the objectives of mathematics instruction.

What Is Evaluation?
Evaluation is an-integral part of a successful mathematics program. It inckides assessing mathematics
learning, selecting and improving instructional materials, observing teaching techniques and judging the
quality of mathematits programs. However, evaluating is certainly more than testing.

,..-

To be sure, valid mathematics tests-are important for some of the evaluation of mathematics learning and
programs. But they are instruments of the-eValdationalways With-certain limitations; and the data from

.

tests are only one element of the evaluation.
1

.. - .
To evaluate -is to tell a storY. Evaluation must weave together all available information critical to the story
(for instance, observations of the students, observations of the testing, descriptions of the program, the
teaching or_the students' backgrounds). The evaluation process ultimately r ts on judgments. The human
mind, then, becomes an evaluation-Instrument:Judgments -are-made con erning the selection of tests, the = =
interpretation of the data and of course, the decisions made.

.The evaluation process, therefore, is a sequence of information-gathering, interpretation and decision-
Waking. In determining a student's grade on a unit, for instance, theteacher gathers information from tests,
homework, Classroom interaction and observation. The teacher makes judgments o-n the relative_
importance of the different kinds of information and.finally arrives at a decision concerning the grade. The
teacher is guided by concerns for quality, fairness, validity and reliability of the information and
consistency, at the same time the sequense of information gathering. interpretation and decision making
has been folloWed. Hence, the letter grade is only, a small part of the total picture.

. .

' Similarly, in evaluating a mathematics - program, someone gathers information (objectives, test data
..,

program descriptions), provides an analysis of the information and presents the result in -a- manner that
reflects an interpretation of 'what it all about.'"



Why Evaluate?

Information about mathematics learning is usually gathered because a decision of some
made.

. Has the student learned a speCific objective?

O Have objectives been niet satisfactorily?

-.. Should a particular textbook be used?

TIds a program-waked?

-.- Evaluation of mathematics learning,lherefore, is c ncerned with the whole ange of decisions that must be
made when organizing and implementing a mathe atics pr&gram.

Evalitation is an integral part Of the instructional process. Assessing mathematics performance helps
students set personal dials, provides them with indications of their progress and may even motivate them.
Evaluation is also a source of reinforcement and feedback. It may even provide a sense of stability and
organization for mathematics as perceived by the student.

Additionally, evaluation serves to provide information to the various groups to whom the schools should be
accountable: This includes parents, those who_ determine school policies, and funding and the pt'''
Mathematics evaluation provides noebnly the opportunity to describe how programs are doingthrotigh
test scores and thelikebut also, if thoroughly reported, the chance to discuss the nature of the Program.
Unforturately, reporting often simply gives scores with no discussion of the program and misrepresents the
mathematics, program by implying that the content of the test exemplifies the curriculum.

Another reason that mathematics should be evaluated is that it is often imperative,' prescribed in some
_ cases, by mandates from outside the school system.

Given that several answers to the question "why evaluate?" exist, it is apparent that mathematics_
evaluation will be done. Therefore,- it should be done well. To do it well requires interest, involvement and
-the direction of mathematics teachers at every stepfrom the selection of objectives to using and reporting
the data.

Questions to Consider When Evaluating the Student Materials of a Mathematics Program
You Should Also Evaluate the Teacher Materials. Consider These Questions.

How- much in-service work on -the part of-prospective teachers will be required to implemen
program?

Who provides the in-service and at what additional cost?

Are supplementary resources suggested?

How much development of materials will be required to adapt the program to meet the needs of the local
program?

he

Do the program objectives match with the local mathematics program objectives?

Are manipulative materials suggested for program implementation? (See the Thirty-fourth Yearbook of
NCTM, Instructional Aids in. Mathematics, for criteria for evaluating a manipulative device.)

Are solutions included where applicable?

Are varied instructional strategies suggested and described for classroom implementation?

Does the-program lend itself to a variety of instructional strategies? Fqr instance, is the program sensitive
to problem solving as a small -group activity? Is opportunity built into the program for the students to talk
mathematics to one another?

Is the program correlated with other content areas? _-

Does the program include Loth formative and summative evaluation?
9 E-2



Do the Student Mate
include topics outlined in the label mathematics curriculum guide?

reflect the needs of the local mathematies program as identified by the Statewide Criterlowlieferenced
Test?
exemplify consistency. accuracy and precision in vocabulary and symboli?

include sufficient practice material?

incorporate real-world applications as well as concept development?

entompass consumer and career awareness?

embody a consideration of the use of hand-held ealculato s and computers?

attend to the teaching of the metric system of measurement (with no conversion bet
metric units)?

include an early treatmenfoldetimals?

comprise motivational, devices?

contain, sufficient materials for reinforcement. diagnosis and evaluation

review previous-level concepts throughout the program?

exhibit readability level appropriate to students for whom intended?

a provide a variety of topics and differentiated activities endemic to -age and interests. and relative to
different achievement levels?

make appropriate use of charts, tables and graphs?

in el ud in

English and

If evaluation
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Istructional Resources to upport the
middle Grades. Mathematics'-Program

fkational media programs fru Georgia public scheols focus not only on the provision of instructiOna(
resources in all formats to support the curriculum but also on the utilization of those resourCes is
supporting teaching straw -egies and learning activities to, meet student needs effectively. A Combination of

-
resources including print ....And n_ onprintmaterials and equipment essential for their utilization or productimi
aim -with programs. semis-vices and additional resources available through state, community and other
educational agencies are necessary for effective support of-instructional .programs.

Inhovative teachers. rnec hia specialists. administrators, curriculum specialists.- students, board rrlerribers
and representatives of tl i community are cooperatively evolving a media concept that supports the
instructional program anz.4d facilitates:access to information in all formats and provision of services fin
productinn of locally desEl_gned.curriculum related learning materials. Media Specialists should serve ego
CurriniluniCnnirnittees&d integrate their Pr ofeaSional skills in a co-O-Peratile effort to develop effective
curriculum programs. I ddition, efficient utilization of appropriate materials fostering student growth it'
listening'. viewing, readiss and inquiry skills is being increased by these po- lations. -Georgia Board of
Education Instructional and Equipment policy requires that local -medic committees composed 0f
thearomps-mentioned abr------ve be involved in selecting materials and establishing proCedures for using them
effectively. Mathematics eAehers- should express to their principal and media specialist their interest iv
buliig involved'in or provi ding input to this planning Process.

Ensuring access of teachrscimigin students to information at the time of need and preventing-unnecessary
duplication of resources will accomplished when information about and location of resources that
support the rnathernati argram in a middlp school are available- through the media center.
Through involvement in 01=-inpuf_to such activities as policy and procedure development, curriculum design
and materials evaluation end selection. mathematickeachers have an opportunity and a responsibility irn
ihedevelepm.ent- of lingo -tied media services supporting the instructional program.

A cruni3nity resources ft- -Ile, developed cooperatively by media and instructional staff, provides valuable
addlilonal information a:-.!out local people, places, activities and unique resources to enhance the
niaihernaties program. In_3orrie school systems, a resourceServicedesigned to augment the building media
program is also prnvided at system level for all schools.

,Numerous sources of -Irds==urrnation about resources exist..Some are commercially prepared. others are
provided by the Georgia =coat-Is-nein of Education while others exist in the local school. Media personnel in
each building media_cenir can assist teachers in using the following suggeSted sources.

Resources from the D, . Department of Education
Many professionally ptersured commercially published reviewing sources which are available in scho
oda centers. system rrlszudia coilectionsand public and academic libraries are listed in Aids to media
Selection- for Students on Teachers,avallable-from U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare,
Office of Education. ,Bure_au of Elementary and Secondary Education, Office of Libraries and Learning
Resources, Wash_ ington. .'

Flesourcea frotti,the -forgia Department of Education
rTliDepartment or Education provides resources and services whict) are available through_schoo

coolers.

Thefollowing materials. dEstributed t#ie Division of Educational Media ServicesLre available hrotigh".
school media centers ancE_Ilor the System Media Contact Person (Educational Media Services Division,
Instructional .Resources Georgia Department of Education, Twin Towers East, Atlanta, Georgia
30334).



Georgia Tapes for Teaching: Catalog of ClasSrporn Teaching Tapes for Georgia Schools (and supple.
ments) Arranged by subjects. this catalog list's the titles of audio tapes which will beduplicated on request.
Recornmended listening audiences are indicated. A school registration is required. The requesting media
center must provide the blank reel-to-reel or cassette tape on which the recording is made. Return postage
is provided by the Georgia Department of Education.

Catalog of Classroom Teaching Films for Georgia Schbols (and supplements). The annotated list of 16mm
films is arranged by titles but indexed' by syhjects. Recommended vi upng audiences are indicated.'
Registration (annual beginning in September or semi-annual beginning in January) requires a minimal fed.
Each registration provides a specified weekly film quota, but multiple registrations are accepted. Many
films pre broadcast over the Georgia Educational Television Network and some may be .duplicated on
videotapes for later use. Information about this service and the broadcast schedule are provided annually to
the System Media Contact Person.

Instructional Television Schedule. Copies of the schedule with series descriptions and broadcast times are:
available on request Born your System Media Contact Person, who also coordinates orders for needed .

teacher manuals. Descriptions of telecourse series and programs in related fields should be examined for
. _

_potential programs to support. the mathematics Curriculum. AlthOugh recommended viewing audiences are__
indicated. the schedule and/Or teacher manuali should also be. rexamined fo potential use a program,
or series to introduce, develop. or reinforce mathematical concepts. Upcoming broadcast sPecials are
announced in MEDIA MEMO which is provided monthly during the school year by the Department of
Education. .

A bibliography, "Selected Sources of Information on Educational Media, is also available from this
Division: Media Field Services, Division of Educational Media Services, Twin Towers East, Atlanta,
Georgia 30334; 7

Additional sources of information. proirided by, the Georgia Department of Education are

Educational Information Center (EIC), Georgia Department- of Education, Twin Towers -East, _Atlanta,
Georgia 30334.
Research service is provided to Georgia public school administrators and their central office- staff:
Computer and manual searches of Educational Resources Information' Center (ERIC) data base which
includes over 325,000 reference's to education documents related-to exemplary piojects and model teaching
strategies can be requested by media staff through the System Media Contact Person.

Readers Service,-Public 'Library Services Division, Georgia Department of Education, -AtlantaGeorgia
30334

.

"Selected List of Books for Teachers" (and supplements) and "Periodical List" (and supplements)
identifying titles in the Geokgia Public Library. Information Network (GLIN), another reference and
bibliographic service, provides access to publications in the collections of approximately 150 participating
public, special and academic libraries. Requests for these services and resources should be made through
the local public libraries by the schbol media staff.

Other Sources of Ioformution/Ideas
Reviews and bibliographiesof recommended resources and innovative program descriptions for mathematics
are published regularly in journals and periodicals. The follownig tools for selection of titles are
recommended.
Arithmetic Teacher, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, monthly September -April

Computing Teacliers, The Oregon Council for Computer Education, six issues per year

Creative Computing, Creative Computing Association, bimonthly

Mathematics Teacher, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, monthly September-May

Science Books .& Films, American ASsociation for the Advancement of Science, quarterly

School Science and Mathematics, School Science and Mathematics Association, monthly ober-May
- 1-2
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Appendix A
Organization Mali the

Essentials:ok EdneatiOn
(a statement written:and endorsed by professional educational organizations)

Society must reaffirm the value of a balanced education.
Leaders of several professional organizations reached this conclusion in 1978. They circulated-a statement
on the essentials, of education among a number- of professional associations whose_ governing boards
endoised,the statement and urged:that, it be called to the immediate attention of .the entire education
community; of policy makers and of the public at large

The statement that follows embodies the collective concern of the..endorsing associations. It expresses their
call for a renewed 'commitment to a more complete more fulfilling education for all

-The associations invite the concurrence. su

The Essentials of Education
Public concern about basic knowledgeand the basic skills in education. s valid. Society should continually
seek out define and thelt provide for every person those elements of education that :ark essential to a
iproductive add meaningful life.

The basic elements of knowledge and skill are only a-part= o the essentials of educatio . In -an era
dominatedby cries for going back to the basics," for "'minimal competencies," and for -survival skills,"
society should reject simplistic solutions and declare a commitment to the essentials of education.

A definition of the essentials of education should avoid three easy tendencies: to limit the essentials to the
three W's" in a society -thatis highly technological and crimples; to define the essentials by what tested at
a time When tesig are: severely limited in what they can -measure; and to reduce the essentials to a few
skills when it is obvious that people use a combinationof skills; knowledge and feelings to come to terms

with their world. By rejecting these simplistic tendenCies, educators will avoid concentration on training in
a` few skills at the expense of priparing sttfdents for the changing world in which They must live.

-zEdUcators shouldresisi pressures to concentrate solely upon easy-to-teach, easy-to-test bits of knowledge, ..

and must go beyond short-term objectives of training for citizens can perform-routinejobs or producing citizes who carform-routine
-taSks but cannot apply their- knowledge or skills, cannot reason about their society, and cannot make

and parlicipation of everyonei interested in education.

informedjudgments.

What. Then are the Essentials of Education?
Educators agree that the overarching goal of education is to develop informed, thinking citizens capable of
participating in both domestic and world affairs. The development of such citizens depends not only upon
education for -citizenship, but also upon other essentials of education shared by _all subjects.

n- The interdependence of skills and qpntent is the cential concept of the essentials of education .: Skills and
abilities do not grow in Notation from content, In all subject% students develop skills in using language and
other syrrSol Systems; they develop the ability to-reason; they undergo experiences that lead to emotional
and social maturity. Students piaster these skills and abilities through obserVing, listening-, reading,
talking, and writing about science-, matheinatics, hiStory and the social .sciences, the arts and other

`aspects of our iptellectual, social and cultural heritage. As they learn about their world and its heritage they
_ .



necessarily deepen their skills in language and reasoning and acquire the basis for emAnnal, aesthetic and
social-growth. They also become_aware of the world hound them_ and develop an understanding and
appreciation of the interdependence of the many facets of that world.

More specificallY, the essentials of education' include the :ability to use language, to think, and to
communicate effectively; to use mathematical knorvIedgp and methods to solve problems; to reason

logically: to use abstractions and symbols- with power and ease; to -apply and -to understand scientific
nawledge-and methods; to make use of technology and io understand itslimitations; to express oneself

-",-through the arts and to understand the artistic expressions of others; to understand other languages and
cultures; to understand spatial relationShips; to apply knowledge about health i- nutrition, and physical
activity; to acquire the capacity to meet unexpected challenges to make informed value judgments; to

_recognize and to use one's full leaning potential; and to prepare to go on learning for a lifetime.

Such a definition calls for a realization that all disciplines must join together and acknowledge their
interdependence. Deterrnining the essentials of education is a continuing pintess, far more demanding and -

.

-significant than listing isolated skills assumed to' be basic. Putting the essentials of education into practice
requires -instrational programs 'lased on this new iense of interdependence. 4

Educators must also join witemany segments of society to specify the essentials of education more fully. -
Among these segments are legislators, schootboards, parents, students, workers' organizations,- buriness-
es, publishers, and other groups and individuals with an interest in education. All must now participate in a
coordinated-effort on behalf of society to confront this task. Everyone Kas a stake in the essentials of
education.

Professional Associations Endorsing This Statement
;

American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 833-5553

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
2 Park Avenue, Room 1814, New York, New York 10016 (212) 689-8021

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
225 North Washinon Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (703) 549-9110

International Beading Association
800 Barksdale-Road, P.O. Bei 8139, Newark,- Delaware 19711 (302) 731-1600

Music Educators National Conference
1902 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091 (703)'860.4000

National Art Education Association
1916 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091 (703) 860-8000

National Association of Elementary School Principals_
1801 INL Mociri-Street, Arlington, Virginia 22209 (703) 5286000

National Council for the Social Studies
3615 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. . Washinon, D.C. 200161(202) 966-7840-

National Council of _Teachers of English
1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801 (217) 328-3870

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

1906 Association Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091 (703) 620-9840

National Science Teachers Association'
1742 Connecticut Avenue N W Washington, D.C. 20009 (202) 265-4150

Speech Communication Association
5205 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia 22041 (703) 379-1888



_ Appendix- B
Positilon-Oaper on- Basic Mathematical Skills o_*_th National Council of Supervisors of Mathematic

Introduction
The currently popular singan Back to the Basics" h' akbecOrne a rallying cry of many who perceive a need
for certain changes ineducation. -The result is a trend -that has gained considerable momentum and has
initiated demalls for programs and -evaluatinns_which emphasize narrowly defined skill%

Mathematics educators find themselves under considerable pressure.from boards of education, legisla-
t6res,.and -citizen's groups.who are demanding instructional programs which will guarantee acquisition of
computational skills. Leaders in -mathematics education have expressed a need for clarifying what are the
basic skills needed by students who hope to participate successfully in adult society.

The narrow definition of basic skills, which equates mathematical competence with computational'abilii
has evolved as a result of several forces:

1. Declining scores on standardized achievement tests and college entrance examinations;

2. Reactions to the results of the National Assessment of EdUcMional Rrogress;

3. Rising costs of education and increasing demands for accountability;

4. Shifting emphasis in mathematics education from curriculum content o instructional methods and
alternatives.

_

5. Increased awareness of the need to provide remedial and compensatory progranit;
'6. The widespread publicity given to each of the above by the media.

This widespread publicity,- in particular, has generated a. call for action from governmental agencies,
educational organizations and community groups. In responding to these calls, the National Institute of
Education adopted the -area of basic skills as a major priority. This resulted in a Conference on Basic
Mathematical SkillsVand Learning, held in Euclid, Ohio, in Ortdber, 1975. .

r,

The National-Council of Supervisors of Matheniatics (NCSM) during the 1976 Annual Meeting in Atlanta,
Georgia, met in a special session to discuss the Euclid Conference Report. More than 100 members
participating in that session expressed the needlor a-unified-position-on basic mathematical Skills whiCh -

mewould enable them to provide more effective leadership, within their respective chool systems, to give
adequate rationale and direction in their tasks of implementing basic rnath atics program% and to
appropriately expand the definition of basic skills. Hence, by an overwhelining majority; they mandated.the
NCSM to establish a task force to'forrinilate a position` on basic mathematical skills. This statement is the

_

result of that effort;

Rationale for the Expanded Definition
There are many reasons why basic skills must include more than' computation. The'present technological
society requires daily use of such skills as estimating, problem solving:interpreting data organiiing data
measuring, predictingand applying mathematics to everyday situations. The changing needs of society, the
explosion of the amount of quantitative data, and the availability of computers and calculators demand a
redefining of the priorities for basic mathematics skills. In recognition of the inadequacy of computation

one NCSM is going on record as providing both a general list of basic aatheniatical skills and a
clarification of the need for such an expanded definition-of basic skills.



Any lisfof basic skills must include eomputation. However, the -role of computational skills in mathematics
must be-seen in the light &thy-- contributions they make to -one's ability to use Mathematics in everyday
riving. In isolation, computational skills contribute little to. one's ability to participate in mainstream
society. Combined effectively with ate other skill= areas. they provide the learner with the basic

. _ v
mathematical ability needed by, adults:=

Defining Basic Skills
Thd_NCSM vleuis baiic thathematical skills as falling under -ten vital areas. The ten- skill areas are
interrelated and many, overlap with each other_ and with other disciplines All are basic to pupilSr

_

development of the-ability to reason effectively in varies 1 situations.

This expanded list is-presented with the conviction that mathematics education must not emphasize
computational skills to the neglect of other critical areas of mathematic& The ten components of basie
mathematical skills are listed below, but the order of their listing should not be interpreted as indicating
either a priority of irnportance or a sequence for teaching.and learning.

Furthermore, as society changes bur ideas about which skills are basic also change. For exampie, today
our students should learn to measure in both the customary and metric systems, but in the future the
significance of the customary system will be mostly historical.' There will also be incrlasing emphasis on
when and how to use hand-held calculatorS and other electronic devices-in-mathematics.

Ten Basic Skill Areas

:Problem Solving
_ .

Learning to solve.problems-is the principal reason for studying niathematic&-Problem solving is the process
of applyini previously acquired knowledge to n_ew and unfamiliar situations. Solving word problems in texts
is -one .form of problem solving, but students also4 should be faced -with nbn-textbook problems,-
Problem-solving strategies involve- posing questions, analyzing situations, translating results, illustrating

=
results, drawing diagrams, and using trial and error. In solving problems, stud_ ents need to be able toapply
the rules'of logic necessary to arrive at valid conclusions_ They must b able-to deiermineWhich-factg are ;=
relevant. They should be unfearful of arriving at tentative conclusions and they must be willing tipsubject
these conclusions to sitiny..

Applying Mathematics to- Everyday SituationS
The use of mathematics-is interrelated with all computation activies, Students should be encouragedtO
take everyday situations: translate them into mathematical expressions, solve- the mathematics. and
interpret the results. in light of the initial situation.

Alertness-to the-Reasonableness _of Results
Due to arithmetic errors or other mistakes, results of mathematical work are sometimes wrong. Students
should learn to inspect all results and to check for reasonableness in terms of the original problem: With the
increase in the use of lating devices in society, this skill is essential.

Estiniation and Approximation
Students should be able to carry out rapid approximate calculations by first rounding off nurnbeKs. They
should acquire some simple techniques for estimating quantity, length, distance, weight, etc. It is also
necessary, to, decide when a particular result is precise enough for the purpose at hand.

Appropriate Computational Skills.

Students- should gain facility with addition, subtraction. multiplication, and division with whole numbers
and decimals. Today it must be recognized that long, complicated computations will usually be done with a
calculator. Knowledge of single-digit number facts is essential and mental arithmetic is a valuable skill.

A-4
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Moreoveri theie are everyday
common fractions.

Because consumers continually deal with many situations that involve percentage
and use percents should be developed and maintained.

ituations which deMand recognitig of and simPle computation with.

the abilit ecognize

, _ iStudents should learn the geometdc concepts they will need to function effectively in the I-drmensional
. . -...

world. They should have knowledge of concepts such as point, line. plane, parallel. and perpendicular. They.

should know basic properties of simple geometrid'figWrei, particularly those properties which relate to
measurement and problem:solving skills._ They also must be-able to recognize similarities 'and differences
among objects. .

Measurement
As a minimum skill, students shonld be able to measure distance- lime, capacity, and temperature.
Measurement of angles and calculations of simple areas and volumes are also essential. Students should be
able to perform measurement in both metric and customary systems using the appropriate tools.

Reading, Interpreting, and Construct ing Tables, Charts, and Graphs
Students should know how to read and draw conclusions from simple tables, maps. charts and graphs.
They should be able to condense numerical info_ rrnation into more manageable or meanin rns by
setting upArriple tables. charts, and graphs.

Using Mathematics to Predict
.

Students'should learn how elementary notions of probability are used to determine the likelihood of future
events. They should learn to identify situations.. immediate past experiehce does. not affect the
likelihoodtof future events. They should become familiar with how mathematics is used to help make
predictions such as election forecasts.

Computer Literacy-
rit is imbortant for all citizens to understand what computerkcan and cannot do Students should be award`
of the many uses of coinputers in society, such as their use in teaching/learning. financial transactions, and
information storage and _retrieval. The .mystique" surrounding computers is disturbing and can put.
persons with no understanding of computers at a disadvantage. The increasing use of Computers by
government, industry, and business demands.an awareness of computer uses and limitations.

Basic Skills and the StudentSsFittnre

Scope of Skill Development

EXPANDED SKILLS
Mathematical skills beyond those described here
plus a desire to learn more-

Expected

orr

BASIC SKILLS
The skills described here.

Anyone adopting a definition of basic skills should conside the ""slonr-opening/door-closine implications
of the list. The following diagram illustrates expeCted outcomes associated 'With various amounts of skill
development.

Expected Outcomes

01-

POTENTIAL LEADERS _

Employment and educational opportunities will
continue to increase as mathematical skills con-
thine to grow:

EMPLOYMENT VERY LIKELY
Employment opportunities are predictable. Doors
o further education opportunitieS are open.

A-5
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SKILLS
Limited skills. primarily computation. Little -ex-
posuretc; the other skill areas - described here_-

inimpin Essentials For High-School -Graduation

LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
Unemployment Litely,Peiteptiat.gerieraily limited
to low-level w

=

. Today some school boards and state legislatures ate starting to mandate Mastery of minimum essential
skills in reading and mathematics as a requirement for high- school graduationIn the process, they shduld
consider the potedtial pitfalls of doing this without an-, appropriate definition of "basic skills." If the
mathematics requirements are set inordinately high, then a significant numbernf spiderits may not be able -
to graduate Oit the other hand, if-the Mathematics requirements are, set too low and mathematical skills

=are too narrowly-defined, the result could be a sterile mathematics program concentrating exclusiVely on
learning of !Ow-level mathematical skills/This position paper neither recominends nor cendemns minimal
competencies for high-school graduation, However, the ten_components -of basic skills stated here 'can
serve as guidelines for state and loaf school-systems that are considering the establishment df minimum
essential grabuation requirements.,

Developing the easic Skills
c

r AOne)individual difference among students is style or 'way of learning. In offering opportunities to lefarn the
bdsic skills, options must he.prqvided to-meet these varying learning styles. The preseht "baek-to-basih"

'movement may lead to an emphasis on drill and practice as a way to learn.
,i1 ..._-

Certainly drill and practice is a viable option, but it is only one of many possib ways to bring about
learning and to create interesPand motivation in students. Learning centers, contracts, tutorial sessions,
individual and-small-group praects, games, sirhulations and community-based acrivitiett are some of the
other options that can provide the opportunity to learn basic skills. Farthermore, Whelp students fully

ontirilking plocesi which extends fhr ah all of the year a student is in school. In particular, a Pendency to

understand basic mathematical con epts, teachers, should utilize the full range of activities and mater` Is
available =including objects the studs is can actually handle. The learning of basic mathematical skillS

e phasize computation while neglectig the other nine skill areas at the elementary level must.be avoided.
- .--._

Evaluating and Reporting Student Progress e4,

Any attempt todevelop basic skills must necessArify bcconcerned with evalUating and reporting..
pupil progress. = -.--

_ .

In evaluation, test results are used to- jiidge-the effectivenev of the instructional process' and to make
heeded adjustments in the curriculum ala..instrudion for the individual student. In general,-both educators
and the public have accepted and emphasized an overuse of.anicl overconfidence in the results of
standardized tests. Standardized tests yield comparisons between stud is and can provide a rank ordering
of individuals, schools, or districts. However, standardized tests have several limitations including the
folloWing:

= a. Items are not necessarily generated-to measure- a specific objective or-instructional anti.
. -

b. The tests measure only a sample of the content that makes up a program; certain outcomes ark not
measured guall:.,

Because they do not supply sufficient information aboutW-how Much mathematics a student knows,
.standardized tests are not the best instruments available for reporting', individual pupil growth', Other

alternatives such' as-criterion tests or competency tests must be considered. In criterion tests, items are
generated which measure the specific objectives of the program and which establish the student's leve
mastery of these objectives. Competency tests are, designed to determine if the individual has mastered t
skills necessary for a certain purpose such as entry into the job market. There is also need for operi-end d
assessments such -as observations, interviews, and manipulative tasks to- assess skills which paper
pencittest do n measure adequately.s



; A

Re-ports of pupil progress will surely be made. But; -while 'standardited-tests will probably. coAnue to
dominate the testing scene foe several years, there is an urgent need toliegin_reporting pupil isrogress
othet terms, such dF criterion tests and competent measures. This wilralio-demand an imniediate drnd
extensive program of iniervice4ucation to instruct e general public on the meaning andinterpretation of
such data and to enable teachers fo 'metes-Ling _a vital part of the inStructinnat pto

Large scalecesting, whethet4volving all students or a random sample; can result:in ante reraiions Which.
have great influente on cuiriculuni revisions and development, Test results can indicate,-f 'example, that a
particular mathematical topic is being taught at the.wrong time in the student's development and that it
might-better be introduced later or earlier' in the curriculum. Or the results might indicate that-students are

.

confuserlaboutisome a-topic as result of inapptppiiate teaching procedures. In any case, test regultt sholdd
be carte examined by- educators with special skills in the area of curriculum development_

t paper represents a preliminary aftemlit by the National council of Supervisors of Mathematics
rid core irluhrate its plasition on basic_ mathematical skills. The NCSIII position_ eStablishet a

thin_ hick decisions an program planning and implementation can be made= It also sets forth
the underlying rationale- for identifying and developing basic skills and for evaluating pupils! acquisition of
these comp etencieS, The- NCSM position -underscotes the :fundamental belief of the National Council or
Supervisors df 'Mathematics that any effective program of basic mathematieal skills must be directed not
-back but forward to the essential needs of adults'inthe preSent and future.

'-

Youkire encoutsaged to make and distribute copies of this piper._
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The purpose of the glossary is for clarification of terms for the teacher and is not to be used by pupils. Each
teacher should have 'a reputable to athematics dictionary for use by The pupils. ..

Abscissa if 'ordered pair o bets (ri,b) are the coordinates of a point °la graph, the number a is
the abscissa. FOrcomparirSon, se f rdinate. _ 7

Absolute Error. -- ,_ One-half t siiiallest marked interval on the scale being used-
Absolute Valise The ab ute value of the real number a is denoted by a . If a > 0 then a = a and if a
< 0,- a a -a. On the number line absolute value is the Jiistance of a point from zero.

Accvracyk The accuracy of a measurement depends upon th'e relative error, It is directly related to the
number of significant digits, in, the measured quantity. ,

Additive Identity' The numbarl in any set of numbers that has the following property :/ ± cr=1-a-and a
e 4- I = a for all qin the set_ The symbol for the additive identity is usually 0 in the complex numbers it is 0

0i, and in some systems bears no resemblance to zero. ---

Additive inverse For any givetrnumber a in a set of.numbers the inverse, usually designated by (a)
is that number which/when added to a will give the additive ident

Algebraic Expression An algebraic expression may be a single, numeral or a single variable; or it
mar consist of combinations of numhers and variables, together with symbols of operation and symbols of
grouping. - Lq-

Algorithm (Also Algorism). Any Pattern of, computational procedure.

Angle The set, of all points on two rays which have the same end -point Thb end-point is called the
vertex of the angle,- and the two rays are called the sides of the angle.

Angular Velocity The amount of rotation per unit of time

Approximate Measure Any measure not found by counting.

_Approxiination Arn estimated answer. Also a decimal approxilnation is a_ method of finding any
desired decimal representation of a number- by placing it within successively smaller intervals.

Arc If A and B are two points of a circle with P as center, the arc AB is the set of points-of the circle
which are in the interior of APR and the two pointi. A and the points of intersection-of-the circle and
the angle.

Area of a Surface Atea Measures the amount of surface.

Arithmetric Means The terms that should appear between two given terms so that all the terms will
be an arithmoir sequence.

Arithmetic Sequence (Also Progression)' A sequence of numbers in which there is a common
difference between any two successive numbers.

Arithmetic Series The indicated sum of an arithmetic sequence.

A rettangular arrangement of elements_ in rows and columns.



Associative Property IA basic Mathematical concept that the way terms are§rouped as ce in type
of Operations are performed does nbt affect the result. The laws of addition and multiplication are stated as

+. b) c (b + c) and (trx b) x c - a x (b x-c).

Asymmetric Having no paint. line or plane of symmetry.

Average A measure of central tendencY. See mean.

&xis of Symmetry A line is C"alled an axis of symmetry for a curve if it separates the
portions so that every point, of one portion is a mirror image in th ine of a corresponding pain
portion.

Base The first rollettion in a number series which is used as a special kind` of one. It is used in
combination with the smaller numbers to form the next number in the 'series. In the deci al system
numeration, eleven, which is one more than the base of 10, literally means 10 and one. Twe ty means two
tens or, two of the base. In an exprission such as a", the quantity a is called the base and n he exponent.'

Base of a Numeration System . The base of-a numeration system is the number of s in a given
digits place which must be taken to denote one in the next, higher place.

Base Ten A system of numeration or a place-value arithmetic using the value 10 as its base value.
.

Basic Facts The name given to any operational table in a base of place-value arith etic, as basic
addition tables, subtraction tables, multiplication tables, division tables. power tables, lo rithmic tables.

i .

Basic addition facts include all addition facts in which-neither of the _addends exceeds 9. Basic subtraction
facts inadde all the which correspond to all basic addition facts4he pr ducts formed by--
ordered pairs composed of the numbers 0 through 9 are called basic multiplication fa s. Basic division
facts include all the division facts whith correspond to the basic Multiplication facts s ch that alb -,--- c
provided -13 x c ---a, except -WO is meaningless for all a.

..

-'-

Betweenness B is between A and C if A, B and C are distinct points on the same
..

Bins, When the Method of selecting samples does not satisfy the,condition that every possible sample
that can be drawn has an equal chance of being selected, the sampling process' is said to be biased.

Binary Operation An operation involving two numbers such Ss addition; similarly, a unary op Cation
involves only one number is the square of."

me and AB

Binary Numeration System A system of notation with base equires only two symbols, 0 and
- -

1.

Bounded A point Set S is bounded if and only if there is a c e (or sphere in 3-space)/suc-hjhat S lies
entirely in the interior of that circle (sphere

Cardinal Number If two sets can be put in one-to-one correspondence with each other, they are said
to have the same cardinal number. A whole numlier which answers the question of hoiv many in a given

nite set is called the cardinal number of, a set. .

Cartesian CoorJinates In a plane, the iplements of ordered pairs which are distances froth two -
-intersecting lines or axes, are usually peandicular. The distances from one lineis measured along a

parallel the other line.

rresian Plane plane described by a Cartesian coordinate system.

Cartesian Product The Cartesian product of two sets A and B, written A x B and read "A cross B" is
the set of all ordered pairs (x, y) such that x. e A and y E B.

Central Tendency A measure of the trend of occurrences of an event. See,mean, median and mode.

4iCheck To verify the correct ss o( an answer or solution. It is not-to be confused with prove.

Circle The set of points in agiven plari&each of which is at a given distance from a given point of the
plane. The given onint is called-the center, and the given distance is called the radios.



, Circumference The length of the closed curved lirie which is the circle.

Closed Climb (Simple) A path which starts at one point and comes bask to this point without
Jintersecting itself represents a simple closed curve.

Closure, Property. of A set is said to have the property of closure for any given operation if the result
inf perforining the operation on any two members of the set is a nun;ber utilich-is also a meraber of, the set.

Collection .Elements or objects united from the=viewpoint of a certain common property; as collection
_of pictures. collection of ktamps., numbers, lines, persons, ides,

Combination A combination of a set of objects is any subset of a given set. All possible combinations
of the letters a b-and c are a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc. Also see permutation.

Commutative Property A basic mathematical concept that the order in which certain types of
operations are performed does not affect the result Addition is commutative, for example, 2 ± 4 = 4 ± 2.
Multiplication is cpmmutative, for example., 2 x 4 = 2.

Compass (or Compasses) - A tool, used to construct arcs and circles.

Complement: Set The complement of a set S is denoted by S and contains all elements in
-Universal Set that -re not in the set S ---r...a

Complex Fract4b7_ A fraction tha s one or _snoreore fractions in its numerator or d

Complei -Anyny number of the o ± hi where a and b are real numbers and i2 =
. .

Composite Number A counting number which is divisible by:a smaller counting number dif rent
from 1.

Congruent Two configuratio s which are such at when superimposed every point of either one lies.
on the c acaber. Twfigures have the same size and shade. Angles having the same measure are congruent.

Cossets Complex NuMbers The conjugate o1 the complex number a ÷ hi is the 'complex number.
ahi.
Conjunction A statement consisting of two statements connected by the word and. An example is x
y 7 and x411 3. The solution get fona conjunction of this type is the intersection of the solution sets of
the separate statements.

Conditional Equation. -An eq5ation that is true for only certain values of the variable, for example. x

Conic, Conic Section The curves Which can be obtained as plane sections of a right circular cone.

Consistent -Systemi &system whose solution set contains at least one member.

COnstant A particular m mber of a specified set

Convergent Sequence A sequence that has a limit.
I ,

Coordinate Plane A.plane whose points arei named by ordered pairs of numbers which measure the
distanceS from two intersecting lines Each distan e is measured from one line alonga parallel to the other
ling, Pt:

.Coterminal Angles Two angles which have he same initial and terminal sides but whose measure's
nnin degrees cliffeir by 360 or a in Itipb"...ef 360.

Countable In set theory, an infinite set is countable if it can be put into one-to-one Correspondence
with the natural numbers.

Counting Numbers The counting numbers are 1, 2, 3, 4, .
.

Decimal FractiOn A liner array of integers that represent a fraction, every decimal place indicating a
multiple of a positive or negative power of ten-. example, the decimal .1 = .12 a, .003



Deductive Riasonhig The process of using previously assumed or known statements to retake an
argument- for new statements. The .process of making-inferences by reasoning from the general to the
specific. For comparison, see Inductive Reasoning.

_

Degree In angular measure, a standard unit that is A of the- measure of a right le lit-arc measure,
one of _the 360 equal parts 9f a circle.

_

Degree of a Polynomial The general-polynomial awe + n1 xn-1 a" is said to be-of
degree n if do= 0. For example, the degree of the polynomial 4x3 xS is 3.
Denominator The lower term in a fraction. It names the number of equal parts in o which a number is
o be divided. For example, the denominator of the fraction 3/4 is 4. For comparison see numerator.:

Dependent Linear Equations Equations that have the sane solution set.

Deviation The difference between the particular number and the average of the s
consideration is the deviation.

Difference The answer or result of a subtraction.. For 8-5, the difference is 3..
. _ . .

Digit Any one of the ten symbols used iff our numeration system: 0..1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6 7, 8:9 (from the
Latin, "digitus," or- "finger). _1

Dihedral Angle The set of all points of a line and two noncoplanar half-planes having the givenfine
as a common edge. `he line is called the edge of the dihedral angle. The side or face consists of the edge
and either half-plane.

Direct Variation The number y varies directly as the number x if p = kx where k is a constant.

Disc The union of a simple closed curve in a plane and its interior.

Disjunction A statement consisting of two statements connected by or, for example, x y == 7 orxy
.3. The solution set-of this type of disjunction is th'e union of the solution Sets of the separate statements.

Distributive Property Links addition and multiplication. Examples of the distributive property of
multiplication over addition are as folloWs.

10 + 4) = (3 x 10) + (3 x -4)
= (4 x 3) (4 44

i. c) ab ac.

"Divergent Sequence A sequence that is not convergent.

Divisible An integer a is divisible by an integer b if and only if there is some integer c such that b x c
a.

Division_ __The inverse of multiplication. The process,of finding how_ any times one quantity or-number
is contained in another. For any real numbers a and b, b 0, a b means a niultiplied by the reciprocal of
b. Alsti, a= b c if and only if a = be.

Domain of a- Variable 'The set of all possible values of an independent variable of a function.
Cbrnpare range.

Duodecimal Numeration System
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, T, E.

Edge The line-segment of intersection of two faces of a polyhedron_.
-

Elements In mathematics the individual objects included in a set.

Empty Set The set which has no elements.- The symbol for this set _is of

A system of notation with base twelve. It requires welve symbols:_

End Point The point on a line from which a ray extends is called the end point of the ray. Similarly line
segments have -two endpoints.



Equality The relation is equal to devoted by the symbol "=."
i . i .

Equation sentence (usually expr ed in- symbols) in .which the verb is is equal to."(usually

.Equi en Equations Equations that have the same solution bet.
--

Equiv Relation Any relation which is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, for example,'
reflexive: a a; symmetric: if a = b then b = 171 and transitive: if a band b = c, then a = e.

Equivalerit Fractions Two fractions which represent the same mber.

Equilateral Triangle A triangle whose sides have equal length.
h Estimate A quick and frequently mental operation to ascertain the approximate value of an involved

operation.

Even Number An integer that is divisible by 2. All even numbers can be
is an integer.

mitten in the form 2n, Where ri

Expanded Exponential Form The mipanded exponential form of a numeral is th; forn-iin which the
Additive, multiplicative and place value properties of `a numeration system are expliultly. indicate& The -

value of each.place is written in exporrintial form. for example. 365 = 3(102) + 6(191) ± 5(100).
. . .....

_Exponent In the expressiorran the number n is called alittexponent. _is a positive-integer it Mclica e
..

how many.times a th used .as 'a factor. _

- aq =-axax.. . xa

Under exponents can include zero, negative integers,_ rational,and irrational numbers.
, . - ... . . - -

. . .
Exponential Equation An equation in which the independent variable appearias an exponent.

Exponential Function A function defined by the ponential equation 3i = ax where a > 9.

Extrangoua Roots Those roots in the solution_set o a derived equation which are not members of the =
solution set of the original equation. E

Extrapolating _ Estirti4ing the value of a function greater than or less than the known vities; making
inferences from data beyond:the point strictly justified-by the data. f____

-_ , = -

Faitor The integer m is afactor of the integer n if mXq=n where q is an integer. The polynomial R(x)
is alictor of the polynotnial P Ix) if R-(x) x Q (x) P (x) where Q (x) is apolynornial. Factorization is the

-process of firming the factors. . -_ , ". : ..
*

Factorial The expression "n!" is read n factorial. n! = n(n-1) (n-2) . . . 2 x 1.
- .

Figurate Numbers Figurate nuMbers include the numbers more Coninonlyr= erred to as square
numbers triangular numbersetc. 4 ,41p

Finite Set Ain set theory, a set whichg not infinite. A set whose cardinaLnumberis a _whole number.,

Fraction -An indicated quotient ofwo quantities such as A wherg a and b are numbers; with b not-zero.

Frequency A collection of data is generally organized into several categories according to specified.
intervals or subcollections. A frequency is. the number of scores or measures in a particular category.

Frequency. Cumulative The sum of frequencies preceding and including the freqtiency of measures
in a particular category is the cumulative freuenty.

Frequency Distributimi A of -the frequencies of scores or tneasu
._-_,,,,

categories of dat .

Function A relation in which no two of the ordered pairs have the same first .rneier. Also,
alternately, a function consists of (1) a set A called the domain. (2) a set B called the range, () a table, rule,
formula or graph which associated each member of A with exactly one member of B.



-: Fundamental-Theorem of Arithm: Any positive integer greater than one may be factored into
primes

_ - .
im in essentially one 'way; The order of the primes may differ but the same primes will be present

Alternately; any integtr except zero can be expressed, as a unit times a-product of its positive primes.

Fundamental Theorem., of Fractions If the numerator and denominator are both Multiplied (or
divided) by the same non-zero number, their eit& is another name for the fraction.

_ =
_ . . _

Geometric Means The terms that should appear between two given terms so that all of the terms will
. =

form aseoryietric sequence. . .

Geometric Sequence A sequence in which the ratio of any terra to its 'predecessor is the same for all
tains.

_ .. .

Geometric Serieth The indicated sum of a geometric sequence.

Graph A pictorial representation of a set of points associated with a relation which involves one or
more tiariables.

Greatest Integer Function . Is defined by the rule fix) is the greatest integer not greater than x. It is
usually denoted by the equation fix) = Ix]

Greatest LosverHound A loWer bound a of a set S of real numbers is the greatest lower bound of S-if
no loWer bound of is griaterthari

treniisPhere If a sphere is divided into two parts by a plane through its center, each half is called a
hemisphere.

Histogram A bar graph representing a frequency distribution. The width of each of the contiguous
rectangular bars represents the range of measurer within a pailicular category, and the height of each of
the bars represents the frequency of measurer in the same category.

Identical Equation A statement of equality._ usually denoted by which is true for all values of the
variables. The values of the variable which have no meaning are excluded, for example. (x y)2
2.

-Identity A num er, I,-in a set of numbers at for a given operation, *, has the property that 1*
a for all a in the set. See Additive Identity and Multiplicative Identity.

Inconsistent System of Equations A system whose solution set is the empty set.

Independenth Events Two events are said to be independent if the occurrence of one does not affect
the probability of occurrence of the other.

Independent System of Equations A system of equations that are not. dependent.
. _

Indeth The number used.with a radical sign-to indicate
three.) If ao number is used, the index it two. (1 ).

Inductive Reasoning The process of drawing a conclusion by observing what happens in a number of
particular cases. Reasoning from the particular to the general.. For comparison, see Deductive reasoning.

Inequality The relation in which the verb is one of the following- is not equal to, is greater than or is
-less than, denoted by the symbols > <- respectively.

Lanni& Decimal (Also non-terminating) A decima representation that an unending string of
digits, other than zeroes, to the right ofthe decimal point.

'Repeating Decimal A decimal representation containing a finite block of digits which
repeats endlessly.

Infinite Set In set theory, a set which can he placed in one-to-one correspondence with a proper
subset of itself.

=

Integer Any one of the se 'of numbers which consists of the natural riuMbers their opposites and zero.

root. ) In this e imple the index is



=

Intercept If the points whose coordinates are (a,0) and (0,b) are paints on the graph of an. equation,
they are called intercepts_ The point whose coordinators are (a,0) is the x-intercept, and the point whose
coordinates are (0,b) is the y-intercept

Interpolation The process of estimating a value of function between two known values other than by
the rule of the table of the function. ,..------ ------

Intersecting Lines . Two or more lines that pass through a single point-in-space.

Intersection of Sets IfA andB are sets, the intersection of A and B, denoted by n. B, is the setofA
all elements which are month-ere of both-A and B.

Inverse of an Operation That operation which, when performed after a given operation, annuls the
given operation. Subtraction of a quantity is the inverse of addition of that quantity. Addition is liketvise the
inverse of subtraction. MultiPlication'and division are inverse operations._

Inverse Variation The number y is said to vary inversely as the number x if xxy -k where k is a
constant.

Irrational Number An irrational number is not a rational number. That is, it is a number that cannot
be expressed in-the form where a and b are integers; The union of these of rationals and the set of
i:ration-Ms i the et-of-real-ntitithers.

Joint Variation . A quantity varies jointly as two other quantities if the first is equal to the product of a
_

constant and the other two, for example, y varies jointly as x and w if y kxtv.

Lattice Points An array of points named by ordered pairs.

Least Common Multiple The least common multiple of two or more numbers is the common
multiple which is a factor of all the other common multiples.

Least Upper Bound An upper bound b of a set S of real numbers is the least upper bound of S if no
upper.-bound of S is less than b.

Linear Equaiio equation in standard form in which the sum of the exponents of the variable in
any term equals o e. or example y 3x-2 is a linear equation. The graph of a linear equation is a line.

Linear Measure A measure used to determine length.

Logarithm The exponent that satisfies-the equation b- n is called the logarithm of n to the base b for
any given positive number n.-For example, logic 1000 3 since 103 --1000.

Lower Bound -A number -a' is-called-a lower bound of set S of real numbers if a<x for every x E

Magic Squa'e A square of numbers possessing the particular properly that the sums in each row,
Column and diagonal are the same_

Matrix A rectangular array of numbers.

Example

04 b4

Mean In a frequency distribution, the sum of the n measures divided byn is, called themean . The mean
is comnionly called the average



=

Measurement Measufernent of a quantity implies that a number is assigned to represent its
magnitude. Usually the assignment can be made by a simple comparison. The magnitude of the quantity is
compared to a "standard" quantity, the magnitude of which is arbitrarily chosen to have the measure

Median In a frequency distribution, the measure that is in the middle when elements_ are arranged
from highest to lowest is called the median.,In geometry, a median of a triangle is a linejoining a vertex to
the - midpoint of the opposite side.

Mode In a- frequency distribution the measure which appears most frequently in the set of
observations is called the moak.J9re----may he mare than one mode in a set of measures.

Modulo Arithmetic For a given positive integer :fi, modulo n is .obtained by using the integers
n 1 and defining addition and multiplication by letting the sum of a +. b and the product of a b be the

remainder after diviSion by n of the ordinary sum and product of a and b. (This is often called clock
arithmetic.) _

Modulus A statement of the type x incongruent to y modulus (or modulo) is the modulus of the
_

congruency. If 2 is congruent to 9, then the modulus is 7.

Multiple If a' and _b are integers such that a b>cc where c is an integer, then a is said to be a
multiple-6f

Multiplication .A short method of adding like groups or addends of equal size. It may be illustrated
an a number line by counting forward by equal groups.

Multiplicative Identity The number I in any set, of numbers that haS the following property: I x a
axI.o -for all a in the set. The symbol for the multiplicative identity is usually 1.

Multiplicative Inverse The multiplicative inverse of a non-zero number a is the- number b'such
that a b 1. It is usually designated by or a-'.

Mutually Disjoint Sets Two sets having no elements in common.

Mutually Exclusive Events
are subsets that are disjoint.

Natural Numbers Any of the set of counting numbers. -The set of natural numbers is an infinite
it has a- smallest member (1) but no largest member: 1, 2, 3-, 4,

Null Set A set containing no elements. It is sometimes called an empty set. The symbol for the null
set is i ti or{ }.

Number System A number system consists of a set of numbers, two operations defined on the set,
the prOperties .kelonging to the set and a :definitionfol- equivalence between any two .thembers of tge set.

Numeration System A coding system for recording numerals. Modern systems of numeration are
characterized by a set of symbols, or digits, a place value scheme and:a base.

Numerator The upper term in a fraction. For example, the numerator of the fraction 3/4 is 3. For
comparison see denominator.

Numeral A written symbol for a number, for example, several numerals for the same number are 8,
VIII,'? + 1. 10 2, f.
Obtuse Angle If the degree measure of, an angle is between 90- and 180, the angle is called an
obtuse angle.

Events which cannot occur simultaneously. Mutually exclusive subsets

Odd-Number An odd number is an integer that is not divisible-by 2; any number of the form 2n + 1,
tiiheren is an integer.

One.To-One Correspondence A pairinng of the members of a set 'A with members of a second
set B such that each member of-A is paired with exactly one member of B, and each member of B is paired
with exactly one member of A.



pen Sentence _ illopen sentence is a sentence invoking one or more variables, and the' question of _

whether it is true cannot be decided until definite values are given to the variables, for example, x +:5 7.

rderud N-Tuple A linear array'of numbers (al. a2, ..an) such that of is the first number,
the seeped number, a3 is the third number, ... and an is the nth number_

Ordered Pak A pair of numbers (a,b) where a is the first member` and b is the second member of
the pair.

Ordinal Number A number that denotes order.of the members in a set.

Ordinate If an ordered pair of numbers (a,b) are coordinates of a point Pb , is called the ordinate of P.
For comparison, see Abscissa.

Parallel Lines f Two straight_lines in a plane that do not intersect howeve

Parallelogram A quadrilateral whose opposite sides are parallel.

Parameter An arbitrary constant or a- variable in a mathematical expression which distinguishes
various specific cases.

Partial Product Used in elementary arithmetic with regard to the written algorithm of multiplica-
Ea eh- digit irt-the multiplier prodaces one partial product. The- finarproductis then-the-sum -of the

partial products:- ----

Partial Quotient In long division, any of the trial quotients
complete quotient.

Perimeter The sum of the measures of the sides of
a polygon region.

hat .must be- added to obtain he

olygon_ The measure- of the Outer bounda o

Period The number of digits set off by a comma in an integer or the integralpart of a mixed decimal.
In a repeating decimal the periods is the -sequence of digits that repeats.

Periodic Function A function from /3 to R. where.R is the set of real numbers, is called pei -iodic if,
and only if. f(x) is not the same for all x and there is a real number p such thatj( x P) -= fix) for all x in the
domain of f. The smallest positive number p for which this holds is called the period of the fun-ction.

Permutation Permutation is an ordered arrangment of all or part of the members in a set. All
possible permutations of theletters, a, b and c are a, b, L; ab, ac, ba, be ca; cb, abc, acb, bac, bee, cab, cba. .7--

Perpendicular Lines Two lines intersecting to form a pair of angles of equal measure are said to
be perpendicular.

Place Value i The value of a numeral is dependent upon its position.- In the number 324, for example,
each digit has a place value 10 times that of the place value of the digit, to its immediate right.

Plane Angle. Throf gh.any point on the edge of a dihedral angle pass a plane perpendicular to the
edge intersecting each ide in a ray. The angle formed by these rays is called the plane angle of the dihedral
angle.

Point Set A.c.ollection of points such as the set of points on a line segment or within a circle.

Polar Coordinates An ordered pair used to represent a complex number. The first member of the
pair is the number of units in the radius vector, and the second member is the angle of rotation of he
radius vector.

Polygon A simple closed curve which is the union of line segments is called` polygon.

Polyhedron A solid bounded by plane polygons. The bounding polygons are the faces, the
intersections of the faces are the edges and $he points where three or more edges intersect are the vertices.

. .

Polynomial,_ An algebraic expression of the form a + aisn-1 + + an-ix + an sometimes
. designated by the symbol P(x).
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Polynomial Equation A statement that P(x) == 0.

A function defined by-a polynomial equation or f= 12(X).

Precision- -The -precision of a measurement 'is inversely related to the absolute -ei-ro Thus the
smaller the absolute error, the greater the precision;

Prime Number A counting number-other than one. whichk divisible.onlyshy itself and one,

Prism If a polyhedron has two faces arallel and its other faces in the form of parallelograms. it is
-_

parallel
called a prism.

Probability The numerical of the likelihoOd of an event is tailed the probability of the event. It is a
rational number p such that 0 p 1.

Proper Subset A subset R is a proper subset of a set S if R is a subset of S and R g S. R is a proper
subset of S is indicated by R C S. See. Subset.

y

Pyramid A polyhedron, one of whose faces is &polygon of any number bf sides and Whose other fates
are triangles having a common verteX.

Quadrilateral A polygon formed by the union of 4 line segments.

uinarsr System of Numeration A system of notation with the ease 5. It requires only five
symbols or digits-0, 1, 2, 3, 4-

Radian Meaaure Angular measure where the unit is the measure of an angle who-se arc on a circle
with center at vertex of angle is equal in length to the radius of the circle.

Radius Any line segment with one - endpoint. at the center of a circle and the other endpoint on
the circle is called a radius Of the circle.

Radius Vector A line segment with one end fixed, the origin on the Cartesian plane and rotating
from an initial position along the posiiive x-axis so that its free end point generates a circle.

Range (Statistics) The range of the set of numbers is the difference between the largest and
smallest numbers in a set. For example, if the set of numbers vary from 7 to 25, the range is 18.

Range (of a Function) The set of all elements assigned to the elements of the domain by the-rule
of the fiinction.

Rate Pair An ordered pair .of counting numbers which expressed a rate relation e.g., a_rate of
exchange. In general, a rate pair where a and b are counting numbers, expresses a ratio of the' umber of
elements in one set to the number of elements in a second set.,

Ratio The relative size of two quantities expressed as the quotient of one divided by the other: the
ratio of 5 to 3 is written 5:3 or i%

Rational Expression A rational expression a quotient of two polynomials in symbols
where P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials.'

Q

Rational Number If a and b are whole numbers with b not zero, the number represented by the
fraction t is called a rational number.

Rational Numbers of Arithmetic In the elementary school, one generally defines a set
equivalent fractions to be a rational number. Afiernatively, a rational number is an equivalence class of
ordered pairs of integers a and b,b 0.

Ray Let A and B he points on a line.Then ray AB is the set which is the union of the segment AR and
the set of all points C for which it is true that B is between A and C. The point A is called the endpoint of

0
Reciprocal Multiplicative inverse. For example, the reciprocal of 2/3 is 3/2 s 2/3\x 3/2



Reciprocal Function Pairs of functions in the se
- example, isin ct,) (mac 4) 1

Reitangle A parallelOgra-m with right-angles,

Reference Triangle For any angle- on the rtesian plane with vertex at the origin, the triangle
formed by the radius vector. its projection on the s and-a line drawn from the end of the radius vector
perpendicular to the x-axis is called the reference _

Reflection in a Line A point F has a mirror image P' in the line AB if P. F' and AB all lie in the
sane plane with F and V on opposite sides of _ and if the perpendicular distances PQ and P'0 to the
point 0 in AB are equal --

Reflexive Property If a is any element of a set and if R is a relation on the set such that aRu for all
a. then R is reflexive.

Region The union of a simple closer' Curve and its interior.-

Related Angle For any angle on the Cartesian plane, the related angle is
triangle formed' by the radius-vector and x-axis.

Relation A relation from set &to set fl (where A and B may represent the same set or differen
tarry set of ordered pairs (a b) such that a is a meinger. of A and b is -a Member of

. .

Relative Error -Ratio of the absolute error to the measured value.

Relative Freoueney : The relative frequency is the number of measures in a given category divided
by the total number of measures in all categories.eRelative Prime Two integer re vely prime if they have no common factors other than +relati 1 or

...--
1; two polynominals are-relativprime if they have no common factors except constants .

Repeating Decimal A decimal f-caction which never ends and which repeats a sequenee of digits
other than all zeros. It is indicated in this rnanner 0.333 ... or 0.142857.

Restricted Domani Domain of a function or relation worn which certain numbers are excluded for. .i .

reasons such as division by zero is not permitted and need, for the inverse of aAinction to be a function.

Right Angle' , Any of-the four angles obtained at the point of intersection Of two perpendicular lines.,---The angle made by two perpendicular rays. Its measure is 90 degrees.

Right `I Tangle. A triangle with one right-angle.

.Rounding Off Replacing digits with zero's to ,A certain designated place in-ainitfibet With the last
remaining digit being increased or decreased undecettain specified conditions.

Sample Space The set of all possible outcomes 'of an experiment.

Scaler In physical science, a quantity having magnitude but no direction. In a study "of mathematical
vector, any real number.

...-

Scale A system of marks in a given order and at fixed intervals. Scales are used on rulers,
thermometers and other measuring instruments and devices as an aid in measuring quantiti

Scientific N on A notation generally used for very large, or very small numbers in hich each
numeral is c ang d to the -forma x 10k where a is real number such that 1 < 10 and k is any integer.

6,710.000 -- 6.71 x 106
.000000052 5.2 x 10-8

Segment For any two points A and B, the set of points consisting of A and B and all points
between A and B. is the line segment determined by A and B. The segment is a geometrical figure
while the distance is a number which tells how far A is fronts.



Sequence An ordered arrangement of numbers.

Series The,indicated sum of a sequence.

- -A collection of particularthings.- as a set of ntimbere between 3 and 5, the Set
segment of a line or a circle.

Set Builder Notation lTo descnbe the members= of a yeti/arge r infinite set, his .ofteri;helpful tici
_

denote the set and its members as in this example____Ix 'x al and 04x41}, read 'The set of all x such that
is a member of the set H of real numbers and x is greater than or equal to 0 and less than or equal to 1.-v- Th
symbol Aevice, i x ix...1 ,read the set of all x such that x..." is.ealled set builder notation_ -

... .

on the

. Significant Digit Any 'digit in a numeral not used Safely fir plment of the decimal point, for,
example, 701000, _0056 g

numeral ace_

Similar Two -geometric. Tires are similar if one rucan be made congent to the other by using a
transformation of similitude i one is a magnification or reduction of the other. Geometric figures are

miler if their corresponding angles are congruent and corresponding line segments propmlionall

kew Lines. - Two lines which are not coplanar are said to be skew.-

Slope 'The slope of a §iven segment (pPail::()x2ist 112 n mber m such that m where is the
ordered pair Sii) and -Pi is the ordered

Solid Any simple closed surface; the tennis usually used with reference to polyhedra (rectangular
solids,- pyramids), cylinders, cones and spheres.

Solution Set The set of values that satisfy (or make true) an equation or a system of equations.

Sphere The set of all points in space each of Which is at a given distance from a given point. The given
point is called_the.center of the sphere and the given distance is called the radius_

Square J3i quadilateral formed by four line segments of equal length which meet at right angles.
A rectangle with sides of egtial length.

Standard Deviation The square root of the arithmetic he squares of the deviations -
from the mean.
Statistic. An estimate of a parameter obtained from
standard deviation.

a sample, as of the population mean or

Statistics The concepts, measures and techniques related to methods of obtaining, organizing
and analyzing data is included in statistics_

Subset A set contained .within a set; a set whose members are members of another set. The fact
that R is a subset of S is indicated, by 1 C S. See also Proper Subset.

Subtraction To subtract the real number b from the real number a, add fhe opposite (additive
inverse of b) to a. a b a + (b). Also, a b = c if and only if a a b + c.
Successor The successor of the integer a is the integer a + 1.

_Summation Notation The symbol ak. The symbol X, the _Greek letter "sigma," corresponds to

the first letter of the word "sum" and is used to indicate the summing process. The n and i represent
the upper. and lower indexes and indicate that the summing begins with 'the ith term and includes
the nth term, for example,

k =2
ok + 03- ±-

, A

When the summation includes infinitely many terms it is written-' ak. In this case here is no last tem
_ k

N.

a because is not a number ;The symbol is used to indicate that the summation



metric Propert
that aRb implies bRa,

'Term In diphrase

and b are any elemegs of a set and if R is a relation on the set
hen the relatiod is said to have the, symmetric property.

§

which has the form of an indicated sum, A 4- B, A and B are
phrase.

Terthinating Decimal (Also finite decimal) A decimal-representation that
of digits or that repeats an infinite seqnence of zeros.

,

Topology A branch cif. mathematics which is the
prekerved under specificiransforrnations.

such'

Contains a finite number

udy of properties of point: sets which ire-

Transitive Property If a. b and c are any elements of a set and -if R is a relation on the
set such that oRb and bRe imply aRc, then the relation is said to have the transitive property.

Trapezoid A quadilateral with two parallel sides. It is sometimes -required that the other sides
not be parallel.

Triangle if A, B and C are three non-collineaf points in a given plane, the set of all points in
the segments having A, B. C as their end points is called a triangle.

Unary_ Operation An operation involving one number Such as "the cilbe of" or "the square
root of."

.l nbounded = Not bounded.

Unequal Not equal, symbolized -by

Union of- Sets If A and B are two sets, the union of A and B is the set A u B which
,contains all the elements and only those elements that 'are in A or in B, for example,' A =- 2,8,3
B 15,2,7.61 then A u B

Unique One and only-one
9 a

Universal Set The largest set under consideration in the context of a problem situation.

Upper Bound A number b is called an upper" bound of a set Scof real numbers if `b for e e
X E S.

Variable A letter used to denote any one of a given set of numbers. Another name for variable is
placeholder in an equation, for example, x + 5 7.

Vector In physical science, a quantity having magnitude and direction. In. mathematics a vector
is a' matrix of one row or one column as (a1 b1 c1) or

-Vertex The point of intersection of two or more rays or line- segments. A vertex in 3-space is
formed such as for a polyhedron where 3 or more edges intersect. The plural form of vertex is vertices.

Volume The amount of space occupied by a solid or enclosed within it.

Whole Numbers The whole numbers are 0,1,2,3,4,



\

is not equal to

is approximately equal Jo

is greater-than

is norgreater than
= < is less than

is not less than

is-greater-than or equal to,.

is not greater than or equal to

is less than or equal ta

is not less than or equal to

_ is a subset of

c is a proper subset of

is congruent to

is similar to

is an element of

is not an element of

universal set

S solution set

complement set

_ A x B Cartesian product set of sets A and B

pan is interpreted as 1 where a 0
an

II is parallel to

is perpendicular to

z AID straight line containing poin
A and B

straight line segmem with. nd points
A and B.

ray from point A through point B

ordered pair a and b

set containing elements a

- G,14
2.27

s



fraines, place holders or nonspecified
elements

the empty set

A ABC triangle with vedices A, B, and C
applies to any polygon

-f ABC- angle with_point_EULs_vertex_

the set of all 0 in the u 'versal
set such that 0 is grew han 5

ratio of a to b (also written -p

union of two sets

intersection of two sets





.+ egrs Mathematics

To the middle grades teacher
The purpose of this career education material

=

mathematics in various Careers.

guggested activities

to provide gge ions to help students become. aware -of

eiriphasis educatioh in the elementary school is On awareness and exploration, not do career
deci Cm making; Career awareness should be approached through multi-disciplinary itudies, for instance,
throu h the study of community helpers. At the same time-the service occupations are studied, other types
of occ pations should also be corisidered. The brochure enclosed hem may be reproduced and used to

- help_ ulate- career-awareness and-exploration. - _

Some -airs for its use include these.

mduce at least one copy for each child,

tints circle those occupations that represent people thdy know.

your students to \write additional occupations that are not included.

4) Have your students talk with 'a fey people in these various occupations. I-telp them pose some questions
-they might ask. Here are sorne 4amples.

) What do you do?
b) What do you like about your work?
c) What don't you like about your work?
d) What do I ruted to learn (especially in mathematics
el When do you work?

2 et stu

-ours

0 Where do you do your work?
g) Would you_ come talk to our class about your work?

Work in small groups (with individuals) discussing, "What kinds
about these jobs."

6) Let the student use the same sheet to iden

o be able to do this work?

pursuing.

f things I like to do" or "How I feel

or state different carts that they might be interested in

7) Encotirage them to use available resources (e.g., from the media centerbooks, films, film strips; local
public library, people in the community Material in counselor's office) for a presentation (oral or
written).

8) Let them play "Twenty Questions" o
occupations..

ha My -Line" with udents playing' roles in



WILL iv TI TICS 11 A PART OF MY FUTURE? CAN I GET APB 'AFTER HIGH SCHOOL WITHOUT

TAKING MATTIVATICS?
I

Yes,.litt-the.hetter yaltran dornathematics'you may

have-More clianceS-fer jebs-and. lioradVancentent:

' Yes. Our society is using mathematics mote and

more. More doors are closed without it.

;WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO PREPARE FOR MY

FUTURE WHILE I AM IN MIDDLE-GRADES AND

-HIGH SCHOOL?

You can expect mathematics to be needed for your

futute--work:in- schools and -jobs,. You need

ready. Study mathematies now and in highland] to

increase the number of careers available to you: .°

CAN "EXPECT MY EARNINGS TO INCREASE AS

-A RESULT OF STUDYING MOH AND MORE

MATHEMATICS?

While money is important--when selecting acareer;--

you should include

i) satisfaction

job security

opportvoitik for advancement

employee benefits

'
Mathematics

for

Career Plans

DO I NEED wribuncs IN HIGH SCHOOL IF I

PLAN TO AMR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL?

Yes, you should elect as many mathematics courses

as you can schedule. HOW CAN GET MORE INFORMATION?

Mathematics teachers

Sources the guidance office, such as the

current edition of Occupational Ontlool(Hand-

book

Sources in the media center

Sources in the career education center

'DO I NEED :MATHEMATICS TO PREPARE FOR

_COLLEGE?,

Yes, the college program you,planwill determinate.

matheMatics you need in high ScIlbol
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.

dancer it'

,

display designer %

laser

computerpogrammer

pp* clerk

' cashier

bank teller

avionics technician

geographer

engineer

home economist

teacher

hotel manager -

optician.

pilot

plumber

'secretary .

4

tool apd 44 maker'

I

$

printer

biological technician.

*construction worker

siginet.Aoker

4 WC Ipapor. hingyr

house Mover

%Surveyor,

-map maker

flight engineer

_physician .

banker

$4ieloyist

retail clerk a.

4

Altility,leter" clerk,

*

heuie painter

carpet installer.

leftover

utter

40tics technician

energiutechntcion

dentist

laWelf'rcement officer.

. irchtte t

fund railer

file clerk

photog apher

firefighter chef

elect ician

nurse.

Oulleisn'

{'business administrator.'

artist

singeri

pharmacist

4

1(0-TECH_



Federal law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,- color or national origin (Title VI of the Civil Act of 1964); sex (Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 1972-land Title not the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976); or handicap (Section 5040f the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973) in educational programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance,

.

EmPloyees, students and the general public are hereby notified that the Georgia`Department of Education does not discriminate in any educational
.

programs or activities or in employment policies,

The - following individuals have been designated as the employees responsible for coordinating-the department's effort to implement this
nondiscaminatory policy

Title Loydia -Webber, Vocational Equity Coordinator
litle VIPeyton Williams, Jr;, Associate Superintendent a
Tale IXMyra Tolbert, Coordinator
Section 504.1ane Lee, Coordinator of Special EducatCon

. .

- Inquiries yoncerning the application of Title Title -VI, Title IX or Section 504 to the policiesand practice_s of the department may be addressed to
thepers4ns listed above at the Georgia Department of Education', Twin TowersEast. At lant% 30334; to the Regional Office for Civil Rights, Atlanta
30323; or to the Director, Office for Rights, Education Department ,- Washington, D.C. 20201.

ate Schools and Special SenAces



Division of Curriculum Services
Office of Instructional Services
Georgia Department of Echication
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Charles McDaniel
State Superintendent of Schools
.1982


